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PREFACE,

THIS is a Manual for students and young engineers and

not a treatise for experts. Written for the use of students at

the Thomason Civil Engineering College, Roorkee, India, by
one who was trained at that college and afterwards served in

the United Provinces ; it deals chiefly with the roads of Upper

India, but the later chapters introduce the senior student to

the roads of other countries. The writer has read with interest

the books and papers mentioned below and gratefully acknow-

ledges the help he has received from them.

W. P. HOUSDEN.

Dated the 21st May, 1918.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

1. Roads are made in order to facilitate the carriage of passengers

and goods from place to place with the least expenditure of motive power

consistent with economy of construction and maintenance.

2. The first idea of a road is a path, or track, on which a foot-

passenger can travel. Tif forests trees are perhaps "blazed," or marked,

to show the direction ; on the prairies men travel by compass, or by the

stars, or by watching their own .shadows. Successive travellers following

the same route will tread down a path, which is the first step towards

road-making. On such a road rivers would be crossed by swimming, or

wading, or by means of rafts, or of felled trees used as bridges over

narrow streams, while ranges of hills would be passed by following the

beds of streams as far as possible.

3. As intercourse increases various animals are used as beasts o

burden. Pack hor>es were employed in England down to a very late

period ; camels, horses, mules, asses and bullocks are used all over the

East, while even sheep and goats carry tea and salt over the passes

from India to Thibet. The employment of any of these animals neces-

sitates the improvement of the roads, the footpaths are widened, the

jungle is cleared, rude bridges are made.

4. But animal power is always more economically employed in

draught than in carriage, so carts are built for conveying goods and

passengers, better gradients become necessary, the road must be raised

clear of inundation, better bridges must be provided, and eventually the

road surface must be metalled to diminish friction.

5. With each step of improvement it is found that the traffic can

pass easily over some gradients, or longitudinal slopes, on the road, but

is checked by others. Over a rough country the tracks made by the

inhabitants for themselves and their cattle are as direct as possible, but

they arc compelled to deviate from the straight line where the footpath,

or cattle track, roaches ground which slopes at an angle steeper than

men or cattle can climb. So also the road engineer is compelled to

deviate from a direct route in order to admit on the road only such

gradients as the traffic can traverse with ease. The steepest gradient

considered advisable would be tho maximum, or limiting, or ruling

gradient
for the road, and in order to avoid steeper grades, it would bg

necessary for engineer to cut through obstacles or to go round
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6. The first consideration in laying out a road connecting two

points is that they should be joined up by the shortest route, but a road

that is straight in plan is not always the best and easiest and cheapest,

for a straight road may need stoop gradients, or deep cuttings where

there are hills, or high banks where valleys have to be traversed. It is

generally better to go round a hill than straight over it, for in this way
easier grades can be secured without, of necessity, lengthening the road,

.since a road round a hill is not always longer than a surface road over it ;

but cases may arise in which it would be better to improve the gradients

on a straight road by excavation, than to make a long detour as the

engineer has to avoid too lengthy a road as well as to avoid over-exertion

of animal power.

7. It is also inadvisable to carry a road into low-lying land where

high banks are necessary, if by a moderate deviation it can be run on to

ground where good grades can be secured ; but, on the other hand, it may
be advisable in some cases to adopt the straight embanked line. Circum-

stances will decide each case.

\^ 8. Easy gradients, as stated above, are more important on a road

than a badly-graded direct route, a fact which must always be borne in

mind ; but, at the same time, excessive length must be avoided, for, if there

is any unnecessary increase in the length of the road, time will be wasted

in travelling over it, and there will be unnecessary expenditure on its

construction and maintenance. For the purpose of avoiding a steep

slope it is allowable to increase the length of a road surfaced with broken

stone by as much as, or more than, fifteen or twenty times the vertical

height avoided by the detour, but no arbitrary rule or formula can be laid

down for cases such as this, since the advisable increase depends not only on

the road surface, but on the nature of the country and on the time which

would be taken in travelling over the detour. See paragraphs 55 to 58.

- 9. Small deviations do not add much to the length of a road. A
deviation to the right or left of a straight line equal to 10 per cent,

of the length of the line will increase the length by 2 per cent. only.

This allows for some latitude in design and for the inclusion, in the

scheme of a road, of towns and villages of any importance which are not

far from the line. Where such towns and villages are included in the

scheme, the road would ordinarily pass through any that had good wide

streets, and would skirt those of which the streets were narrow, or

crooked, and therefore expensive to widen and improve.

10. Whether towns and villages situated at some distance to the

right or left of the direct line should be included depends on commercial

considerations as well as on the physical character of the country.
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In a new country the situation of towns is often determined by the posi-

tion of the pioneer roads, but in an old country tho alignment of a now

road may depend on tho positions of towns, or on land values, as well as

on tho natural features of tho country.

i" 11. Suppose that in a country in which the natural features do not

determine the alignment of a road it is desired to make a road fromjA to B,

and that there is, on one side of the line, a town which it is advisable

to include in the scheme on account of its importance ;
the junction of

the throe towns may bo effected in three ways. In tho first place threo

roada AB, AC, CB may bo made. These would reduce tho distances

between A and B, A and C, B and C to tho least possible length, but

tho expense would bo great and tho aggregate length of tho roads would

bo greater than if, from a point D on the road AB, a branch road were

made to in a direction perpendicular to AB. By this .second method

tho length of tho roads would be decreased and only a slight increase

would bo occasioned in the distance between C and the other two towns.

The third way would bo to join AC and BC, and, as a rule, it may be

taken that this method is the bo*t and most convenient for the public,

that is to say, that, if tho physical character of tho country does not

determine the course of tho road, it will generally be found best not to

adopt a perfectly straight lino, but to vary tho line, so as to serve the

principal towns near its general course.

^ 12. In laying out a line of road there are throe cases which may have

to be treated. First, two places to be connected may both bo situated

in a valley and upon tho same side of it, that is, they are not separated

from each other by tho main stream which drains the valley. This is

the simplest case. Secondly, though both are in tho same valley, the two

places may be on tho opposite sides of the valley, being separated by the

main river. Thirdly, they may be situated in different valleys, separated

be an intervening ridge of ground more or less elevated. In laying out

an extensive line of road, it frequently happens that all these cases have

to be dealt with, and each will have to be treated on its merits, for the

numerous and diverse circumstances met with in the construction of roads

fire such th^t n.o definite rules can be JaJ4 down to embrace all cases.
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13. In European and American practice a minimum gradient is

recommended, that is, roads should not bo quite level, for slight gradients

keep a better road surface than a dead level, as they drain better, Set

paragraphs 32 and 33.

14. The question of tho extent to which gradients can bo reduced by
curves and cuttings is ofton decided by tho geological structure of the

country. In some cases tho whole alignment depends on geological

considerations, or on tho question of water-supply along the route, and the

engineer, in prospecting for his lino, should pay particular regard to these

matters. He will find that there is ofton a groat difference in the

character of tho ground on opposdto sidos of spurs and valloys, for while

one side may bo baro and rocky, the other may bo covered with soil and

forest, and have easy slopes and a good water-supply. Tho forests will

yield timber that is useful in many ways on road works. The trees and

bushes will givo shade and make tho road picturesque, while breaking the

force of tho rainfall. Nevertheless it may sometimes be better to carry

the road along a bare rocky hillside as in places where snow lies long on

the ground, or whore the sheltered side of the spur or valley is liable to

landslips. The stratification will often determine the alignment, for,

Fig. 2.

Section which is liable to slip.

Fig. 3-

Section which is likely to be safe unless there ia a fault in the strata,
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Fig 4,

Section which requires benching back on one side.

wherathe strata are inclined, a road on the side of the hill towards which

theyjip would bo liable to
slip, while a road on tho other face of the

hill would probably bo safe. In such cases a good deal would dopoUd on

tho angle of inclination of the strata and the angle of repose of the

soil.

15. Whore a road A crosses a stream by a causeway there i# a

choice of two alignments for tho approaches as AB, AC, and if B gives

as good a cross-

ing as C, the site

B should bo chosen

for the causeway, as

AB is shorter than

AC though on the

same grado.

16. Roads should be made as wide as is consistent with traffic needs,

for wide roads wear bottor and dry easier than narrow ones. They
should also, as far as possible, be raised above* the level of floods.

17. Consideration will show that the choice of a road alignment,

while depending on principles more or less easily stated, requires judg-

ment and the exercise of much common >onso. Espocially are care and

skill and judgment necessary when tho construction of a hill road is boing

considered. In level country there are not, as a rule, many alternative

routes between two points, but in hilly country thoro may bo sovoral.

One line may give good gradients, but may prove to be too long, another

may be more direct, but may have to descend after a long ascent. A road

may rise 1,200 feet between two points A and B, and also rise 400 feet

in going from B to A, though A is 800 foot lower than B. Tho problem

is to eliminate this superfluous rise and yet to secure as direct a' route'
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as possible without great cost. The following case is sometimes quoted

as showing what improvement can be made in laying out a road :

"An old road in Anglesea rose and fell between its extremities,

24 miles apart, a total perpendicular amount of 3,540 feet ;
while a new

road laid out by Telford between the same points rose and fell only 2,257

feet 5 so that 1,283 feet of vertical height is now done away with, which

every horse passing over the road had previously been obliged to ascend

and descend with its load. The new road is, besides, more than two miles

shorter. Such is one of the results of the labours of a skilful road-

maker."

18. The following example of how the comparative cost of construc-

tion may be approached in the simple case of short lengths of road in

the plains of India will prove of interest. It is taken from Chapter II.

of the 7th edition of the College Manual on Roads :

"The following memoranda, by an experienced Road Engineer, on

this important subject, though nocossarily applying to a certain class of

roads, i.e., those in the plains, are a good example o the way the subject

should be looked at :
-

The average section of our Imperial roads in Upper India may be taken at as

follow:

Breadth of top of embankment, 40 feet.

Height of embankment, 4 feet

Slopes, 5 horizontal to 1 vertical.

Breadth of arches of bridges, 30 feet.

Breadth of metal, 1C feet by 9 inches thick.

Rate of earthwork, Rs. 2-8 per 1,000 oubio feet.

Rate of consolidated metal per inch depth per mile, Rs. 750.

Cost of maintenance per mile yearly, Rs. 7cO.

Cost of drain bridges per running foot of waterway, from Rs, 75 to Rs. 100 up to 15

feet span.

Cost of large bridges, from Rs. 300 to Rs. 400 per foot.

From the abore data we obtain the following comparative cost of embankments,

bridges and metal for this class of road :

Cost of one mile of embankment (40 x 20) x 4 = 240 (cp Rs. 2-8 per 1,000 = 60, or

Re. 0-9-7 per foot.

/. One mile cost ^,280 x 0-60 = Rs. 3,168.

The cost of drain bridges is -
' = Rs. 87-8 per foot, and of large bridges Rs. 350 per

foot run of waterway.

Therefore the cost of one mile of embankment equals only 36 feet of waterway for

drain bridges, and less than 10 running feet of waterway of large bridges.

"One mile of metal costs 750 x 9 = Rs. 6,7 SO, or more than double the embankment ;

and taking the maintenance of road at Rs, 700 a year for metal and Rs. 50 for earthwork,
at 20 years' purchase, we have metal 700 x 20 = Rs. 14,000 a mile

; therefore the cost of

metal is Rs 20,750 a mile or more than six times the cost of the embankment, and it ia

evident that all cross-drainage should be avoided where practicable, and that the
height of
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embankments should not be so much taken into consideration <<* the length of road, so as to

save metal.

Secondly, as the cost of metal is such an important item, and as this so much depends

on the dibtance from the quarries in selecting a new hue, the proximity to material for

metalling should form a very great reaxon for adopting one line in preference to another.

Supposing the wear and tear of metal to be 7,500 cubic feet a year per mile, and that

8 annas per 100 cubic feet are baved for each mile the road is nearer the quarries, the

actual saving per annum would be Ks. 37-8 A mile, which at 20 years' purchase equal

Ks 750. Thus, if 4 miles could be saved in carnage, it would equal the first cost of the

embankment nearly ;
or the road may be lengthened one-sixth between two points without

adding to its cost, that is, it might be If>
f

6(> per cent, longer, which would admit of a

diversion of about one-third of the total distance out of the straight line

Lastly, where nothing is to be gained by deviating from the straight line, either in

avoiding drainage 01 being neaier kankar beds, the embankment may be raised as follows,

without adding to the cost of the road, i e
,
with the following rates for earthwork .

Height of embankment up to 5 feet, Us. 2-8 per 1,000.

,, ,, above 5 and up to 10, Rs>. 3 per 1,000

10 and up to 15, its. 3-8 per 1,000.

Saving in distance 1 mile in 2, or
, embankment may be raibed to 13 '00 feet.

1
ii 3 A >i ii 10-00

1 i 840

I 5 7-45

1 6
ii * , ii

6*64
,i

1 ,, 7 | O'lO

1,, ,i 8 | 580

1 ii ii & ii ,
550

ii

1 ,,10 j 5'33

1 n 15
, A 6*00

That ih, if the road can be blu/ilened l-20th to l-15th of lU length, it will allow of an

addition ot one toot to height on an amage thioughout the whole length oi embankment
,

from 1-loth to lUth, we may add Ii leet
;
iiom 1-Dth to l*7th, 2 feet

,
tor 1-Oth and l-5th,

3 feet
;

if is gained, 4i teet
;
where J, G ieet

;
and where the distance is luhed, we may

add no less than y teet to the height of embankment. That is -supposing a valley to

intervene, which is one mile broad, and requires an embankment a\eraging 13 feet high to

cross it, arid that by going a circuitous road we should a\oid this bad giound, but add one

mile to the length of the road (all other circumstances remaining the same along the line)

it is as cheap to make the 13 feet embankment as to go the same circuitous route, while

travellers are saved one mile. In other words, it is veiy seldom a road should be made to

deviate tiom the straight line on account of eaithwoik only, except in a hilly countiy

where steep gradients would interfere,

Considerable deviations can, however, be made from the straight line without adding much

to the actual length of road, as will be seen by the following : Let A and B be (sav) 40 miles

apart, arid half way, at the point C, lay oft the,

perpendicular line CD. Suppose CD is one-tenth otAB,

the line ADB will only exceed AB 2 per cent. The En-

gineer, therefore, at half the distance between the two

points to be connected, has a breadth of 8 miles to

select from, without adding m0re than 2 per cent, to

the whole length of road.
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As long as the direction of no part of the line deviates more than 10* either way, from

the direction of the stiaight line joining the terminal points of the road, then, for all

practical pui poses, the road will be nearly as short as the direct line, while it gives the

engineer considerable scope for selecting his line. In doing which he should consider,

fimf, the Drainage; wcondly, the supply of metal; and lastly, the Earthworq, which

though at first sight it appears the greatest, is m reality insignificant in comparison to

the other two items

A straight line is undoubtedly the shortest distance between two points, but nothing

is more inonotorioiib than to have to march along a straight road. In fact, one should

never be able to see more than three miles along any road ; and this can be easily

accomplished by passing round A village or a clump of trees. Curves, however, are

unsightly In an open plain, unless there be some natuial feature in the country necessi-

tating a curve, such as to cross a stream at right angles, or to avoid low marshy ground, or

some high mound In the latter case the mound can be taken advantage of in hiding the

road. Where, however, all is one extensive plain, as one otten meets with in India, to put

a curve in a road and not to hide it appears as if a mistake had been made in lining it out,

which is worse than A continuous long line.

Curves may, howevei, be given at every three miles, so that no portion of the road

can te seen for a greater distance, and the road greatly improved, not only in appearance,

but also in comfort to travellers Suppose the distance between the two points it is

necessary to connect is 30 miles, and that the country is one open uniform plain. The
shortest line would, no doubt. Ix; one uniform straight, but it would be too tedious and would
involve long marches of 15 njiles each, with nothing to break the monotony of the march.

By introducing double or h curves at cveiy three miles and planting two clumps of trees

near them on either side ot the road, with a well in the centre of one of them, the road

could only be seen along three miles of its length, and wearied travellers would have

comfortable shade with water to drink. A Police Ohauki could be placed in the other

clump, as to afford protection to property.

Supposing BE to be equal to 1,000 feet, and CD equal 50 feet, than V 1,000* + 50*

= 1001 24 feet, or nine of these curves may be introduced, and only add to the length of

the road in a distance of 30 miles, some four yards."

19. The rates given in this example do not apply to any particular

part of India. Those for kankar nrc higher than are prevalent in the

United Provinces where also banks are made 30 feet wide, with side

ilopes of 2 to lr and are not often of an average height of 4
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20. Another example is reproduced from the Manual on Roads, 7th

edition, Chapter IT, paragraphs 44 and 45, as follows :

"
Sny that it is propound to substitute a good metalled road in place of

a kaohcha road actually existing in any district, the road being already

raised and bridged.

As a first step, returns of actual traffic must be made. These will be

taken by observers stationed at different points with printed forms in

their hands, showing the number and description of carriages, carts and

animals, whether laden .or unladen, passing to and fro. They should bo

taken for several successive days, care being takVn to ascertain whether

it is average traffic or due to any special and temporary cause, such as

the holding of a fair of the like.

The cost of this traffic is next to be considered. Let us neglect the

question of speed and consider only the weight. Assume that the road

is 30 miles long, and that 500,000 maunds (of passengers, cattle, grain,

etc., a very moderate amount) are annually carried. The average friction

of a kaclicha road may be taken at o\>th of the weight. The annual force

of draught required will, therefore, be 25,000 inaun(ls= 2,000,000 Ibs. If

the average power of draught of a bullock at 1*5 miles an hour for 10

hours a day be taken at 50 Ibs., there would be required 80,000 bullocks

to transport the above in one day. And taking the daily hire of a bullock

at 4 annas, the annual cost of transport of the above traffic would be

Us. 20,000.

Let the road now be supposed to be metalleds so that the animals

would draw three tinier as much as before.

Then the saving would evidently be Ks. 13,3315 per annum, which the

carriers could afford to pay either in tools or in paying for the metalling

themselves. If ihe money were borrowed at 10 per cent., this would

represent a capital of 1 lakhs, and as the cost of the metalling would

not exceed Rs. 90,000 at Rs. 3,000 a mile, there would be a clear gain of

Rs..40,000 or 30 per cent., besides the saving in time, and in wear and

tear of animals and vehicles, and the profit on extra traffic, which would

be attracted to the good road, which might be set against the annual cost

of repairs.

Next, suppose the old road is only to be improved by being shortened

a mile by a new alignment of part of it. Then 3\yth of the original

distance, and therefore labour= Rs. 667, would be saved, representing

a capital of Rs. 6,670, and if the proposed diversion can be made for

this sum, it should be made at once. It is clear there will be a further

saving in having a mile of road less to repair.

2
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Next, suppose that the original road has a heavy gradient, 1 mile

long at a slope of 10 to 1 to the top of a hill, which it descends by a

similar gradient on the other side ; and that by making a detour of a

mile the gradient can be reduced to 30 to 1. It is generally allowed

than an animal can draw 2- times as much in the latter case as in the

2"f> V 20 000
former, so that to draw the above the traffic would cost Rs. ^ =

Rs. 3,333 more annually than with the higher gradient ; so that if the

extra mile could be made for Us. 30,000 it would be worth making.

These calculations will show the principle> *on which similar ones in

like cases should be conducted. Some such calculations should, when-

ever practicable, accompany every design for a new road. It is true, as

remarked above, that the pecuniary return would be nominal, rather

than real, so far as the Government was concerned, but it would at least

serve to show the absolute benefit to the community that would arise

from constructing or improving the road ; and indirectly no doubt a good
road is as proiitable to Government as a good canal."

21. As an exercise the student should make the calculations on the

assumption that the average friction of an earth road is one-tenth of the

load to be drawn.

One-tiltcent h of the uhole distance.



CHAPTER II.

9,

CONTOURS AND GRADIENTS.

22. A good map is of great help in the choice of the preliminary line

of a road, and if the map is a contoured one, a good deal of work in the

field will be saved. Contours are line? of equal altitude and represent

imaginary lines running round a hill, or a valley, or a lake, at the same

level all the way at certain heights above a known fixed point termed the

datum, these heights being indicated by the figures written on the lines.

The vertical intervals between consecutive contours are equal. The

horizontal distance apart of the lines representing them depends on the

slope of the ground. When the lines are far apart the slopes they

represent are easy; when they are close together they represent steep

slopes.

23. Imagine a lake that is gradually tilling \sith water and suppose

that an outline plan of

the wetted perimeter

is drawn whenever the

water surface rises five

feet. The completed

drawing, Fig. 9, would

show contours at 5 feet

vertical intervals and

contours pointing away

from the centre, i.e.,

salients, would indicate

drainage lines. Ima-

gine now a hill, Fig. 10,

from which flood waters

are receding. As the/

flood falls 5 feet con-

tour lines are drawn, as

in the case of the lake,

and the completed plan

again indicates contours

at 5 feet vertical

intervals, but in this

case contours
pointing* away from the centre of the plan, i.e., salients*

indicate spurs, while drainage lines are indicated by contours that bend

in towards the centre of the plan, i.e., re-entrants

-

Fig. 10.
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24. Contour linos, by their greater or smaller distance apart on

a drawing, have the effect of shading and show at a glance ridges, spurs,

drainage lines, steep slopes, easy slopes. The heights of points on the

drawing can he calculated hy counting the number of contour lines from

any convenient level when the contour heights are not all marked in

figures on the plan. The, difference in level between two places is found

by multiplying the number of intervening contours by the vertical

height between contours.

25. A rough trace of a road at any gradient can be marked out rapid-

ly on a contoured plan. For instance, if the contours are at 5 feet inter-

vals and the gradient is 1 in 30 or 5 in 150, it is necessary only to separate

the points of a divider to a distance apart representing 150 feet on the

scale of the drawing, to place one point of the dividers on a contour line,

and the other on an adjacent contour line, and a trace of 1 in 30 is at

once indicated. If it is necessary to ease the grade, this can be done by

scaling off more than 150 feet on the dividers.

26i A small contoured plan for use in the design of bridge ap-

proaches, or protective embankments, can very easily be prepared if a

number of levels are taken and plotted on a plan. When this is done it is

a simple matter to connect up points of equal altitude. For large plans,

where a^cry large number of levels is required, such an instrument as a

tacheometer needs to be used, to save time and labour in making the

survey*

27. Models of hills and valleys can be made from a contoured plan.

To make a model it is necessary to take a tracing of each contour, to place

each tracing separately on wood of a gi\on thickness, bay quarter inch

wood, and to cut with a fretsaw along the contour lines. The resulting

wooden shapes when placed on each other in their correct positions

and order will form a stepped model of the country represented by the

map. When the stepped edges have been sloped off by means of wood-

carving tools and the surface has been painted, the model will be ready.

28. In dealing with contoured maps it is necessary to under-

stand the use of a scale of slopes. Gradients may be expressed by

the difference in level which occurs in a certain horizontal length

compared with that horizontal length as, for example, 1 in 20 or 5 per

cent., or the slope may be expressed in degrees of elevation above a

horizontal plane. A slope of one degree represents a rise of one foot

Vertically in a horizontal distance of 57*3 feet and s for 2, 3, 4, 5,

6 the distances are 28'ti, 1!M, 14'3, 11*4, 9* feet, respectively, If

the^ distances are marked out on the same scale as the contoured plan,
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they will represent a >cale of slopes by which the angles of the slopes

of the hills, etc., shown on the plan can b measured.

F.g .,

Scale of slopes

,
2"

,
3" "

_ V__ 6
I m 30 I In 20 '*

in. 15* 121 W

For all practical purposes of rough calculation

1 is equivalent to a slope of 1 in 60

2 1 in 30

3 1 in 20

4 1 in 15

5 1 in 12

6 1 in 10

L"
29. From a contoured plan a longitudinal section can readily be

drawn along any given line on the plan by noting \\liere the given

line cuts the contour lines and setting up ordinates at these points on

which the heights of the points can be marked, and connected by lines

which will represent the surface of the ground.

30. The gradient of a road is its longitudinal slope, which^may be

expressed in degrees of elevation above a horizontal plane or as a pro-

portion between the ascent or fall in a certain horizontal length and the

horizontal length, i.e., the tangent of the angle of elevation, as 1 in 20,

which may also be called 20 to 1 or a 5 per cent, grade. A grade of 1

is equivalent to a grade, of 1 in 57*3, a grade of 2 is equivalent to a

grade of 1 in 28*6, and so on, as explained above in paragraph 28.

Sometimes grades are measured, by the ri>e or fall in a certain

length, measured along the road surface, as compared \\ith this

length, i.?., as the sine of the angle of elevation which, for grades up to

6 (which corresponds very nearly to 1 in 10) is about the same as the

tangent of the same angle.

*S 31. The grades allowed on a road vary from the minimum grade to

the maximum, Between these would lie the average grade which, in

Ihe case of a constantly ascending or descending* road, is the total rise or

fall divided by the total distance. ( The minimum gradient is the least

that can be allowed consistent with good drainage. The maximum ad-

visable gradient is the steepest grade that animal* drawing a load can

traverse for short distances by exerting about double the energy that is

needed to move the same load on the level, This is also called the
ruling

gradient, or the limiting gradient

o
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32. In European and American practice it is accepted that roads

should not be quite level, and 'they are made as far as possible with a

minimum longitudinal slope for purposes of good drainage. This slope

is fixed by one authority at 1 in 80, by another 1 in 115, and in France at

1 in 125. While it is ea>y to secure a minimum gradient in undulating

country, or in country that has a natural uniform slope, in the direction

of the road, greater than the fixed minimum gradient, cases must arise

where the slope of the country in the direction of the road is less than

the grade of 1 in 125 indicated above, and it would be necessary, in such

cases, in order to secure a minimum gradient of 1 in 125, to make a

series of alternate slopes or reverse gradients. In these cases the mini-

mum slope cannot well be worked to.

33. The adoption of a minimum grade in a flat coutitry such as the

plains of India is not always practicable, but, at the same time, long

stretches of flat road should be avoided, especially in cuttings, for, while

an approximately level road does not seriously affect traction, an

accurately level road is either not properly drained or has, in towns,

gutters and side drains which require to be made to slope to inconvenient

depths below ground. [Slight gradients maintain a better road surface

than does a dead level, a result which is generally to be attributed to

the better drainage on the incline; and it is said that on level roads the

consumption of materials for repairs, compared with that of a similar

length of road on a slight incline, and subjected to the same amount of

traffic, i& some 15 to 25 per cent, greater in the former case than in the

latter. (The cross-slope of a road, from the centre to the edge, is intended

to as>ist drainage, but as the r/>ad surface tends to wear into longitudi-

nal ruts or tracks which interfere with this drainage, water lies on the

road surface, where it is on a dead level longitudinally, and damage

results. Whether alternate slopes of slight gradient are less fatiguing

to horses than a dead level is a matter on which authorities are divided,

but it is accepted that an approximately level road does not affect

traction appreciably and drains better and costs less to maintain than

truly level roads.

34 ISteep gradients, on the other hand, affect traction greatly and

the question of maximum gradients is of great importance. This

question is clo&ely connected with the character of the road, its align-

ment, and the sort of traffic that preponderates in the particular district

under consideration.

</* 35. Although a ruling gradient may be laid down in an engineer's

instruction* for a road in a flat country, he may be able to choose

a cheap and short line and yet may not be obliged to adopt gradients
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nearly as steep as the ruling gradient, except in special places such, for

example, as some bridge approaches, (jn the case of a mountain road

the ruling gradient needs moro consideration, because the road is likely

to be made as near the ruling grade as possible. The engineer may be

instructed not to give more than a stated proportion of the length of

his road, or more than a certain continuous length, a gradient as steep

as the ruling gradient; but if he is not thus restricted he will adopt the

ruling gradient, as far as possible, because the steepest grade admissible

is likely to give the shortest and cheapest route,

l/'o6. Clhe theoretical maximum gradient for any given surface is

fixed chiefly by two considerations: one relating to the power expended

in ascending, the other to the acceleration in descending the incline,

both of which depend on the nature of the road surface; but, in practice,

questions of cost of construction and of the time taken in travelling over

the road have to be thought of. In the case of mechanically propelled

vehicles it is possible to calculate approximately the influence of slopes,

and speeds, and surfaces, on tractive power; but in the case of animal

draught the hours of work, and the fact that a horse ioses power on

slopes out of proportion to the mathematical loss oF power, alter the

problem.) All tables given below nrn^t, therefore, be treated as approxi-

mations. The figures, \vhile of little value as an absolute measure of

what may be done in any particular case, are of use as a rough compa-
rison of the relative tractive properties for animal draught, of different

surfaces and grades.

37. Authorities differ as to what >bonld be taken as the tractive

power of a horse, and this is not to be wondered at vihon the varying

designs of vehicles, and the varying diameter* of their \\heols, and the

strength and speed of individual horses are taken into consideration

along with their adaptability or training for any particular claps of

work. For the purposes of the calculations given below, it will be hold

that a horse trotting on an ordinary macadamized road in oood orderO v O
draws a load of about 1 ton. It will also be held that the resistance to

traction on the level is one-thirtieth of the load, or say 75 Ibs., taking

the load at 2,250 Ibs.

38. Some notes on resistance to traction are given here. For

others, #.#., the conclusions of Morin, Dupuit, etc., (
1

hapter XIV. should

be referred to.

39. Resistance to traction of a vehicle consists of I. Wind resis-

tance, II. Axle friction, III. Rolling resistance, IV. Grade resistance.

I. Wind resistance is variable. Its average results must be consi-

dered as included in the result of experiments on rolling resistance. A



light breeze at 15 miles an hour represents 1*11 Ib. per superficial foot

normal to its direction, while at a velocity of 50 miles an hour the force

is equal to 12*30 Ibs. per square foot of the surface exposed to it.

II. Axle friction has nothing to do with the ordinary surface of a

road and is less in a properly-designed vehicle than in a rudely-built

conveyance,

III. The resistance of a wheel to rolling is due to the yielding, or

indentation, of the road which causes the wheel constantly to be climb-

ing an inclination. It varies with-

(a) The diamotor of the wheel. Morin says inversely as the

diamotor. Dupnit says inversely as tho square root of the

diamotor. (Mark says inversely as the cubo root of tho

diamotor. Bakor says inversely as tho square root of the

moan diameter.

(/>) Tho width of the tyro. If tho wheel tonds to cut into the

road, tho rosir4anco to traction is increased as tho tyro

width decreases, otherwise tho width beyond 3 or 4 inches

has practically no effect on tho traction,

(c) The speed. Tho resistance increases to some extent with the

velocity.

(d) Tho presence or absence of springs on tho vehicle. Springs do-

croase tho resistance to traction by decreasing tho concussion

duo to irregularities of tho ground and obstacles on a road.

(i) The nature of tho road surface. Tho harder and smoother the

Mirfaeo tho loss tho resistance.

IV. Grade resistance is duo to the force of gravity and is ropre-

sentod by w sin a (which is practically tho samo as w tan a for grades

up to 1 in 10) whoro a is tho inclination of tho slope to a horizontal plane.

Fig. 12

40. If a body of weight w is drawn up an inclined plane, on which

the co-efficient of friction is ^, and which is inclined at an angle of a
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degrees to tho horizontal by a force T
t , considered in these examples as

parallel to 'the piano,, and if H is tho reaction perpendicular to tho plane,

then tho friction between tho body and the plane, which is indicated by F,

is equal to /IK, and

TJ = w sin a + F (along tho plane)
= w sin a -f

fj.
u

R = w cos a (perpendicular to tho piano)

;. TI = w (sin a -f p cos a) (1)

Fig 13.

41. If tho body is coming down tho plane, and if a is less than the

angle of friction tf>,
it noed> a force T2 to pull it down, and

Tg H- w sin <* = F = f*n ea
p. \v cos a

/. T = w (^ cos a sin a)..** (2)

but if a is greater than tho angle of friction the body needs to b^

retarded so

T3 + F = w sin a

T3
= w (sin a p> cos a) (3)

42, By (1) T! = w (sin a + ^ cos a)

= w sin a H- p w cos a

K tit cos d is unity for small values of a, so

Tt
= ^ w -f w sin a (4)

Now n w is the force that iniwt be exerted if there is friction, but no

gradient, and w sin a is the forco that must be exerted if there is a

gradient a, but no friction, and thus it follows that, for small values of a,

the pulling force on a vehicle when it is being pulled up a slope of 1 in n

is equal to the pull necessary on a levol road plus -th of the weight of the

vehicle. For small values of a, tan a and sin a are practically the same and

if grade is 1 in n, for which tan a = -, sin a may be taken as.

If s is written for tan a or sin a or

T ss/lw-fSW=w(/K4. S) i (5)

and from this formula it is possible to calculate thfc effects of gralients

on solf-propelled vehicles,

3
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Suppose, for instance, that the weight is 2,250 Ibs. and the co-efficient of

friction is
^-,

then w = 2,250 Ibs. on the level, but on a slope of 1 in 20.

w=-Ls
j-~-3

= 12T
1

/"
+ s x + J:

30 20

t
as 900 Ibs. only.

43. In the ca.se of animal draught, apart from other matters, the

weight of the animal has to be considered in calculating the loads that can

be drawn on slopes, for it is not taken into consideration in estimating

the amount of the load TI
_ that can be drawn on level roads and the

/*

formula

T! = /i
w + sw -f SH (6)

should be used, H being taken to represent the weight of the horse.

A horse can easily pull with a force equal to one-tenth of his weight or

H
10

SH

(7)

and for short distances he can exert abotit double this pull (sometimes

more) so that

w=-
(8)

and for very brief period* of time IK* can pull with a force equal to half

his weight* or more, as in starting a load.

44. The weights of hor&es and th$ir tractive force vary considerably

and the loads drawn may be considered in terms of their weight as in

Table I below :

TABLE' I.
TT

Loads drawn in terms of weight-when exertion = -^

This table shows how surfaces and grades affect fhe load that can be drawn

the draught power remains unchanged. The tigureg we relative. If a horse pulling
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one-tenth its weight H can draw 4'50 H on a grade of 1 in 100 when /*=r ,
it can

draw only 2*08 H when /u
= on the same grade, and it can draw only 1 00 H when

oO

H = r- on a grade of 1 in 30. It cannot draw anything over a grade of 1 in 10.
30

45. Tho next table expresses the loads for the same draught in

terms of the loads on the level.

TABLE II.

Loads drawn in terms of loads on tlie\level when exertion = -.

10'

This table shows how, for the same load, power is lost on grades on smooth surfaces

quicker than on rough surUces, but it must be remembered that greater loads can be drawn
on smooth surfaces than on rough ones

t

46, The fact that a horse can oxert double the* ordinary pull for a

short time has sometimes been used in connection with the formula

T =
,1
W + SW

to determine the maximum advisable gradient for short lengths, the

reasoning adopted being that the load for the level road should be fixed

so as to make ^ w equal to the ordinary tractive power of the horse,

and, since twice this tractive power can be exerted for short distances,

sw may be made equal to ^w or s =
p,

that is the maximum gradient

should not exceed the co-efficient of friction.

But this calculation omits the effect of gravity on the wieght of the

horse. The maximum advisable gradient should be calculated from the

formula

2^ = ^w -f sw + SH (9)

Taking ^
= i w = 2,250 Ibs. on the level, ^ = 75 Ibs. and H =

750 Ibs., the maximum advisable gradient would, in the former case, be

1 in 30 and in the latter 1 iu 40,
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47. Table III below gives the load in terms of weight of the horse

when the tractive pull is one-fifth of the weight, i.?., twice as much as is

considered in Table I, paragraph 44.

TABLE III,

Loads drawn in terms of weight H when exertion

Read with Table I
,
this table shows that if a horse can draw 3 times his weight on a

level macadam road, he can, by doubling his exertion for a short time, draw 3 times his

weight over a short length of a grade of 1 in 40, which may thus be taken as the maxi-
mum advisable gradient on a metalled road for horse-drawn traffic. If steeper grades aie
to be used, as they must be on hill roads, the roads must be reduced.

48. (As regards the down grade, it IB known that a horse can trot

on a down grade of 1 in 30 on a metalled road, so 1 in 40 cannot be

objected to. A gradient of 1 in 40 may, therefore, be accepted as the

maximum advisable gradient for quick traffic on short lengths of a

metalled road, whenever this gradient can be worked to, as in the case

of a road on the plains, where, as stated above, an engineer can generally

design a road with gradients which may not be nearly as steep as the

maximum.

49. In the case of hill roads, however, it is not practicable to adopt

even the maximum that is desirable in the interests of the traffic. A
hill road of broken stone planned at 1 in 40 would bo expensive and long.

Roads in the hills have, therefore, to be made with steeper gradients and

lighter loads have to be carried. Experience shows that 1 in 20 is too

severe a grade to permit of carriages drawn by horses ascending for

any distance except at a slow pace without a great expenditure o

energy, so this grade should not be used for any but very short lengths

even 'with light loads, and it is not advisable to prescribe it as a maximum
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gradient, This may bo 1 In 25 for a metalled road in the hills which is

intended for quick traffic, with 'permission to use 1 in 20 for very short

lengths where 1 in 25 cannot bo arranged for, If the road is not to

carry quick traffic, the grade may be 1 in 20 instead oi .1 in 25. With a

grade of 1 in 25 alow traffic could surmount a continuous accent of 10

miles without a halt or undue exertion. Such a grade would not reduce

quick traffic to a walk, and it would permit of horses descending with

safety at a fair speed,

50, Whatever grade is adopted the loads should conform to it, or

there will be resultant cruelty to animals, for if, as very often happens,

loads are fixed with reference to performance on the level, it is expecting
too much of animals to require them to haul these loads up continuous

grades of 1 in 25 when double their ordinary exertion will serve only to

carry the loads over short lengths of 1 in 40.

51. The remarks made above have reference to water bound metalled!

roads. Any smoother surface would mean easier gradients, longer roads
and greater expense. Tar-sprayed metalled roads are becoming a necessity
in many countries and will be referred to in a later chapter. Cobble

stones, asphalt, wood blocks, stone setts are other forms of road surface,
and each will have its own maximum gradient ; but these surfaces are

not suitable for hill roads.

25. Just as authorities differ in matters relating to the draught of

animals, so in questions of the resistance of surfaces there are differences

Experiments are made in many ways, on many kinds of surfaces, under

varying conditions, and it is impossible to summarise the results so as to

give a definite reply to the question : What is the co-efficiei*t of fric-

tion of a given road surfacing material ?
"

53. For broken stone roads early authorities adopted ^ as the value

of
/i
and Telford proscribed a ruling gradient of 1 in 30 for the roads he

improved, admitting, however, 1 in 22 and 1 in 17 for very short lengths.
The maximum grade adopted by French engineers for macadamized roads

is 1 in 20. It is evident from what has been said above that no fixed

maximum gradient can be adopted in all situations, and it is sometimes
said that for fast and light traffic the grade on macadam should not exceed
2 per cent , for mixed traffic 3 per cent, may be adopted, while for slow
wheeled traffic combined with economy 5 per cent, should not be

exceeded, a grade which is practicable, but not convenient. The maximum
grades recommended in this Manual for fast traffic on macadamized
roads vary from 2 per cent, for exceptional situations on roads which
are otherwise provided with very easy grades to 4 per cent, on
continuous lengths of hill roads, with grades of 5 per cent, in exceptional
situations and for very -short lengths of a few hundred feet. The
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Military Works Handbook prescribes a maximum of 1 in 20 for hill roads,

with 300 feet practically level in each mile and a rise of less than 240

feet per mile, but it is better to work to 1 in 25 as far as is practicable.

54. From a table of tj^ resistance to traction on different road

surfaces prepared by Rudolf Qering and published in Byrne's
"
Highway

Construction" the following figures of the resistance in pounds per ton

are extracted. It should be noted that they are not all from experiments by
one authority or at the same speed, a fact that discounts their usefulness,

but they will serve to give an idea of tho advantages of a smooth and firm

surface. Only some of the figures in the list have boon extracted;-

Kesietanee in pounds per ton,

Sand, ... ... ... .. .. ... 448

Sandy road, ... ... ,.. ,.. ... 187

Gravel (loose), ... ... ... ... . 320

(hard rolled), ... ... ... ... .. 75

Earth (ordinary road), ... ... .. ... ... 224

(dry and hard), .. ... ... .. . 100 to 75

Cobble stones (ordinary), ... ... ... ... 280

-(good), ... ... .. ... ... 75

Macadam (old), ... .. ... ... ... 90

(good, slightly muddy), . ... ... ... 75 to 41

(very hard and smooth), ... ... ... ... 45

(best), ... .. ... ... ... 62 to 30

(bad), ... ... ... ... ... 160

Granite block (ordinary), ... ... .. ... 90

(good), ... ,.. ... ... ... 45

Planked roadway, .. ... ... ,.. ... 66 to 40

Asphalt, ... ... ... ... ... ... 17

Iron tramway, ... ... ... ... ... 11

55. A question sometimes arises as to the allowable increase that

may be made in a length of road if it is carried on the levol in order to

avoid a height or a dip.
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If a is less than
</> (the angle of friction)

TJ up AB a= w ^sin a 4- ^ cos a)

T2 down BC == w
(fn

cos a sin a).

.'. T! + T2
= 2w /x cos a

which for small values of a is practically the same as 2
//
w.

Therefore theory says that the length of the road should not be

increased when a is less than the angle of friction for the work along

ABC is about the same as along ADC.

56. In dealing with maximum gradients it was said that a nearly

level road does not appreciably affect traction, ai^Rliis calculation shows

there is no harm in short reverse grades, or alternate slops, when the

inclination is less than the angle of friction. Some people go so far as

to say they are better than a level road from the point of view of the

horse, as a dead level fatigues a horse more than alternate slopes of

slight gradients. This has not been established. Theoretically they

give him no extra work to do and they certainly assist in draining the

road surface.

57. When a i* greater than

T
T

ess \v (sin a -\- fj- cos a)

T3
= w (sin a p cos a)

.-. T
T -I- T3

= 2w sin a

Therefore the theoretical work clone along ABC is the same as that

done in lifting the weight w through twice the height of the obstacle BD.

Fig. 16,

C

Now if AE is taken to represent the distance on the level on which

the work done is equivalent to the work along ABC

AE x n w = 2BD x w
2BD 2h

. ^ ssm 2s
AE u U,

and the extra length is AE - AC (as AC practically equals AB + BC) i.e.,

2h 2h
AE 2AD ss cT-

For a road on which /*
=

iwy
and s =

-^Q
the extra length = 20h, so

i h ~ 132 feet, the road may be made hal a mile longer on the level,
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58. This is the theoretical increase based on the power expended;

but reasoning based on tractive force is not equally applicable to roads

and railways, to animal draught and motors. Vital energy as expended

by draught animals is one thing, mechanical force is another. A man

would prefer to walk five miles up an ascent of 1 in 24 to tramping

10 miles on the, level. He would be less fatigued by his exertion on the

shorter journey. With draught cattle it is the same within certain

limits. With steam or oiher power the matter is reduced to a question

of COSt. fc

k



CHAPTER III,

CURVES AND CULVERTS,

59. Where a road is for horso-drawn traffic, the radius of a suitable

curve would depend on tho over-all length of the horses and carriage

and the width of the road, and in American practice it is usual to allow,

in tho case of a vehicle, drawn by four horses on a 12-foot road, an inside

radius of about 100 feet, on a 16-foot roadway 75 feet, and on an 18-foot

roadway 66 feet.

60. For hill roads St. Clair Wilkins recommends a radius of 100

feet, but in difficult situations allows for a curvo of 90 degrees a radius

of 60 feet, for a curve of 60 degrees a radius of 70 feet, and for a curve

equal to or exceeding a semi-circle a radius of 80 feet, measured in each

case to the centre line of the road, which is taken as 20 foot wide.

61. In Franco it was usual to allow or horse-drawn traffic on main

and departmental roads of which the tramway is 20 to 22 feet wide, 165

feet, and in extreme cases 100 feet ; on principal country roads, which

aro 20 feet wide, 50 feet, measured presumably to the centre of tho road

in each case.

-~~~ 62. In "Roads: their construction and maintenance," by Greenwell

and Elsden, it is said that the curvature on a first class road should not

exceed 50 feet in radius, although in hilly or mountainous country it

may bo necessary to increase the curvature to a 20-foot radius, while

Major Paul, R.E.,
" Road construction and maintenance

"
says that

except in hills or mountains, sharp curves aro never required, or very

rarely, and on a cart-road they should not be* less than 45 feet radius, and

if they are less, the road should bo widened to 26 feet clear at the

curvo. Whether the measurements are to tho centre' or edge of the

road is not stated in tho case of this or tho next paragraph.

63. Byrne in kt

Highway Construction
"

says the radius of curves

should never be less than 50 feet and tho curve.s may bo circular or

parabolic, the deviations from the tangent in the latter case being less

than in the case of circular arcs. The width of the wheelway on curves

should be increased, the increase being one-quarter of the width for

angles between 90 and 120 degrees, 'and one-half tho width for angles

between 60 and 90 degrees.

64. In streets sharp curves are unavoidable, since a rectangular block

system will always form the basis of the plan and radii of from four to
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twelve feet to the edge have to be used, the smaller for wide and tfee

large for narrow streets.*

65. Now that motor traffic has to be considered, such sharp curves

as those of 50 feet radius cannot be regarded as suitable, and though

circumstances may require the use of curves of 60 to 80 feet radius

for hill roads, it will always be advisable to see whether easier curves

cannot be provided. On roads in open country such small radii should

not be allowed. The First International Road Congress held in Paris

in 1908 decided that the radii of curves should be as great as possible,

50 metres or 164 feet at least, the curves being connected with the

tangents by parabolic arcs
;
that the outside of curves should be slightly

raised, but not so as to inconvenience ordinary vehicles, and that no

obstructions to the view should be allowed at curves. Mr. Wakelam,

County Engineer, Middlesex, suggests a radius of 125 feet for motor

traffic. Less than 200 feet should not be allowed on new main roads in

India, except hill roads and, as a rule, easier curves should be given.

For other metalled roads 150 foot may be allowed.

66. Sometimes it is advisable to increase the width of the metalling

at curves and to shift the crown towards the outer edge. This is the

method adopted by the Los Angelos Highway Commission of 1910,

Fig. 17

r widwing ofroad ft orrr

meta

In this case the 16-foot road is made 8 feet wider on the inside and

the road surface is thus " banked *'
to some extent.

67. "
Banking," or superelevation, means that on curves the outside

of the track should be higher than the inner edge to neutralize the effect

of centrifugal force, and to prevent a car from sliding or upsetting

outwards. The formula
generally

used to arrive at the superelevation

required is

v*

where a is the angle of elevation, v is the velocity in feet per second,

it is the radius of curvature in feet to .the centre of the road, and y is the
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acceleration due to gravity in feet per second. If instead of v the speed

M in miles per hour is considered, the formula becomes

tan a
15 R

Then for a curve of 120 feet radius and a speed of 10 miles an hour a

cross-slope of 1 in 18 is required. The values of tan a for spoeds of 10,

15, 20 and 25 miles an hour and for curves of 50, 100, 150 and 200 feet

are given in th following table :

TABLE IV.

These figures indicate clearly the value of easy curves and low speeds.

68. In practice it will not be possible to adopt the "
banking

"

indicated by this formula for &uch a speed, for example, as 15 miles an

War on a curve of 50 foot radius. It will be enough to adopt a cross-

slope of 1 in 10 as a maximum and to limit the speed at severe curves,

As mentioned in the chapter on Hill Roads, the slope will be inwards

on salient and outwards on re-entrant curves. The road can often be

widened cheaply at salients. At re-entrant** the widening is more expen-

sive, as the width of bridges between parapets has to be increased.

69. Curves for bridle-roads do not need to be as easy as those for

cart-roads. For camel traffic curves should not be of less radius than 10 feet

at centre and on all curves less than 20 feet, the road should be level for

20 feet. For mule roads a radius of not less than 6 feet is, needed and

the roads should bo level for 10 feet.

70. At railway crossings the minimum curve should be of 200 feet

radius in the ease of all main roads and 150 feet in the case of other

metalled roads, measured, in each case to the centre of the road. The

&nle o crossing should not be toss than 45 degrees,
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71. Bridges and culverts are dealt with in the College Manual on

Bridges, and it is not necessary to make more than a few remarks about

them here.

72. The lineal waterway of road culverts is somestimes worked out

by calculating the discharge from the drainage area by empirical formulas

and then assuming a high flood level and a velocity. The high flood level

assumed should approximate to the high flood level of the stream, and the

assumed Velocity should not be taken at less than, or much"more than, the

actual or estimated velocity of the stream. This is not always carefully

considered.

Take the case of a stream that is flowing at 7 feet per second in a

broad shallow bed in which its depth is 2 feet. It would be wrong in this

case to assume the, high flood level as, say, G feet and the velocity as, say,

5 feet per second, for the velocity cannot bo less than 7 feet per second,

and will bo considerably more if the stream heads up to anything like the

extent assumed, heading up which may swamp cultivated fields or buildings

or an encamping ground above the bridge site and may destroy the bridge.

73. Where there is no objection to flood waters being held back by

a road bank some heading up is advisable and small culverts may be

adopted, but unless thoy are well protected, there is always a chance of

their foundations being scoured out. It is well, therefore, to take some

trouble in collecting data as to the drainage or catchment area, the flood

level, the velocity and the soil when culverts are being designed. A
road engineer can often save a culvert by cutting the road bank, and

can subsequently put in a metalled dip to act as a safety valve, or build

an additional culvert ; but these expedients will not give him as inVB
satisfaction as a well-designed culvert to start with. He should always

give the down-stream side of his culverts deep foundations unless they

rest on rock. With these and with liberal waterway to start with there

will be no need later on for protective works which give trouble and

cost money. "Bunds" above the culvert may have to be added if the

stream develops a tendency to cut into the approaches, but the need for

these may be independent of questions of waterway. Culverts are

sometimes built with straight wings at right angles to the abutment and

sometimes with splayed wings. The former are supposed to create

eddies, but, as a rule, they answer very well, for the curve of the bank

guides the stream.

74 The approaches of a culvert should be easy. They should never

exceed 1 in 40 on metalled roads and 1 in 30 for earth roads, and tho

culvert should ordinarily be the full width of the road embankment* Many
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roads arc spoiled by the introduction of culverts which measure but

little more between parapet kerbs than the width of the metalled

portion of the road. This does not apply to bridges which aro usully 16

feet to 20 feet between kerbs. The height of the roadway above bed

level of the stream should be made as little as it can be consistent with

other neods, and the road surface, above the culvert and to distance of

20 feet on each side of it should be nnde level. Unless these matters

are attended to, motor cars will bump as they pass over a culvert. Rein-

forced concrete slabs used instead of arches will assist in keeping down

the bumps at culverts built over shallow channels in places where the

road bank is low.

-^ 75, For carrying water for irrigation across from one side of the road

to the other brick or masonry or concrete or pipe siphon drain of simple

design are needed.

76. The various formulae used for calculating the discharge from a

small catchment area give different results. In the United Provinces it

is usual, except in submontane tracts and for large works, take the

discharge as follows :

vThe maximum portion of rainfall which* is likely to run off the catch-

ment area in 24 hours may be taken as :

9 inches for areas up to, . . . . 1 square mile.

6 .. .. .. 3

5 ,. .. .. 6
.,

4 .. 10

a run of one inch being taken as equivalent to 27 cusecs, the higher values

being applied to miles nearer the point of discharge, and the lower

values to more remote points.

Thus for 8 square miles :

1 square mile at 9 inches, . . . . . . 9

2 6 .. .. .. .. 12

3 ,,5 15

2 4 .. .. .. .. 8

8 square miles, . . . . , . 44 Inches,

r

Discharge equals 44 x 27 cusccs ~ 1,188 cusecs. The results are very

much the same as those which would be given by D = 250 M| where D
is the discharge in ciisecs and M the area of the catchment basin in square

miles,
^

77. Sometimes corrugated-iron pipe culverts or concrete culverts

aie used, and of late years reinforced concrete .slab culverts have been

adopted? Eoad bridges and culverts on main roads should be designed

to carry a 15-ton steam-roller (which weighs 16'6 tons when ready for
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work). For other roads the loads that bridges are likely to be called

upon to carry should be considered in each case.

78. In places where heavy motor vehicles are licensed, notices need

to be put up on each approach to a bridge stating what is the maximum

axle-weight that the bridge can carry. An engineer 'needs, therefore, to

study the carrying capacity of all the bridges on each road on which

heavy motor vehicles are likely to be run.



CHAPTER IV.

THE CROSS-SECTION OP A METALLED ROAD IN THE PLAINS.

79. More land will be taken up for a road on the plains than for

one in the hills, but occasionally the conditions will be reversed ; for there

are localities in the plains in which these approximate to the conditions

predominating on hill roads, and occasionally on the hills there are to be

found open stretches of country where a cross-section suited to level

country can be adopted.

80. For a metalled road in level country it is advisable to acquire

a strip of land 100 feet wide, wherever this can be done, and to have

the centre line of this strip coinciding with the centre line of the road.

Sometimes the width has to be reduced, as when the road line passes

through villages or valuable fields, which should be avoided as far as

is possible, but not to the extent of making the road into a series of

serpentine curves.

81. On the centre line of the land taken up is made an embank-

ment of earth taken from borrow pits along the road boundary and from

temporarily acquired land outside the road boundary. Not more than 12

inches in depth of earth should be removed from the temporarily acquired

land, which will thus come under cultivation argain in a short time, and

the borrow pits in this case may be 50 feet long in the direction of the

road, 5 feet apart, and of a width depending on the quantity of earth

required for the bank in excess of that which can be obtained from the

permanent borrow pits, which may be 50 feet long, of an average width

of 4 feet, 2 feet deep, and at distances apart of 5 feet, the strip of land 5

feet wide between the adjacent borrow pits being intended to keep them

from acting as a drain. In places it may be found convenient or neces-

sary to convert them into a drain, but, as a general rule, in the country

it is better to leave the barrier between adjacent pits. Near towns and

villages borrow pits which Jiold water and form breeding-places for

mosquitoes should not be made. The dimensions given above are intended

only as a guide. Occasionally it may bo advisable to make the borrow

pits on the permanently acquired land wider or shallower than above-

mentioned.

82. The embankment should be 30 feet wide at formation level,

with side slopes of 2 to 1, and it should ordinarily be 18 inches higher

than flood level, including any afflux, and 12 inches to 18
f
inches higher

than the level of the country where this is higher than flood level, but
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tho top of the bank should not follow slavishly the undulations of tho

ground. As explained in dealing with tho longitudinal section and with

gradients, the formation line should have easy gradients, and thege it

oannot always have if it runs parallel to the undulations of the country,

Depressions must be filled and tops of hillocks and spurs removed in

order to secure easy grades, so the cross-section of the road will vary

throughout its length, the bank being sometimes some feet above ground
level and sometimes 18 inches or 12 inches above it, and occasionally

there will bo no bank at all as in cuttings, or where dips or Irish bridges

aro made, and sometimes a long length of road may be made with

scarcely any bank at all, if any, as in situations whore the spill waters of

a large river are mot with and there aro not enough funds available for

building sufficient bridges or culverts.

83. On the formation is laid tho metalling of kankar, or stone, or

other material, the object jboing to provide as smooth, 'and as firm, and

as water-tight a covering to the road as possible. Ordinarily the metal-

ling will have a width of 12 feet, except in towns, but in the case of roads

on which the traffic is light the width is sometimes 9 foot, and occasionally

10 feet, and near towns, or in places whore thero is heavy traffic, it

may even be 30 foot. A width of 12 feot has been adopted as a standard

for roads in the United Provinces on which there is a fair amount of

mixed traffic. It is not a good width for hoavy traffic, in viow of the

fact that a width of about 16 foet is required to enable two carts to pass

each other, without leaving the metalled surface and tending to damage
its edges, but it is enough for roads with average mixed traffic.

v 84. Roads 9 foot wide, havo a reputation for "
tracking" or forming

" ruts
"
very easily ;

this does no harm where carts alone are concerned,

and the road is easily repaired at intervals by cutting out tho ruts and

refilling them, once in throe or four or more years, but ruts interfere

much with fast traffic and become dangerous when they are deop, and a

nuisance whon loose road metal is spread on thorn in order to divert the

traffic. A partial remedy is to widen the road, but this is not always

effective, for in certain conditions of traffic, (#.</., where the traffic is slow

and all in one direction as from small villages to a central mart) it is not

so much tho narrowness of tho road as tho nature of the traffic that leads

to tracking and a 12-foot road will track as readily as a 9-foot road. On

the whole, however, tho 12-foot road is to be preferred and it should not

cost more in the end than tho 9-foot road if it is properly looked after,

after being thoroughly well consolidated to start with.

85. The thickness of the road metalling should not be less than two

Qoats of 4J inches each, which will consolidate to about 3 inches each when.
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rolled or rammed. The resulting thickness depends on the quality o

the material used and the thoroughness of the consolidation. The two

coats of 4-J inches will be sufficient for ordinary traffic if laid on well-

made banks of good earth, but if the earth is easily compressed, or the

soil is spongy, it will be necessary to put down in addition a soling, or

foundation, course of tightly-packed bricks, or stone, or block kankar,

or other material, and sometimes it may be necessary to provide for the

drainage of the bank or of tho soil below. Two 3-inch coats (as laid, not

as consolidated) are sometimes suggested for a new road without a

foundation, but it is not advisable to adopt so thin a coating, for a third

coat has to be added almost immediately as special
" renewal

"
in order

to prevent the complete destruction of the road, and the result is not as

satisfactory as if the work had been properly done at first.

86. It is advisable at this point to review briefly the history of road

construction and to trace the improvements that have been made since the

close of the 18th century.

87. The first roads of which there is any authentic record are these

in the Assyrian Empire constructed about 1900 B. C. Theso roads radia-

ted from Babylon, and it is said that tho remains of one can be seen

between Baghdad and Ispahan. It was not, however, till the time of the

Roman Empire that roads wore built on a large scale.

88. Roman roads, very straight and regardless of gradients, and

made usually for military purposes, were not banked, but were built up

after all loose soil had been romovoj and a solid substratum reached. On
a foundation of large stonos was placed a layer of broken stone set in

mortar, and about 9 inches thick, over which was another layer 6 inches

thick of mixed stones, broken brick and pottery, set in mortar and topped

by a pavement of large stones of which the joints wore filled with mortar.

Sometimes piles were driven in order to make the foundation stable and

sometimes more layers of material than are mentioned above were used, so

that the road was as much as 4 feet thick in places ; but this was not usual.

89. These roads were allowed to fall into disrepair during the middle

ages and the condition of all roads in Europe in the 17th century was bad,

being better, however, in Franco than in England, where, in soino places,

the rough materials were laid in a narrow line not exceeding 7 feet or 8

feet in width, and of great convexity, forcing carriages, for convenience

or for safety, to keep to the middle and soon wearing into deep ruts. In

France before 1764 the metalled roadway was generally 18 feet wide,

with a depth of 18 inches at the centre and 12 inches at the sides, and it

consisted of stones laid flat in two or more layers as a foundation. On
this foundation a layer of small stones was laid and beaten down and the

*

5
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surface of the road was formed with a finishing coat of stoaes bpokea

smaller than those immediately beneath.

Early trunk road
_ s crown to surfac* flat 3uograde

As the roads were till 1764 maintained by statute labour and repaired

only twice a year, it was necessary to make them about 18 inches thick,

as with less depth they would have, boon cut through and destroyed in a

few months,

90. The suppression of statute labour in 1764 led to a change in

design, the depth being reduced to such dimensions as were enough for

that roads i on tho improved plan, and repaired under a system of constant

maintenance, were made at less than one-half of the cost of the old roads

and lasted for ten years.

M. Tresaguet's section was as follows :

Fig. 20.

M. Tresaguetb road

-6'crown to surface and to subgrade
-

91. The bottom line or, as it is styled in American practice, the

sub-grade, was parallel to the surface at a depth of 10 inches below it, a

foundation of stones was laid edgewise and beaten to a rough surface, and

over this a layer of smaller stones was laid by hand and beaten and

broken coarsely with a large hammer, the finishing layer over this being

of roughly broken stones, the size of walnuts, spread with a shovel to a

depth of 3 inches, none but stone of the hardest quality being used. The

cross-slope was 6 inches in the width of 18 feet.

92. Later on, about 1820, the Macadam system attracted some atten-

tion in France, and the good results t>f using sharp angular broken stone

in consolidating the surface was recognised, loading gradually to the

official adoption in 1830 of this system for the construction of roads.

Rood on Macadam* sy&m
$

'

Crown to tvrface ena[ to subgrad*
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93. Macadam passed his early days in America, but returned to

Scotland when 27 years old, in 1783, and from 1798 till about 1815, when

he was made surveyor of roads in Bristol, ho travelled about in England,

as often as he had leisure, to make notes on road-work. He noted that

the roads were extremely bad in all parts of Great Britain and that very

little improvement took place in them between 1798 and 1815, which he

attributed to the ignorance of tho persons who had charge of them and

the total want of science used in their construction. He saw that the

materials were so applied that the roads wore all loose*, and carriages, in-

stead of passing over them, ploughed them, which was due to the bad selec-

tion of the materials and the bad preparation and unskilful laying of them.

94. In Bristol he found opportunity for putting into practice the

improvement in road-making which he had evolved and which he had

previously experimented with successfully on a small scale. This was

to put sharp angular broken stone on a road and let it unite by its own

angles, under the influence of traffic, so as to form a hard solid surface.

The stone was in cubical pieces about 1-J inches to 2 inches cube, or 6

ounces in weight, broken from larger pieces, and was spread so as to

form a layer about 10 inches thick over the road surface after this had

been shaped and drained where necessary. The road bed was made

parallel to the road surface, no foundation was used, and the use of

binding material was not allowed for filling up tho interstices in the

metal, which was left to work in and unite by its own angles by means

of the traffic, the material being regularly raked during the process of

consolidation.

95. The cross-slope was> just sufficient to cause the rain water to run

easily off the surface into the side channels, that is about 1 in 36, for

Macadam considered it a mistako to make the crown of the road very high,

a proceeding which induced the traffic to follow the centre of the road as

the sides were steep, and to wear it into holes from which the water

could not escape. He held that tho flattened surface which he adopted
would drain better than the surface which had a greater crown. As

remarked above, he adopted no foundation for his roads, for he believed

in an elastic road bed. Associated with the period in which Macadam

demonstrated the success of his method of construction arc the names of

others who helped to further the principles of good road making as

Edgworth, an Irish proprietor, and Foster of Bedfordshire.

96. It was also early in the 19th century that Telford began the

work that has made him famous. He did not, as Macadam did, believe

in &n slagtic road bed, but considered it necessary to separate completely
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the road metalling from the sub-soil by a firm and regular bottomi ngor
foundation. Unlike Trcsaguet and Macadam he did not make the road

bed, or sub-grade, parallel to the road surface, but made it horizontal,

and over it, when these were available, he placed a close firm handset

pavement of stones of varying sizes. In some cases they were 7 inches

in depth in the middle of the road, 5 inches at 9 feet from the centre,

4 inches at 12 feet and 3 inches at 15 feet. They were set on their

broadest edges lengthwise across the road and the breadth of their upper

edges was limited to 4 inches. When they were in position, all the

irregularities of the upper part were broken off by means of hammers

and all the interstices were filled with stone chips firmly wedged or

packed by hand, with a light hammer, so that when the whole pavement
was finished there was a convexity of 4 inches in the width of 30 foot.

When stones were not available gravel, or chalk, or other local materials,

were used to make a perfectly firm and regular bottoming to receive the

top metal and to prevent its coming into contact with clay.

97. The middle 18 foot of pavement wore coated with hard angular

stones to a depth of 6 inches. Of these, 4 inches were fh>t put on and

worked in by the traffic, care being taken to rake in the ruts until the

surface became firm and consolidated, after which the remaining 2 inches

were put on. These stones were broken in pieces as nearly cubical

as possible, so that the largest piece, in its largest dimension, passed

through a ring of 2 inches inside diameter and weighed about 8 ounces.

The paved spaces on each side of the middle 18 feet were coated with

broken stones, or well-cleaned gravel, up to the footpath or other

boundary of the road ,so as to make the whole convexity of the road

6 inches from the centre to the sides, and over all was put a layer 1^
inches thick of good gravel free from clay and earth.

*6 22

TelTcrft road

I* . ' Crown 6 in 30 natn suograde (erei* - --

98* It was the complete separation of the road metalling from the

sub-soil by a firm and regular bottoming that Telford insisted on as

necessary, for he says,
"
particular attention should be paid either to

find a natiXrally dry bottom for the roadway or to construct one, and

a$oid as much as possible suffering the workable materials coming into

contact with the clay. And thig may always be accomplished by meaiw
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of gravel, sand, vegetable soil, chalk, or bottoming stones
; but the

bottoming should be made perfectly firm and regular, so as to receive

the top workable metal of equal thickness/' Thus, though he always

advised a paved bottom when it could be laid, many pieces of road were

made under Telford's direction without the paved foundation with which

his name has been associated. It is not unusual to find a road without

a foundation spoken of as a Macadam road, and one with a foundation

spoken of as a Telford road, and, in one case, in which the central portion

had a foundation and the sides had not, the road was described as

a Telford road with Macadam wings. Outside road literature the term

Macadam has come to moan broken stone and a macadamized road

is generally understood to be one made of broken stone, waterbound.

It is only in road literature that the distinction between a Macadam

road and a Telford road appears.

'- 99. Most engineers now favour the adoption of a foundation on

the ground that it reduces wear in the lower parts of the road, prevents

clayey sub-soils from working upwards into the road crusst, and keeps the

broken stone from working down into the sub-soil. They do not, however,

always make the road bed horizontal, but often curve it to correspond to

the curve of the road surface. Both forms are used, and the foundation is

sometimes madeoFccment concrete which may even be reinforced when

the road has to carry very heavy traffic, as in London and other large cities.

<--- 100. Metalled roads are not now always made 10 inches to 12 inches

thick (see paragraph 85), but it is not advisable, even on the best soil, to

have a new road less than 6 inches thick whon consolidated. A road

4 inches thick has been known to give excellent service even under heavy
traffic at Bridgeport in America, but the conditions in this case were said

to be very favourable.

101. Attempts to adopt a formula by which the thickness of the road

metal can be calculated have not been successful. In the case of buildings

it is possible to calculate, in a way, the pressure on the soil below the

foundations and so to fix the width of the foundations. In such

cases, the pressure is usually considered to spread at an apex angle of 60;.
but this angle is sometimes taken as 9Gy The Massachusetts Highway
Commission in 1 90 assumed the pressure of a wheel on a road to be

uniformly distributed over an area equal to the square of twice the

thickness of the layer of broken stone, so that if t = the thickness '6f*ihe

stone in inches, w = the maximum weight in pounds per wheel, p =
supporting power of the soil in pounds per square inch
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102. The formula is not quoted here for adoption in designing

roads. As Baker says in " Roads and pavements
"

:

" It is not wise to

attempt to find a mathematical relation between the load on the wheel

and the resulting pressure on the earth, since neither the angle of the cone

nor the distribution of pressure on the base of the cone are known. It is

reasonably certain, however, that the supporting power of crushed stone

road varies as the square of the depth. This is an important relation to

bear in mind when a road is to be strengthened."

103. The question of the shape of the road profile in cross-section

is one that has led to some discussion. All agree that, for roads in level

country, the crown should be raised more or less above the edges, which

should be on one level, but they differ as to the amount and form of

the convexity. The amount will naturally vary with the materials used,

and, at present, only metalled roads are being considered. Telford said

that 30 feet should be allotted to the roadway, to be formed of one

regular convexity, a segment of a flat ellipse with a fall of 6 inches from

the centre to the side channels, but hisspccitications do not always follow

this. Macadam said that he had generally made roads 3 inches higher in

the centre than at the sides when they were 18 feet wide. He considered

that a road should not have a high crown, because much convexity forced

the traffic to the centre of the road and wore it into ruts. With a crown of

3 inches in a smooth and well-made road 18 feet wide, or 1 in 36, the water,

he said, would run off very easily and carriages would travel nearly upright.

^ 104. Other authorities recommend a segment of a circle, or a

parabolic curve, or, again, two planes inclined at a slope of from 1 in 24

to 1 in 36, and connected at the crown, for a length of 6 feet, by a

segment of circle having a radius of 90 feet or more. Some give

elaborate formulas for calculating the crown in terms of the horizontal

slope of the road, and others suggest various offsets from a horizontal line

tangential to the crown which are intended to ease the steep slope of a convex

curve near the edges of the road and prevent its being too flat at the crown.

>-

\ 105. The following rule gives a good section for a road with side

gutters. Divide half the width of the roadway into four parts and,

starting from the centre, give a fall of '02 feet per fogt to the first part,

03 feet per foot to the second part, *04 feet per foot to the third part,

and *05 feet per foot to the fourth part near the edge of the road. See

also paragraph 370.

^ 106. In the United Provinces, the authorised section is represented

by two inclined planes sloping at 1 in 36 and meeting at the centre of the

road* la practice the apex is slightly rounded off during consolidation*
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107. The surface slopes of the various sections referred to are

shown in the accompanying table, assuming the curves to be ma4e up of

four planes ;

TABLE V,

Curvature of cross-sections.

It will be seen that the ellipse is very flat at the crown and steep at

the edges, the parabola and segment, which are practically identical,

are also flat at the crown, the rule gives a very workable section, while

the inclined planes have the merit of uniformity. They are, however,

condemned by several authorities and St. Clair Wilkins writes in his

" Treatise on Mountain Roads
"

:

" If the sides of a road are made flat they will not keep so. This

method leaves no cushion for wear on the sides of the road. The segmental

section of Mr. Telford is preferred. It is true that with the curved

section the nearer a vehicle approaches the gutter the more it leans over,

whereas with the flat-sided road the inclination is the same ; but with a

slope of 1 in 30 the inclination is slight, and with a curved surface a

greater breadth of road approaches the level than by the other plan,

besides all coachmen keep as near the centre as they can when driving

over country roads." As a matter of fact the Telford road has a

much greater slope than 1 in 30 near its edges, though the average slope

is 1 in 30, a very different matter.

i_ 108. In practice the two plane section has been found to answer

very well in the United Provinces when it has been properly made by

thoroughly ramming the edges of the road before the centre is rammed.

Otherwise, the road has a tendency to get flat during consolidation.

In effect, the road when finished may be said to consist of two planes

slightly rounded at the crown, for there is never a marked central ridge

on the finished road. The uniform and easy slope on each side prevents

the formation of f%rov|g, or gullie^ at frequent intervals such as are
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to be seen on convex roads on which the drainage runs rapidly down the

stoep marginal slopes, and this is specially the case where roads are made

of kankar.

109. It should be borne in mind that regularity of section and

evenness of surface are of more consequence than slight differences

between one curve and another, and care should be taken to see that these

are attained when the road is made. This regularity of section and even-

ness o surface are more easily secured when two inclined planes are used

than when convex surfaces are specified, and there is another reason

why two inclined planes are to be preferred to a convex curve in Indian

roads. A convex curvo drops rapidly^ near the outer edges of the road,

and, as in most Indian roads gutters are not used, except in towns and

hill roads (the road consisting of the central metalled portion and

two earthen shoulders or "
patris "), tho steep marginal slope of a

convex profile, of the whole width of 30 foot, would let the rain water

cut up the outer edges of the earthen shoulders and reduce the effective

formation width. In the caso of a road that is metalled throughout its

width a convex section can sometimes be used with advantage, for it

gives a deeper gutter and so prevents the drainage from spreading on to

the road, but it cannot be used on a normal Indian road without damage
to the earthen shoulders or "

patris." Those should have the same slope,

1 in 36, as the central metalled portion.

110. Tho side slopes of tho oarthen embankment will usually be 2

to 1, but this may be varied if the soil, or the height of the bank, or the

locality, require it. It is not always necessary to turf the banks, or to

sow grass on thorn, or to pitch thorn with stones, or block kankar, or to

make masonry or dry stone drains down thorn; but each of these pro-

tective measures may become necessary on occasion.

111. At intervals earthen platforms at road level, but projecting

beyond tho 30-foot bank, will bo required for the purpose of stacking

maintenance metal. These may have a surface area of 45 feet by 10 feet

and thus be capable of holding 200 cubic feet of repair metal if the

sectional area of the stacks is made 5 square feet. The platforms are

usually made opposite each mile and furlong stone, so 1,600 cubic feet

o repair metal can be stacked on them in each mile.

/ 112. Railings are not ordinarily required on roads in level country,

but occasionally there is need for them and many varieties are used,

from banks of earth, or sundricd bricks, to railings made of reinforced

concrete posts, or stone posts, with wire or gas pipe horizontals, or crossed

wire, The use of wooden railings is not recommended,
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113. Culverts and bridges are treated of in the College Manual on

Bridges and are referred to in Chapter III., paragraph 71 above.

114. Furlong stones should be built on platforms of earth project-

ing beyond the 30 feet bank. They will ordinarily be of stone 5 or 6

inches square and about 2' 6" long of which 1' 9" will be above ground
level and 9 inches below ground level, the bottom 3 inches being set in

concrete 1' 6" x 1' 6" x 6" and the next 12 inches in brick-work in lime

mortar 1' 3" x 1' 3" x 1' 0" of which 6 inches will be below and 6 inches

above ground level. There will thus be 1' 3" of stone above the 6 inch

brick-work plinth, and on one face of this stone will be cut the number

of the furlong in a figure 4^ inches high by 3 inches broad by ^ inch

wide, so as to be visible from a distance. The details of the plinth, etc.,

can be varied. Sometimes a truncated pyramid of Jcankar is built

round the plinth and whitewashed. The figure on the furlong stone should

be painted black.

'V 115. Mile-stones may be of various patterns and may be of stone or

cast-iron, those of stone boing preferable. The latest pattern prescribed

for use in the United Provinces is illustrated. Mile-stones should ordi-

narily be placed five feet from the edge of the road bank, but where the

"patris" are narrow, the stone may be at 21 feet from the centre of the

road. A border of one foot of earth should be left at the back and sides

of the stone and the earthen platform bloped off at 2 to I. See figures

24 and 25,

23

stone

f

3

H

116. Boundary pillars of stone are required at intervals along the

toad -and, at all points, where there is a change in land widths. Such

changes should bo infrequent, but, whenever they occur, they should be

recorded on a land plan signed by the 'Civil Officer. The stones

6
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be buried deep into the ground, with about 9 inches showing above

ground, and their positions should be checked from time to time,

117. Treos are sometimes planted at the road boundary, where they

are useless for shade for people on the road, and sometimes so near the

edge of the road bank that they are hurtful to the road surface which

seldom dries after rain. Their proper distance apart, across the road,

depends naturally on the variety of tree planted out. What is to

bo aimed at is to shade the road surface while allowing it to get air and

sunshine; and it will be found that a suitable distance for ordinary

avenues is 18 to 24 feet from the edge of the metalled surface, See also

Chapter X.

118. Whenever a cart track or unmetalled road crosses the main

road, but is situated at a lower level, a properly graded approach should

be made on each side at a slope of 1 in 30 to 1 in 50, according to

circumstances, with a width of 30 eet for a road and 15 feet for a cart

track. For railway crossings, see paragraph 70.

119. During road construction, and for inspection purposes sub-

sequently, shelter for officers and subordinates is required, and if the sites

for inspection houses have been definitely settled, it is as well to build

these of permanent materials at once. An inspection house which is

placed where two officers will halt together during inspections should

have a common room and two bedrooms about 18 feet by 16 feet with

dressing and bathroom-. The rooms in Upper India should be arranged

to catch the oast and west winds and there should be a pantry and

godown that will not interfere with this. In less frequented localities

smaller bungalows may be built. The number of out-buildings will

depend on whether there are to be inspection quarters for a subordinate

and roomy for naitkar coolies, who will generally be given naukar cooly

huts of .semi-permanent materials and convenient centres, but are some-

times given shelter in the compound of an inspection house. A well

should always be provided at inpsection bungalows, and wire gauze

shutters to doors and windows should be given whenever possible.
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CHAPTER V.

SURVEY, DESIGN AND INTIMATE OF A METALLED KOAD IN FLAT

COUNTRY SUCH AS THE UNITED PliOVINCES.

120. The road might be a new road or an improvement of an

existing unnietalled road.

121. In the absence of standing orders or of special instructions, the

engineer should decide to make the road of the section here shown and

F.g 26

Typt cros* secfion of mctalltd road

v t VV1' 'I \*8an* with side slopes 2 to tana
For -epatr crosj s/opes of/r 36 froiv ctfttrf
">*"" o^ords

should make :

(1) The land width, ... ... 100 feet

(2) The formation width, ... 30 ,,

(3) The metalled width, ... 12

(4) The side slopes, ... ... 2 to 1

(5) The ruling gradient, ... 1 in 40

(6) The minimum curve, ... 200 feet

(7) The cross-slope, ... ... 1 in 36

122. He should, if he can do so, get a subordinate who has an eye

for country and with him he should make a preliminary reconnaissance o

the ground to be traversed. The oftencr ho can go over it the better.

Perhaps his other duties will prevent more than one or two visits. He

should do his best. During his reconnaissance he .should make as full

notes as possible of every matter that may havo a useful bearing on

the project. If a good map is available, he should mark on it points

through which the road must pass as, for example, a part of a river

suitable for a bridge, or what the road should, if possible, avoid, such as

valuable groves of fruit-bearing trees, and he should select one or more

trial lines from which the final route .will be closen. His subordinate

should make a survey embracing the selected trial lines and should record

in his field-book and note-book full details of existing roads, railways,

canals, irrigation channels, their levels, their widths. He should locate

all prpinjnent points by compass bearings where
they are too far to b*
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measured by offsets. He should find out where quarries for road metal

exist and should note all about the roads, or tracks to these. If there

are no existing quarries, he should make enquiry as to the position of, and

means of access to, now quarries. He should note the levels and positions

of all adjacent masonry wells, for use as bench-marks, noting the water

level in them, and also the levels and positions of any other masonry

buildings suitable for use as bench-marks, and he should prepare a list of

all these bench marks. He should ascertain the low water level and the

high flood level of all streams, or flooded laud, the drainage area of

streams, the slope of their beds, the nature of the soil. _As regards large

bridges, he should follow the instructions given in the Manual on Bridges,

taking a longitudinal section of the river bed and cross-sections at the

bridge site, and at distances of a mile above and below it, noting that he

should try to place the bridge at right angles to the direction of the river

when in flood, even if the road ha^ to come on to the bridge by a double

curve, which may, in fact, prove satisfactory from an aesthetic point of

view. In fixing the alignment of the road, he should take care not to

introduce sharp curves inlo any part of it. The alignment should be

marked at intervals by masonry pillars. ^
123. Where the final direction of the road can be fixed upon in the

field, or from existing maps, the traverse line of the survey may follow

the centre of the road and levels along the centre line can be recorded as

the work proceeds ; but when this is not possible, the centre line of the

connected wit|^^BB||B^alievels must be taken along the line thus

obtained,j^^^MHHJKnbe interpolated from the levels already obtained.

Thesc^^^^MpPHtten recorded at intervals of 100 feet, but where the

gr^flHBppPHerably uniform slopes, and if the plan is to bo plotted to a

isW|i3>reight inches to a mile, levels may be taken at every half furlong,

"using a chain of 66 feet, with intermediate readings where the nature

of the ground requires. /Levels for cross-sections should also be obtained,

the number of readings recorded on each side of the centre line depending

on the nature of the country and on the question of possible deviations

of the centre line. Where the country is regular and with a gentle cross-

slope, and where deviations arc not likely to be required, it will be

sufficient, for all practical purposes, to place a levelling staff at 50 feet

on each side of the centre line and to observe the level of the ground*

Irregularities of the ground will necessitate more readings, the object

being to Secure information that will enable the subordinate to lay before

the engineer such full information as will enable him^ in turn, to decide
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on the formation levels of the road and to alter the alignment where

necessary*

124. When an old unmetalled road is being improved by altering the

alignment, easing curves, and raising the road surface, levels of the

centre line of the old road and its edges are very necessary, in addition

to levels of the ground, for it often happens that the surface of the old

road is much lower than the level of the country ;
but these need be taken

only where the old and the new alignments- follow practically the same

line. Sometimes the new alignment \\ill leave the old line completely,
and when it does so, the levels of the old road are not necessary.

125. For the survey the subordinate will follow tha instructions

given in the Manual on Surveying. He will probably need a chain, 10-

foot rod and tape, a level and staves, a prismatic compass, or a plane-

table, or theodolite, and, if ho can get one, he will find a tachcometer

may be used with advantage. Sometimes work can be helped in the field

and in the office by the use of tracings made from the village field maps

(patwans maps) which arc published by the Board of Revenue and

can be obtained on loan from Collectors of districts, or purchased. These

maps show every field and its number and are most useful. Drainage
lines can be marked on them by getting villagers to show at which point

of their field boundaries they let the \\ater out into the next lower field.

Levels for contours can be taken quickly by noting in which field and in

what part of it the staff has been held and marking the point and its

level on the map. Watersheds of catchment areas can be ascertained in

this way. These maps are also of great use in preparing the land plans
which are required to assist the Revenue department in

assessing the

land compensation payable for land required permanently or temporarily
for the road.

126. For surveys of small areas section paper, known somstimes as

graph paper, cap bo used when worked in connection with a chain, 10-

foot rod, tape, flags and any instrument, however simple, that will give
horizontal readings of 90 degrees. No drawing instruments are wanted,

because all the lines needed can be drawn free-hand over the ruled lines

which serve, too, as a scale for the main lines and their offsets. The

south point can be ascertained by a reading on a watch or by noting
the direction of the sun at noon ; and in this way the north point can be

found tolerably correctly. If the hour hand on a watch is pointed
towards the sun, a line bisecting the angle between the hour hand and

33L will point to the south.
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^i , 127. The scale to which the road plan should be prepared will

ordinarily, bp that of the longitudinal section for which a convenient

horizontal scale is eight inches to the mile, but if the village field maps

j(scale 16 inches '== 1 mile) are used in preparing ^the survey, they should

be used in preparing the road plan. Full information as to levels,

bench-marks, etc., that has been collected during the survey, and is of use,

should be^ given on the plan as well as on tho longitudinal section. The

north point should appear on all plans. Quarries should be indicated

by arrow heads pointing to them, and their distance should be recorded.

The road mileage should be very clearly shown and also any other items

mentioned below which will not crowd up the plan too much.

128. The longitudinal section is plotted to two scales, the vertical

scale being an exaggerated scale intended to show small differences of

level more clearly than would be the case if the longitudinal scale were

used for this also. The longitudinal or horizontal scale may be eight

inches to the mile. The vertical scale may be twenty feet to one inch.

Neither of these is an absolute scale. They may be varied in different pro-

jects. There is, however, an advantage to an engineer in keeping the same

proportion between the horizontal and vertical scales, for, if this is done,

the eye gets accustomed to the exaggerated gradients which, moreover,

can be drawn by means of specially cut set-squares or by ordinary set-

squares on which the exaggerated gradients are marked. On the longi-

tudinal section should be shown the reduced levels* of the country along

the centre of the road and on each side of it, the levels of the existing

road when there is one, names of villages whose land the road passes

through, bearings of straight lengths of the new road, the radius, to the

centre of the road, of all curves, the points at which the curves begin

and end, all bench-marks, road, rail, canal and other crossings, flood

levels, the nature of the soil, distances and bearings to quarries, and, in

fact, anything that will
projve

useful to the man who makes the estimate

and the man who arranges^
the contact and carries out the work. A blank

form used for drawing longitudinal sections is given opposite this page.

See also paragraph 132.

129. The formation line should now be plotted on the section, the

paragraphs on gradients and on the cross-section, and the introductory

general priciples being followed in order to provide longitudinal slopes

that will not be too flat or too steep, or below flood level^ or unnecessarily

above it. In doing this the exercise of common sense and judgment are

required. When the gradients have been decided on they should be marked

on the section, as should also the formation levels, the heights of the
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bank, the depths of cuttings. Care must, of course, be taken to see that

railways and canals are crossed at suitable levels, and at angles of not

less than 45 degrees.

130. When the longitudinal section is ready, the earthwork estimate

can be prepared from it. If the stations have been plotted at intervals

of 100 feet, the mileage will not fit in nicely with the sections, and it will

be advisable to consider the estimate in stations of, say, 500 feet, or

1,000 feet, after calculating the quantities for each chain of 100 feet.

If the stations are plotted at 66 feet intervals, or multiples of 66 feet,

the estimate can be prepared by furlongs and miles. The quickest

method of estimating quantities of earthwork is to use the form here

shown :

which may be modified to suit special cases. When an old road is being

improved, it will be necessary to deduct, from the figures so calculated,

the contents of the existing bank or to add something to allow for filling

which is necessary when the old road has worn down below the level of

the country.

131. Separate schedules should be made out for land compensation,

for earthwork in bank or in cutting, for road metal collection and con-

solidation, for mile stones and furlong stones and boundary pillars, for

culverts and bridges for inspection houses, naulcar cooly huts, parapets,

drains, gutters, etc., and for anything else that may be required on any

particular road. Requirements will naturally vary with circumstances.

When all that is needed has beencalculated in detail, the figures

of cost for eacB furlong or 500 feet or 100 feet may be brought together

in a methodical manner. They should include all small works, such as

culverts, but need not include big works, such as bridges, the cost of

which can be separately shown. By grouping his estimated figures

systematically, the engineer can watch the progress and the expenditure

better than he could otherwise do. He should, in addition to this
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HILL ROADS.

137. .Before deciding on the alignment of a road in the hills the

engineer should get a good map and study it carefully, and see if he can

mark on it~the general alignment he would select, assuming that there is

nothing in the geological features to prevent the adoption of this line. Ho

should then go over the ground to see whether the line could be followed,

and in his reconnaissance ho should be accompanied by a subordinate whose

usefulness will bo great if he has a good eye for country and has pro-

viou4y been employed on work in the hills. Together they should study

the locality, examine the suggested alignment, see if it leads them into

difficult situations, try alternative alignments if it docs, and fix on

obligatory points which the road must pass through.
- 138. ' No map can make up for personal knowledge and the more

thoroughly the reconnaissance is made, the better will be the final survey

and alignment. Sometimes the first reconnaissance has to be made in new

country and an aneroid barometer is needed in order to ascertain the

relative heights of the hills that the road must cross.

139. Geological features should be carefully noted, existing and old

established lines should not be hastily abandoned, the question of water-

supply should be examined, .and if the alignment chosen appears possible,

the subordinate should proceed to mark it out on the ground.

140. Tn marking out a line two methods can be followed. One is

the vertical system in which the point marked lies in the <ame vertical

plane as the centre of the road, the other the horizontal <ty4em in which

the point marked lies in the, same horizontal plane as the edge of the road

surface. The former is the method followed in marking out a road in

easy country, the latter is the best method for marking out a road in a

hilly country with steep slopes. Occasionally, /as when the mountain

road is to cut through a spur, the vertical system is most suitable. The

horizontal system requires that pegs should be driven into the ground at

points which, when connected up, give a trace of the road along the

side of the mountain, and if a path is made along this trace, a person

who Walks along this path is following a narrow strip of the road (subject

to small alterations) and ascending, or descending, at practically the

danle grade as the road. A line cut to connect pegs driven in on the

Vertical system will follow the direction and curves of the road, but will

be at varying heights above or below its surface, For the vertical
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system a theodolite or compass is required and for the horizontal system

a clinometer, or Abney's level, or ghat tracer.,

141. The College Manual on Surveying describes surveying instru-

ments and the methods of using them, and should be referred to for

information; but a brief description may be given here of a simple road

tracer which can be made up by a carpenter and is mentioned in the

College Manual on Roads, 7th Edition. A stout staff with a point to

enable it to be driven firmly into the ground ha* a quadrant of card, or

board, swinging in a vertical plane, attached to it. The quadrant is

graduated round the arc and has a plumb bob depending from its centre.

If the quadrant is turned and fixed by means of a nut provided for this

purpose so that the selected slope coincides with the plumb bob, the

upper radius, which can have two sights fixed on it, will read the desired

slope and a rod marked at the same height as the centre of the quadrant

can be held at any suitable distance, being moved up or down the hill-

side by an assistant, while the surveyor, fixing the foot of the staff on the

trace, looks through the sights and reads on to the mark on the rod. The

foot of the rod will then be a point on the trace. This instrument, or any

clinometer, would be used for a rough trace only, the final gradients

being marked out with a level.

142. With the clinometer, staves and chain the surveyor would

begin work from an obligatory point on the top of a hill, e.g.,
a pass

through which the road mu^t go, and would work down the spur which

had been selected after the first reconnaissance, putting in pegs at 100

feet apart, or 6*6' feet apart, or at smaller intervals if the nature of the

ground required it, and connecting them up by a "
tlaykbel" i.e., a furrow^

in the ground. The reason for starting work at the top of a hill is that

the ground gets easier as the lower slopes are reached and diversion

and deviations can be made to enable the road to reach any point in the

valley, while these could not be made with ease if the surveyor worked

upwards towards the pa.xs.
The ehances in working up are that the

road would be either too high or too low for the pass. In the former

case the grade could be eased, which would increase the length to some

extent, but in the latter case it would be necessary to make a zig-zag.

Now zig-zags are to bo avoided in places where the slopes are steep, for

a steep slope affords but little room to turn in. It is better to put

them in as curves in easier ground lower down the hill.

143. It is not always necessary to look for a pass as on obligatory

point, for very often a hill can he " turned
"

and the road may bo able

tQ go round it, without being any longer than the road that wqulti go

,s
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over It, thus saving rise and fall, and even If it is somewhat longer,

the alignment round the hill may be better than the other, assuming

always that both roads are equally suitable in other respects. Which

has the best shade ? Which passes nearest a village that must be near

the road ? Which has the best water-supply ? Which is the easier to

construct ? Which is the easier to maintain ? These are questions for

consideration. Others will be suggested by the circumstances of each

case, but they will not affect the main fact that the survey should start

from the highest point chosen and work downwards.

144. The surveyor should, as he proceeds, collect information as to

the soil and the slope of the hillside at each station, and on tho correct-

ness of the information he gathers will depend the correctness of the

estimate subsequently made. He should judge how much of the road

width will be cut out of the hillside and how much will bo in bank, for

it is not necessary to cut the full width except in a few places. He
should note where retaining walls are needed and where the soil needs

breast walls.

145. The following method, introduced by Captain H. S. Rogers,

R.E., and described in " Road Construction and Maintenance "
by

Major E. M. Paul, R.E., affords a simple method of recording the

quantity of cutting for narrow roads 011 steep ground and does away
with the necessity for cross-sections. It was found especially valuable

in arriving at the comparative cost of alternative alignments :

"
Assuming that the outer cutting rdge is run with tho clinometer

and marked out, chaining is commenced at the top, the computing party

Pig. 27.

"tflllllrtrJ'Jir

provided with a slope template working with the back
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The template is used for setting off the estimated back dope on which

the area of the cutting largely depends. It consists of a stout vertical

batten (2 inches by 2 inches) graduated in feet, and provided at the

foot with a hinged or knuckle joint, into which i* fitted a long light

bamboo. To this bamboo arm a wire is attached, which passes over a

pulley iii the batten and ends in a ring for hooking over screws or cleats,

placed so as to enable the arm to be sot at slopes, with the batten placed

vertically, of 1 to 1, 1 J to 1 to, say, 4 to 1. To use it the template is get

up by one man on the spot fixed by the back chainman, A second with
^

a long straight bamboo marked at 4 feet, 6 feet, 8 feet from one end,

(.<?., the widths for the cuttings) and standing on the slope above the

template, places one hand at the mark given (in the cases referred to

usually 8 feet full cuttiug for a mule road); he then holds the bamboo

high and horizontal, with his hand against the moveable arm, lowering

the rod maintained horizontal until the end touches the ground slope,

The height is then read from the vertical rod and recorded, together

with the area of cutting and the quantity under the soil column. It

then remains only to total and price the work at the end of the day*

The field-book is ruled thus :

In the remarks column entries can be made where streams are crossed,

other details entered and any special points regarding the soil and

excavation noted. Sufficient accuracy can usually be attained by

dividing the work into hard, i.e., soil requiring blasting; medium, i.e.,

requiring blasting and jumper work; and soft or pick and jumper work.

146. For wide roads the method described above cannot be used, and

in estimating for these, it is advisable to measure the front or natural

slope in degrees, and to state the back slope in degrees, aiid to plot a

cross-section at each station on which can be shown such retaining and

breast walls as may be required, and from which the final estimate can

be prepared.

A table can be made giving the areas of the cuttings with various

.natural and back slopes for various widths of cutting, and with the
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aid of this table the. estimate of the excaVfctioa can be taken out very

quickly. Such a table is given in Appendix L

Table can also be prepared of the areas of retaining walls and breast

walls. Specimen tables are given in Appendix I. These tables were

prepared for use in the Second Circle of Superintendence, Buildings and

Boads, Lucknow, by Mr. H. J. Oliphant, Executive Engineer, Nairn TaJ

division, to whom the writer is indebted for them,

^' 147. The tables for retaining walls, which are walls built at the

outer edge of a road, are for the section here shown.

Batter

Vertical

bac*

Those for broast walls, which are walls built to support the hillside

above a road, are for the section here shown,

fig. ?9,

Brebst wait
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U8. It will be noticed that each section starts Vlth a top width of

2 feet. The retaining wall has a vertical back and a front batter of 1

in 3. The breast wall has a front batter of 1 in 2 and a back batter of

1 in 3. /_The back should be left rough, some stones projecting further

than others, and the "
backing

"
of each wall, that is,' the filling in

between the wall and the hillside, should be of loose stone. The base line

should be at right angles to the front which should be rough dressed and

pointed and there should be plenty of weep holes in the walls. Small

stones will not make a good wall. The largest stones that can be handled

should be used and there should be as many through stones as possible.

Walls 6 feet high may be of dry stone masonry. Walls of greater height

should havo the top six feet of dry stone masonry and the rest of masonry

in lime mortar.\ Other sections of walls can be used if they are preferred

and sometimes the whole wall may be built in lime mortar.

149. Some engineers like to make a hill road with its surface on an

inward slope, that is, with the outer edge on a Jhigher level than the inner

edge, and this is the form recommended in the College Manual on Roads,

7th Edition, which in paragraph 19 says :

" In a road round a hill the cross-section should be a single slope

inclining inwards, with a ditch on the inside ; this is to prevent the

road being washed away at its odgo (which often has to bo built up),

and to avoid the danger, especially in turning a corner, of the pnnsongor

falling over the precipice. The drainage water, flowing from the hill

above, is also intercepted by the ditch on the inside, which has cross-

drains at intervals leading under the roadway to the face of the cliff.

A catch water drain should also be constructed on the hill slope consider-

ably above the road, to intercept the drainage and lead it to ravines

and watercourses.') And in paragraph 66 it says :
" The shape generally

given to the nfTetalled road surface in cutting along a mountain side is a

slope of 1 in 18 from the outside to the inside. It has been objected to

this slope, that it converts the road into a drain, which is cut away and

becomes impassable in heavy downpour^' and in some of the Madras hill

roads the slope runs from the inside to the
outside. (Both systems have

their respective advantages, but on the whole, the inside slope is

preferable when the cross-drains are sufficiently large and numerous,

and -the side drains rockv or properly protected by boulder paving.

The usual practice is to adopt the outside slope until the drains

are all built, and the side slopes have taken their bearings when,

as a permanent arrangement, the road is finished and metalled with

an inside slope. When, however, a road is carried through forests, the

ordinary barrelled surface of roads in the plains may be adopted with
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small cuts from the
,
outer drain at every 30 or 40 feet, as the thick

vegetation softens the rainfall and prevents the hillside being carried

away by the drainage ; but on hillsides which alre bare such a section

would be unsuitable and a slope inwards should be given,, more or less

pronounced according to the steepness o the side slope' of the hill and

to the nature of the soil.) , Tfie rule adopted on the Ramnagar and

Ranikhet cart-road from the plains was to make the road surface curved,

where the height of the outer retaining wall (if there is one) does not

exceed 5 or 6 feet, and in all other places the entire surface to slope

inwards with an inclination somewhat greater than the longitudinal

slope of the road."

150. These views were not shared by Colonel F. D. M. Brown, v.c.,

Principal of the College, who, in the College Manual on Earthwork, 6th

Edition, writes in paragraph 104 :

" From the long experience I have had in the maintenance of hill

cart-roads I consider the best section for a hill cart-road to be one that

has the entire slope outwards with no inside drain. This section is

always adopted on bridle roads in the hills, the cost of maintenance of

which is trifling, whilst for a cart-road the inside (slope or a hogbacked

section is always recommended. A hill cart-road is only about 10 feet

wider than a bridle road, and the extra rainfall to be discharged for this

small portion, provided it has an immediate outlet, will be found on

calculation to be quite insignificant. Long experience on hill bridle

roads and a few years experimenting on the Naini Tal tonga road,

where the rainfall is excessive and the soil very bad, have proved to me

that a hill road with an entirely outward slope and no inside drain is

more easily and more economically maintained than with any other

section. A bide drain may be necessary in places to lead away a spring

from a soft part of the road, etc., but these are the only exceptions, which

pertain to the general engineering of the road.O A slope entirely out-

wards or with a hogbacked section is especially unsuitable where the sides

are liable to slip. \ The .smallest slip of a few buckets full of earth or

even the collection of a few leaves which allow the silt to accumulate will

choke the inside drain, when the accumulated water will course down the

road, causing much injury to the surface, and discharge itself over the

edge in a strong stream, often at a weak place, which may cut away the

bank or destroy a retaining wall. Similar damage may be done when a

scupper gets choked. The inside drain is also contrary to one o the

first principles of hill engineering, which
'

is that water should not be

allowed to accumulate, except of course in the main streams. As a

p feet maintenance gangs invariably seek shelter during & heavy
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fall of rain, and it is during the actual falling of the rain that the chief

damage is done to a road. Ten minutes after the rain has stopped the

side drains are practically dry. The best arrangements therefore that

keep the road properly drained during heavy rainfall should be adopted.

The outside slope has not in practice been found inconvenient for fast

traffic. The tongas travel downhill on the Nairn Tal road at 10 and 11

miles an hour, without more inconvenience on the miles with the outward

slope than on the miles with the hogbacked section. Any danger that

may be anticipated from the centrifugal force at salient angles could not

affect a vehicle until it was on the outside half of the road ;
and then it

would be immaterial whether the other (inner half) had a slope upwards

or downwards. No faster traffic than a tonga is ever likely to travel on

a hill road. The drivers have invariably told me that they prefer the

outward slope, as they have only to look out for danger on one pide,

whereas on the old section they had also to take care to avoid the inside

drain. An outside slope of 1 in 20 has been found in practice to be the

most buitable, but with a small rainfall or a slight gradient it may be a

little less. When a road is made with an outside slope the following

precautions have to be borne in mind for its proper maintenance :

*^
(1) The outlet at A low enough to discharge the road drainage freely*

This is often blocked by

(a) The road wearing down in the centre.

(b) When slips are cleared away, a lot of the spoil is left at the

outlet and thus a bank is formed at A (as shown in dotted

lines) which obstructs the free flow of the road drainage*

Fig. 30.

A _.

^
(2) The eaHh from slips should be cleared clean away to the full

Vrldth of the toad, and not left banked up against the* side by a

lazy gang, as the width of the road is thereby reduced, %hen
are not observed the road may a0tume the
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shown by dotted lines, when the centre of the road would become

a water course and be thereby destroyed. The outlet A mentioned

above refer to the 3 feet intervals left in the parapet walls to pass the

surface drainage, the parapet walls being built in lengths of 10 feet

with 3 feet intervals. By this arrangement 3/13ths of the parapet

walling is saved, whilst they are equally efficacious as an outside fence.

Or the parapets may be built in 7 feet lengths with 2 feet openings.

Another advantage of the outside slope is that the road is widened by
the 2 feet required for the inside drains, or the width of the cutting

may be reduced 2 feet in first construction. As this is the inside 2 feet

where the heaviest digging is required, the saving in first construction

would be great. Scuppers' at every three or four hundred feet also

become unnecessary, as also their expensive maintenance^ Should the soil

be strong and the rainfall moderate there is no objection, except so 'far as

the great increase of cost is concerned, to making the road with a hogged
back and with an inside drain and scuppers, if this section is preferred;

but with an excessive rainfall or in bad soil liable to slip or be washed

away there is no question but that, from an engineering point of view,

the outride slope should be adopted; and I am very sure if the engineer

has to maintain any hill road after he has made it, he will be for ever

thankful if he gives it an outside slope."

151. General St. (Jkir Wilkins, U.E., in his " Treatise on Mountain

Roads," hardly touches the question of an outward slope, but discusses at

length the relative merits of an inward slope and a convex section, which

is the hogged back section written of by Colonel Brown. In this

discussion he quotes the opinions of several officers. Thus Major

Hose, Engineer of the Rawalpindi and Murree Road, writes in May
1865 in the lloorkee Professional Papers :

" In most places the cross-section ib now higher in the centre ttian

at the sides ; when it was first made, and the width was only 12 feet, it

sloped inwards. From the experience of last season, when the rains were

heavy and wheeled traffic considerable, it is evident that the rise in the

centre is much better than having the highest point outside, even with a

slope of 1 in 15 which it would have been difficult to give. In many

places it was found impossible to keep the surface of the road in tolerable

order, but where the road had been made with the rise in the centre and

the earth had settled it remained, comparatively speaking, dry and firau"

And in 1850 Major Kennedy writing on the subject of the cros\-blope in

connection with the road from Simla towards Tibet said :

" It W well to know that some authorities on this subject have

the crosa-slope of roads on declivities to run th? wholo
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way from the outside verge to the inside, while others advise just the

reverse, and not from the centre to each side. The chief object of the

first recommendation is to prevent the corrosion of the outside verge

by the surface water, and that of the second to prevent any accumulation

of water in the water tables, but they both appear to be most objection-

able in practice, as they necessarily throw every carriage off its level

and bring an unequal portion of the load on the wheels of one side.

They also give a longer run to the surface waters on the road. No

professional man should permit so serious an inconvenience to be

inflicted on ihe public. His ingenuity ought to provide a remedy of a

different kind."

152. This is not a strong argument as far as the balance of carriages

is concerned, for even on a coin ex section carriages must lean to one

side or the other as they pass each othor^. but it is correct in saying that

an inward or an outward slope, gives a longer run to the surface water

on the road. This- is what Sir Henry Parnell said in his treatise, when

dealing with the subject of roads in mountainous countries :

" Attention in making the surface of a proper convex, form is particu-

larly necessary on hill>, in older that the water may have a tendency to

fall from the centre to the sides."

153. General St. Clair Wilkins fmther quote-* the opinion of an

engineer of experience who had charge of a large district containing

several mountain roads and writes :

"The system of sloping the roadway from the outer to the inner edge

is faulty and liable to cause injury to the surface from the excess of rain

water made to pass over the whole width of the road before it is carried

off by the inner channel ;
y
the, great slope, necessitated in the transverse

section of the road by this a rrangeUK n t i.s also a very serious objection to

carts proceedings smoothly along, and prevent the full width of the road

being made use of in placet) when; its dimensions are necessarily limited.

Most of the Ghat roads in this district appear to have been formed on this

principle, and their im&atisfactoy state during the rainy season is suffi-

cient proof that it is ill-adapted to roads in localities where such a large

rainfall takes place, and when; the first object should be to drain the

road snrface as fast as possible by side channels on each side."

154. General St. Clair Wilkins after giving the opinions of several

Other officers, and mentioning cases in which the inward slope has been

abandoned in favour of a convex section, argues that carefully made

gutters will save damage to the outer edge of a new road, that a broad

fiat surface sloping inwardb will wear easily and will turn into a gutter
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for the passage of the drainage of the whole width of the road, that an

inward slope if considered safe at salients must be considered dangerous

at re-entrant angles, that a convex section has been adopted by common

consent as the best section for a road in level and in comparatively level

country, from the point of view of the engineer and of the user of the road,

and that in mountain roads the convex section is, therefore, the one best

suited for the traffic, for the drainage of its surface, and for economy of

maintenance. He advocates the "
segmental section

"
of Mr. Telford and

says that finished mountain roads with a grade of 1 in 24 should have a

crown of 5 inches for a width of 20 or 21 feet and of 6 inches with a

grade' of 1 in 20. The Telford section, it should be remarked, is not a

"
segment." It is referred to as a flat ellipse, and an ellipse has sides

that are steep and a central portion that does not drain well.. An ellipse

is not the best form for a metalled road profile. The writer recommends

that two planes inclined at. 1 in 36, which are adopted for use in level

country in the United Provinces, should be used for hill roads also, except

at cuives, the side drains being 011 one level and the meeting point or

apex of the planes being rounded off during consolidation after, but not

before, the edge*, have been thoroughly rammed and the sides have been

compacted to a true, slope. What should be arrived at is a true smooth

finished surface, without an excessive slope at the edges, and this the

two-plane section best gives.

HILL ROAD CROSS-SECTIONS.

Foundations may be necessary below the road metal in each case.

Fig. 3J.

in ordinary so'7
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Ffg. 32.

//) harder soil

As an alternative the width of the excavation miy bei increased and

the retaining wall reduced.

An exceptional section adopted to maintain an easy gradient.
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Fig. 34.

Wth excavationm rock

may, in tlii$ case, bo shaped out of the rock.

This action is more

adapted to narrower

roads.

rig-. 35.

Half tunnel in rock

Gutter* may be ^haped out of the rock though shown as built with

slabs.

Slopes vary with nature of soil.



Section at salient curre showing
"
banking"

The road may bo widened with advantage.

Section at re-entrant crime shounng
"
banking"

Usually there will be a bridge or culvert at r^-^ntrant curves.
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Fig. 39

Section showing parapet wall of boulders and day in eaxy situation.

Fig. ^0.

Slipping
son

Section showing breast wall and retaining walL

155. At curves it is necessary, now that motor traffic has arrived, to

" bank "
the road giving it a ii outward >lopc at rc-ontraiit curves and an

inward slope at salient curves
;
those slopes merging into one or other side

of the two-plane section at a distance of about 50 feet from the end of the

curve. For particulars regarding
'*

banking" the paragraphs, on curves

should be referred to.

150. The reasons that lead the writer to prefer for straight lengths,

tho two-plane profile, are that it is the section chosen for roads on the

plains and it works.out automatically from the two contrary sections of

the inward slope and tho outward sjopo. Neither of these could be used

throughout the whole length of a hill road carrying fast traffic and one

must change to the other, in the interests of the traffic,, as the road curves

round salients and re-entrants.

157, A road surface of two planes inclined at 1 in 36 means, for a

grade of 1 iu 25, that the flow of the water down the road will be at an.
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angle of 35 to the centre line of the road. If it is desired to get the

water away earlier, the cross slope can be increased at sonic inconvenience

to the traffic ; but this is hardly necessary\)
It will be seen that General

St. Clair Wilkins makes the longitudinal grade and the average cross-

slopo the same, and this looks as if the water ran off at an angle of 45 to

the centre line of the road which, however, it would not do, for the

elliptical cross-section is much flatter near the crown than its average

cross-slope. The two plane section gets rid of the water soonest. At

curves the slope of the* cross-section will depend on the amount of "banking''

which will vary with the sharpness of the curve, as mentioned in the

paragraphs on curves.

158. If it is desired to throw open a road to slow traffic quickly,

and before it can be >aid to be finished, the principle of the outward

slope may be adopted, with duo precautions, as the road is easily made

and has no inner drain or scuppers ; but such a road
t carrying as it does

all the drainage of the hillside aUrvc it and of its o\\n surface, must

constantly be cohered with debris, and if wide, roughened by the large

flow of water over it, and it has to be completed by being properly shaped

and drained before the engineer is satisfied with it, or can keep it in

really good order.

*-- 159. If, again, economy of construction is aimed at rather than the

convenience of the traffic, a hill road that is meant for slow cart traffic

may be made with an outward slope and \\ithout gutters. Such a road

might be 12 feet or 14 feet wide between the parapet and the hillside.

But if a finished cart-road is required for fast traffic, the width of the

metalled roadway should be at least 16 feet with space for 18-inch kerb

and channel drain.* on each .side and ti width of two feet to three feet on

the outside for a substantial parapet : a total width of 21 or 22 feet.

160. In his ''Treatise on Mountain Roads" General St. ('lair Wilkins

specifics a width of metal of 20% feet between gutters for which he allows

nine inches for the outer and three feet for the inner gutter, with one

and-a-half feet beyond the outer gutter for a dry stone parapet : a total

width of 25 feet ;
but a portion of the metalled surface in this case is

encroached upon by guard stones placed at 4-foot intervals along the

edge of the inner gutter at salient curves and along tlfe outer gutter at

re-entering curves, The width mentioned above, viz., 16 feet of metalled

road, is enough if kerb and channel drains are used. It is not necessary

to cut the full width of the roud except in special cases, for part can be

in bank, supported sometimes by a retaining wall. Occasionally the

ull width is cut out as a half tunnel, but this is not often done for a

road, being wore frequently used in the case of narrow roads
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crossing a short steep cliff. Tunnels arc not often used on roads. For

descriptions of these the Manual on Railways should be consulted.

161/ Side drains or gutters should be of the simplest pattern, and

there is nothing to boat the ordinary kerb and channel shape wherever it

can be used. Deep narrow drains arc dangerous ; shallow wide rectangu-

lar drains take up too much room and neither of these should be necessary

if the drainage is got rid off as soon as ever this can be managed by means

of scuppers under the road.
s

j>
Very largo drains of masonry or reinforced

concrete or wood may bo required at special places abovo and below a

road to catch the water before it soaks into the soil, which may be on the

move, and to pass it off to firm ground below iho road ; but those are not

side drains. ^Experience of particular lengths of roads will show what

kind and sizt^ of drain should be used. The general principle of construc-

tion of a side drain or gutter is explained here. "This consists of a scries

of vortical slabs about 1 J feot

long by ono foot wido by t\\o

inches thick which aro sunk

into the ground to a depth of

one foot below the lowest point

of the gutter, the bed of the

gutter being the natural rock,

shaped to section or slabs one

and-a-half feet by one foot by

two inches or small stones laid

to a slope. The vertical slab is

backed by filling bet\\oon it and

the natural soil or the parapet,

Sometimes boulder* aro used to form

it is shaped out of the natural rock.^

162. If the quantity of wator to b<

the cross-slope of tho road (1 in 36) can bo continued to form the bed of

the gutter, but if much water has to be drained off, tho depth of tho gutter

must be increased in order to koop the drainage from spreading o\or the

edge of the road. This can be dono by increasing tho bed slope of the

gutter to as much as 1 in 6. And when gutters are used, the convex form

of road profile, which does not work in well with the earthen "
patris"

of a road in le/vel country, may bo adopted if it is preferred to the section

formed of two pianos mooting at tho centre of the road.

^ 163. To keep down the quantity of water that will run in the gutters,

the water from the outer gutter should be led off between adjacent

lengths of the parapet wall and from the iuiw gutter
bv

tho bed of tho guttor ; sometimes

carried off by guttor is small,
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under the road. Sometimes small Irish bridges are made for the purpose
of carrying water across the road from the inner gutter, hut these are

out of place even on a bridle road and are certainly out of place on a

cart-road.

Scuppers should, if possible, discharge over solid rock, or firm soil, so

rocky spurs are good places for putting them in. They should be of

frimple design, a shallow trench cunered with slabs being enough.

164. The engineer who ranges out the line of a hill road .should

remember that if he marks it out at the slope of the maximum gradient,

he is likely to find that parts of the road \\hen finished will have grades

steeper than the maximum gradient. General ftt. Clair WiJkins says that

the- following rules should be observed in marking out a road of which

the ruling gradient is 1 in 24 :

1. All straight or slightly curved reaches to he laid out at 1 in 25.

2. At re-entering angles where a drain, culvert or bridge would

occur the line to be taken across level.

3. At sharp-angled salients the chord of the curse to betaken

through on the level.

4. At less prominent salients the chord of the curve to be taken

through at 3 in 100.

5. At easy salients the curve to bo carried round at 1 in 26.
" These rules," he says,

"
may be followed with advantage by the

experienced engineer. The inexperienced engineer \^ill do well to flatten

his grades still more, otherwise his finished i<ad \\ill be sure to \\ork out

steeper than his ruling gradient.*'

w-* 165. The line, before work is begun, should be clearly marked out

with masonry pillars, one chain apart, and intermediate pegs, at 20-foot

intervals, which should not be moved till the \\oik is finished. Work
can be given out to contractors in 5-chain lengths, but no contractor

bhould be permitted to break ground in more than one chain at a time,

work in the second chain being started when that in the tirst has been

measured up and paid fon If this is not done, some contractors will

finish all the easy work in a 5-chain lenglh ami refuse to do the

more difficult work. It is not necessary to complete the full shape

of the road at first.^ It is sometimes advantageous to cut the back

slope vertical and to pay later for the soil that slips, while the earth is

up its natural angle, ag &lip clearance is cheaper thau
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166. Methods of measuring up the work vary, A simple method

is to u^e two thin well-stretched ropes, an end of one being fixed at the

middle of the other, the junction being taken as a zero point from whicty

the ropes? are marked oft* in feet, every fifth foot being marked with blue

cloth and every tenth foot with red. By moving about the ropes til).

AEB is a right angle and again tiVl ABD is a right angle and noting
the distances AE, EC, EB, AB, DB, it is possible to estimate the areas of

the triangles ABO, ABD, (<BD. If preferred, a rope and a 50-foot tape

may bo used or the areas of cross-sections can be calculated by noting the

>lope of the ground and the back blope of the excavation as also the

AB.

Fig. 42,

1C 7. If the estimate has been recorded in such a form as the one

given on page 72, it is possible to watch the expenditure chain by chain

and to see if excesses are likely to occur or if savings are possible. The

form looks puzzling at first sight, Imt on examination it will be found to

contain just about what is required for a normal road, recorded in a

systematic and methodical manner. Modifications of it will suggest

themselves to officers who have road work to do.

168. The maintenance of a hill cart-road resembles that of a road

on the {>lains, as far a* attention to the road .surface and drains and

culverts are concerned, but larger road gangs may be \\anted in places,

for there is the road surface* to be watered, \\here water is available, and

as the traffic on a hill road is generally heavy, repairs have to be done

quickly and slips cleared a ioon as possible. For water-supply, it is

necessary to build cisterns over a spring above the road and to convey

the waiter through pipes to the road, where it may discharge through a

masonfy standpost into a long trough, where cattle and horses can drink

and t'roitt which the overflow can be conveyed along the roadside drain

and used^or watering the road, the grass on parapet walls, etc/
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< 169. Special care should be taken to see that all drains are kept

clear and the waterway of culverts is not choked. It is usual to provide

catohpits above road culverts to prevent the waterway, if it is at all

restricted, getting blocked with stones and debris, and these should be

cleared before the rains. The beds of streams should be watched to see

that they do not cut back and endanger the foundations of bridges and

any accumulation of water in the stream bed above a bridge, owing to

landslips into the stream, should bo noticed and dealt with, or there may
be a lako-bnrst that will \vash away a bridge and damage the road.

Whore an accidont of this nature occurs, a temporary diversion of the

road must bo made and a temporary bridge put up as soon as possible.

170. Catch-water drains above a road and drains below a road

should always bo kept in working ordor, and tho walls bolow a road

which are intended to hold up slipping soil should bo inspected from

time to timo and renewod, or repaired, as nood arisos. Slips of earth

on to a road should bo dealt with promptly by a breakdown gang,

rocks blasted, and fallen trees removed, and the road surface made good.

171. All bridges should bo examined at least once a year and iron

bridges should be speoially seen to and re-painted from time to time.

Inspection houses should be kept in thoroughly good order and their

surroundings should be kept in a sanitary condition, special attention

being paid to the water-supply. Tho furniture and cooking utensils,

lamps and crockery should bo examined during road inspections and kept

clean and fit for use.

172. As a rule, arboriculture is not much attended to on hill roads,

but something can bo done in places, whore there are no forests,

towards providing shado for travellers, and "
rliir," chestnut and walnut

trees may be induced to grow along treeless stretches of road, ^s in

tho case of arboriculture on tho plains, a programme of operations and

much supervision are needed if systematic
1 results are to be attained.

173. Tho following descriptive report of the estimate for tho

Ohakrata hill cart-road from Kalsi on tho Jumna in the Dohrn Dun

district to Chakrata is extracted from the College Manual on KoatN, 7th

Edition, and may bo taken as a fair sample of a report on works of this

class in tho outer ranges of the Himalayas :

The plains road is held to teiminate, and the lull i oaclto commence, at Kalsi. On
the former the ruling erardient is 3 in 1<>0, on the latter 5 in 100.

Dexmption of country^ lower xfftnni From Kalsi to Sahia, a distance measured on

the line of 10J miles, the road lies on the high lands, which form the western side of the

Umlawa valley. These, in their lower features near the lc\cl of the rhcr, abound in steep

ronky ground and precipices, the river in many places passing through narrow gullies

channelled out of the solid rock by the action of the water. At an citation of 800 or 1,000

feet above the river's bed tho ground is not so Hteou, and the surface is co\ered with soil

and frequently under cultivation.
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A line was laid out originally rising rapidly from Kalsl, until those comparatively flat

groxjnds were reached and then carried along them,

This line, however, encountered a very serious landslip, In the 6th mile, which pre-

sented an obstacle insurmountable by any ordinary means. This lies back in a valley

around which the line wound. The soil of loose shale slips from a height of about 500

feet above the line and over a length of about 1,000 feet. It was essential that this slip

should be avoided altogether, which could only be done by crossing the gorge of the valley

below it.

The only work of any importance whatever executed on this line was opening out

a gallery in the precipices of the 3rd mile. Theic was, therefore, no need for hesitation in

abandoning nearly the whole of the old line and adopting another, whioh should avoid the

landslip, cut across the throat of the Pudhow valley, and present a gradually rising gradient

and level portions, instead of a continuous rise followed by a fall.

The galleries in the precipices of the 3ul mile ha\e been retained in the line, and

doing this causes, in fact, the onlv difficulty with which we ha^e to deal.

Zig-zaa xbwe Knhj To preserve the ruling gradient, the line has to be carried back

up the valley alxne Kalsi and to return, forming; the onlv zip-/ajr that occurs in tho whole

line. The turn has been made as easy as possible on a flat table with a radius of 80 feet.

Gradients. Alxne the precipices le\el portions have been inserted in every mile,

alternating with gradient* not steeper than 5 in 100 up to the 8th mile, from which point

the line runs level to the crossing of the Umlawa. The Umlawa valley was said to be

very malarious, and that it \\as considered essential to carry the line at a considerable

height above the river The line, a- at picsent laid down, lies generally about GOO feet above

the bed from the 2nd mile to Dudhcw , from which point they gradually approach each other

till at Sahia they coincide In this upper part the \allev expands \ery much and is free

from jungle, and malaria need not be apprehended.

Why line ira<t not earned to enst of Umlaira Tt may be naked why the line was

commenced on the west side of tho Umlawn and not on the east, on which side Ohakrata,

the final terminus, lies The \alley of the Tmlawa on its eastern side is exceedingly

precipitous ,
it consists, in fact, of a single bold cliff rising abruptly to a height of about

1,000 feet from the rher's bed, ami extending for about five miles up its course, where it is

broken by a ravine \\lnch disehaiges a \\ator course into the river It would have l>een

impossible to cross this ra\mc, excepting at the level of its junction with the Umlawa, and

at this elevation tho \\holc load would ha ise had to be cut out of the solid lock. The valley

behind the ravine to the east docs not extend in the direction in which the line has to be

carried, a long detour would ha\e been nccessaiy through Pokn. and the load would

probably ha\e been :i.~ miles long instead of 2\

Large bridge* Theie are but two works of any magnitude on the lower part of this

section, that is up to S.ihi.i, nz , the landslip bridge in the (Hh and the Umlawa bridge in the

10th mile The foimer conmsts of a single span of .">() feet, a circular segment of 120 crossing

the neck of what we have termed the landslip valley.

In selecting the position for the bridge, it was necessaiy to keep entirely clear of, and

below, the landslip, and at the same time not to go much below, as the lower the line the

more rocky and precipitous the ground The rock on either side is not of the nature to

afford secure foundations of itself. It is rather shaly and friable. The bed of the stream

is formed partly of this shale and partly of large rocks and boulders fallen from alxive. The

bridge spans the throat of the valley ,
it is much larger than it is required to pass the

water, but it is necessary to throw back the abutments in order that they may not be

injured by the larger masses of stone brought down. It is also very questionable whether

a reduction in the span, wlnrji would involve much increased work in wing-walls, etc
,

would be economical.
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Umlawa bridge. The Umlawa river rises in the Deotrand range," about 10 miles above

the point at which we cross it. This point was selected with special regard to advantage

of position tor ioirnmg tho bridge, bounded in a measure by the limits within wfoich it

was necessary to commence the ascent towards Ohakrata. The river collects the whole of

the rainfall of the western Hide ot the Ctuiki ata, Pokri and Bairat spurs, of the eastern hide

of the Naga spur, and of the southern slopes of Deobund lying between them. There ib a

considerable perennial How of water in the river easily foidable in the dry seasons, increas-

ing during ram to a peitectly impassable torrent In the course of about 18 hours after

the cessation ot heavy ram it subsides and becomes tordable with Home difficulty The

fall in the bed between Sahia and Kalsi is 1,700 feet in a length ot bed of nine miles about
,

fioni Dudhow-downwaids it is steeper than trom Sahia to Diulhow, indeed in the lower

portions it iallt in a succession ot cascades Tho tall in the bed, as measmed foi one mile

above the dossing, is about 150 teet per mile

The water channel at Sahia is well defined
,

the valley hah expanded and has a

moderately level bottom, the nvei having channelled out a coui>e foj itself, and the ground

rising fioni it on eithei side in cultivated teiuiLes paitly of aititicial toiniation

When the river is in Hood, the toice ot the watt-r is very gieat, cur)ing large masses

of stone betoie it I think it, theretoie, expedient not to place a pier in the bed subject to

rude shocks, but rather to span the channel by a single arch of GO feet.

Good building stone abounds in the neighboui hood, and although, tor an arch of this

size, it will be necessary to prepaie vous^oirs ot diessed as?hlai, the cost will not, I think,

appear extravagant,

In this case the lett abutment can be placed securely m a solid mass of roek which

projects trom the bank, and the position of which toimed a duet feature in inducing the

selection of this crossing. The torce ot the current is dnccted towards this side The

stream will pass as directly through the bridge as can be hoped for in the short reaches of

a rivci ot which the couise is so toituous.

Line above tiahia. The character ot the giound ovei which the line ot road runs

above Sahia is veiy different trom that below. The slopes arc generally easy, and com-

paratively but little locky ground is met with The distance along the road from Sahia to

where the line cuts the udge at the depot is 15 miles.

Sainjh v&lley brtdye. A*> at first laid down, the line enteicd a valley below Sainjh. in

which it lan back for ncaily a mile, the thioa-t ot this valley i toimed bv twoabiuptly

piojocting locks, separated by an interval oi between 60 and 70 feet, and enclosing a

chasm 70 tcet in depth It was decided that this chasm should be spanned either by an

nongudei 01 stone aich and the long detour around the valley be saved.

Theie is nothing eUe on this upper section on which it appears necessary to offer

special rcmaiks

Matches for troops Troops pi oceeding to the sanatorium will probably have to make

two marches iroin Kalsi to Chakrata The distance by the cart-road is 25 miles from

the lower encampment at Kalsi to the point at which the line stukea the ridge near the

depot; the sne tor tho regiment is about one mile iurthei on Whilst the caniage must

of necessity follow the cart-ioad. the men might march partly by this road and partly by

paths ot Fteeper gradient that may be construe ted to cut off some ot the long detain*

The most favourable place for an intermediate encampment is bahia at tho Umlawa

bridge; hero there is moderately flat ground and an ample supply ot good water fioni the

river. The lower section ot 10J miles cannot bo shortened by the expedient above named,

but the upper section of 15 miles may probably be reduced by paths on a gradient of 10

in 100 to 13 miles. These paths may be opened at a very s>mall expense, piobably not

more than Ha, 500 per mile, as the feature* and &oil ou the uppc? section are favourable,
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Water. Water is found at intervals all
1

along tho line, hut in abundance only at

the landslip, Dudhow, the Uinlawa, Korvva, and at the streams in 10 and 1 1 miles of

upper section.

Surveys* The surveys and estimate have been piepuied with the utmost care. After

the line had been flagged out, it was repeatedly examined and corrected, where necessary,

to secure the best joints at which to cioss the watercourses or to avoid difficult ground
without tailing into other errors or difficulties A pathway was then cut, on which the

levels were taken and a traversed line surveyed ;
a cross-section was taken every 100 feet,

and these have been plotted on the plans in contour lines at vertical mteivals of 50 feet.

The nature ot the soil was ascei tamed in each 100 feet, and has been exhibited by different

shades of colour on the drawing Peinmnent bench-maikn have been setup at frequent

intervals. The centre line ot evciy culveit has been maiked by strong picket^

Estimates Excavations The quantities ot excavation have been taken out mile by

Uiile for eveiy 100 feet on a tabular iorm, classifying the work uudei the three headings of

rock, stony and soil. The specifications ot whicti aie stated to be

Bock that which can be lemoved only by blasting and the crow-bai.

Stony soil iieely mtei mixed with btones of such nature that the combined use of

TOW'bar and pickaxe IH nece^aiy loi iN removal

boil that which can be lemoved by t\\u pliaora

Cidvdrts The culverts have been anauged under the standaid spans of 2J, 5, 7J,

10 and 15 feet
; any opening ot larger hize is classed as a bridge The quantities of work

in culverts are taken out mile by mile aceoidmg to the standard dra\\ ings, allowance being

made for extra work in those of which the pieis aiehighei than provided m the standard. *

Width of road A 15-iout width ot roadway cleai has been given to the culverts, one

foot more than has been allowed m galleries cut in precipices The width of road in the

several portions have aheady been fixed by Government.

Scu,ppeis The small openings tor discharge ot load dunnage 18
f X lfc

v have been

termed seuppei*.; they hive been provided m the proportion ot trom 15 to 40 m the mile

of road according to the natiue of the ground. The position of each scupper has been

determined after a caiehil consideration ot the features oi the ground, the nature oi the

boil, gradient of load and extent ot lull slope below which it occius It may possibly be

necessary to add to their number. It is dimcult to doteimme thi-> until the road has been

opened to its tull width. I he scuppers are taken out by the mile in the estimate.

Parapet walling, The parapet walling is estimated mile by mile, divided into diy

ntoue and in mortar. The dimensions and nature of the walling have been discussed in

previous correspondence. An opening ot one toot is lett at each culvert, and one of three

feet at every 500 teet, to permit of cattle passing to gra/;e on the hillside.

Metalling. Metalling has been piovided to the full width of the road and thickness

of six inches.

Compensation Jor land Compensation will have to be given tor a very small amount

of cultivated land in th bed of the UmUwa and at the villages of Samjh and Korwa.

The whole ot the rest of the line runs over waste ground.

Mates Total cost and coat per mil? The rates have been determined by the expe-

rience already gained in opening out pathways and toiming galleries m the precipices

above Sahia. The total co.st per mile ot the line, Us, 13,623, does not appear high by

comparison with the cost of the Naiui Tal load.

On the other hand, I do not think that we have eired on the side of too great economy ;

the principal outlay is in excavation, the rates of which are based on the experience

already gained.

Method of calculating excavation*.- It is to be observed thtvt in ground of this nature, it

it impohfiible to estimate the quantity ot cutting with the accuracy attainable on ordinary
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roads, nor is it easy to foresee precisely where it maybe necessary to substitute retain-

ing walls of earthen slopes above the loud. The calculations ha\e been based on the

following considerations. Where the natural slope of the hillside has a base of 2 to 1

perpendicular, the soil is generally not tenacious, and frequently the dip of the stiata will

be with the slope ,
in this case we have assumed that the back slope may be left at 45

or base = perpendicular

Where the natural slope has a base ot 1^ to 1 peipcudicular, the conditions point to

the conclusion that the soil is tenacious, or that the strata He nearly horizontally, and

here we assume for the back slope a base of to I perpcndiculai. It is in the^e places that we

may most probably have to add retaining walls, as wheie theie aie an} symptoms of failure

in soil, it would be more economical to build a breast wall than to add to the cutting bj the

very large area that would have to be taken out in section to hccurc a back slope that would

suit the soil. In these cases the sectional area of cutting saved Ivy the* brea&t wall \\ill pro-

bably nearly compensate for its cost.

Where the natural slope is 45, or steepei, theie is evidence from this iact that the soil

must be very tenacious, that it is on rock, or that the dip of the strata is opposed to the slope.

In these cases we have assumed sections varying, in the back slope, irom 5 to 1 to a vertical

wall.

PatttfTn cro^S'Xdctwns of eycai'ation, Nine pattern cioss-sections ha\c been plotted

on these principles, the areas of which are applied in the table of quantities to each successive

100 feet, according to the local natural slope ascertained, as I have abo\e said, by measure-

ment on the ground

I do not see how we could arrive at an estimate of the quantities likely to be much nearer

the truth, until by opening perhaps half the width v\c can aseeitam the exact nature of the

soil at every point. It may, perhaps, be accepted as sufficient to promise that on the \\ork

reaching this stage, the table of quantities shall be revised with a \icvv to determining

whether the gross quantities provided will cover the cost of the completed v\oik.

The quantities and cost of all the other descriptions of vvoik can of coiuse, be

arrived at very closely, and exception within a moderate limit being allowed in the

case of the scuppers, to the number of which some addition may, in certain places, be

necessary.
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COLLECTION AND CONSOLIDATION OF KANKAK.

174. Kankar is a form of limestone which is found in layers at

various depths below ground, very often in land impregnated with

saltpetre or " reh
"
and known as " usar

"
land in the United Provinces.

The thickness of the beds varies. Often the kankar is found in very

hard layers and has to be broken into blocks. This is known as block

kankar or "chatt" or "
silia." It can be used for building purposes, or

for pitching, and, when broken to a 2-inch or IJ-inch size, for road work.

It is often very hard and has to be consolidated, as stone is consolidated,

that is, with the addition of binding material as the work nears comple-

tion. The nodular form of kankar is called
" Inckwa" It may be

found in clay soil or in sandy soil, its quality as road material varying

with the nature of the soil. That found in "usar" is generally white

and soft, while sandy clay produces weaker kankar than is obtained from

clay soils. Sometimes it will be found that a quarry yields stuff that

looks good, but that breaks up into very very small pieces which do not

make a good road. Occasionally nodules will be found above the soil

in ravines. These are clean and hard, but difficult to consolidate and

make an indifferent road.

175. Good lime, sometimes rich, sometimes hydraulic, can be made

roin kankar, but the best road kankar does not make the best lime, nor

does the best lime-producing kankar make the best material for road

work. Good kankar for road work should be heavy and hard, and dark

in colour when fractured. Most quarries, especially of block kankar, will

produce some that is of poor quality, breaking easily, crushing to powder,

unfit for road work, and this will be carted to the roadsides as will also

a quantity of earth, unless measures are taken to see that "
cleaning

"
is

done at quarry.

176. Quarries will generally be found on private land, and land-

owners or zamindars will often object to their being worked, but in the

United Provinces, it is recognized that the Government owns the kankar

and can have it on payment of a royalty of four annas per hundred cubic

feet as compensation for the disturbance of the land. Failing agreement

on these lines acquisition of the land under the Land Acquisition Act

becomes necessary. In some districts neighbouring landlords try to

impose a fee as compensation for damage done to their crops by dust

raised by passing carts loaded with kankar, but this should aot be allowed*
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177. The men who dig kankar are paid in different ways in different

districts. Sometimes they are paid a daily wage ; at other places they

receiye payment according to the work they do. The quantity o kankar

they can dig depends on the quality and on the depth at which the layers

are found. Taking the daily task at 15 cubic feet and the daily wage
at 4 annas, the cost of 100 cubic feet of metal is roughly Rs. 1-12, and

if the task is 12 cubic feet, the cost is approximately Us. 2. This

is for digging, breaking and cleaning at the quarry. In addition

4 annas have to be paid as land compensation for every 100 cubic feet

and 8 annas for further breaking and cleaning, and for stacking at the

roadside. The rate for the metal stacked at the roadside exclusive of

carriage would, therefore, be about Rs. 2-8 to Rs. 2-12 per 100 cubic

feet, but might be less or more according to the task and the labour rate.

178. In estimating what the task should be, due consideration

should be given to the quantity of inferior metal that a quarry produces,

for sometimes nearly all that is dug can be used, and sometimes 20 per

cent, may have to be put aside. In one district a contractor paid eight

annas for a "paimana" of 30 cubic feet, which reduced to 22 cubic feet

when cleaned, so the rate became Rs. 3 per 100 cubic feet, including four

annas for royalty and eight annas for cleaning, breaking and stacking.

In another case six heaps of 13 cubic feet cost Re. 1, and the waste was

10 por cent., making the rate, after adding 12 annas as above, Rs. 2-2-6

per 100 cubic feet. Officers who prepare rate lists need to collect

information o this kind and in as groat dotail as possible.

179. The two examples given below are taken from notes of work

done in different places :

(a) Five men, at 4 annas each, dig 10 feet by 10 feet by 5 feet, and

produce 70 cubic feet of metal, which they clean and which

reduces to GO cubic foot.

Rs. a. p.

.*. 100 cubic feet cost, ... ... ... ... 210
Land compensation, ... ... ... ... 040
Break, clean, stack ... .. ... ... 080

Total coHt of 100 cubic feet, exclusive of carriage, ... 2 13

(/>)
Kankar layer is 12 inches deep and three feet below ground.

For 100 cubic feet of kankar an area of 134 sup. feet is dug out.

Its.

Earthwork 134 X 3 at Rs 2 per thousand,... ... .. * '800

Kankar 134 X 1 at Rs. 4 per thousand,
Hreak and scpaiate 134 at H annas per cent ,

Clean, break and stack 100 at 10 annas per cent.,

Royalty or land compensation,...

536
: 500
:-625

:'260

Total for 100 cubic feet
,

... 2'7 11

Exclusive of carriage, say Rs., ... 2-12-0
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180, Carriage is sometimes paid for at a rate of eight aunas per

hundred cubic feet per mile, estimated, probably, on a daily task of 25

cubic foot carried 1G miles at a rate of one rupee, per cart for a dayt

Thus for N miles

10
Number of estimated trips, ,,, ... .,, ^Im"

16 X25
Quantity delivered at a post of 16 annas,

10-
HTxlfs

100 x 2N x 16

.'. 100 cubic feet cost, ... ,,, .,,
-

s
or annas '

which is 8 annas per mile.

181, For short journeys the rate per mile should be higher than for

a long load. It is difficult to find a rato that will suit most cases. To find

a rato that will suit till is impossible, for what suits one road will not suit

another whore the villages along a road, and near it, in which perhaps the

cartmen live, or halt, during journeys, are differently placed, or where,

again, a stretch of very ^andy soil has to be crossed in one case and not in

another, or a .stream to bo negotiated, and it will sometimes be found that

there will be a rush of contractors for SOUK* miles of collection, while none

will tender for others. In u case like this an officer who frequently

inspects quarries and makes himself well acquainted with every circum-

stance connected with them \\ill be able to say why this is so and will

get the rates adjusted.

182. The rites for carriage given below are based on the assump-

tion that a cart costs 14 annas a day and can carry 25 cubic feet to 30

cubic feet of metal. The quantities that can be delivered by each cart

daily may bo taken a> 100 cubic foot tor the first mile, 55 cubic foot for

the second, 40 cubic foot for the third and 32 cubic feet for the fourth

mile. These are not absolute figures, for they will vary with circumstances.

They are based on four trips, two trips and one and-a-lmlf trips for

miles 1, 2 and '.} respectively.

Then the carriage rates will be for 100 cubic foot

iMile. IK a. p.

1, ~. ... ... 14

2, ... ... 1 10 or 12 aunas more.

'5| ... ... ... 2 4 or 10 annas more than for 2,

4, ... ... 2 12 or 8 annas more than for 3.

For mile 5 and subsequent miles add 6 annas per mile per
100 cubic

feet,
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183, The rates for carriage wiH, therefore, be as given in the table

below ;

TABLE VI.

Kankar collection.- Carriage rate for 100 cubic feet.

Mile 20. In this case about two aud-a-hal days aro required for one

trip, so 25 cubic feet will cost Rs. 2-3 and 100 cubic feet cost Rs. 8-12.

Mile 15. About two day* must be allowed for one trip, so 25 cubic

feet cost Rs. 1-12 and 100 cubic feet cost about Rs. 7.

Mile 10. Allowing one and-a-half days per trip, the cost of 25 cubic

feet is Rs. 1-5 and 100 cubic feet would cost about Rs. 5-4.

The results in the table 1

agree fairly well with tho.se results.

184. Extreme accuracy is not required in fixing rates. What is

wanted is a fair rate list against which contractor- ca'i tender in com-o

petition with others.

'- 185. The rate for road metal delivered on the road will be the sum

of the items digging, cleaning, breaking, .stacking, carriage.

w- 186\ Sometimes kankar ha to bo carried by both road and rail or

by road and canal or by all three. In theso cases detailed calculations

have to be made based upon the most favourable rates at which the

Railway Company concerned or the Irrigation Department will carry

road ballast. Terminal charges and los* in handling should always be

taken into consideration.
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187, When the kankar is brought to the roadside, it should not be

thrown down in tho place where it has to be stacked, but, as a rule, on

the opposite side of the road, but not on the travelling surface, and

there it ought to be spread out to dry, then well dusted and broken to

the proper size, any soft stuff that it may contain being removed before

it is carried across the road to be stacked. Small stuff should also be

removed and piled in regular heaps away from the road metal. The

stacks should not be made on the travelling surface of the road, if this

can be avoided. They are made 13 inches high (measured as 12 inches)

and of a section corresponding to that of the road, for instance, a road 16

feet wide for which a 4^-inch coat is being collected would havo stacks

of an area of 16 x f = 6 sup. foot nnd a road 12 foot wide would have a

stack of area 12 x f = 4 sup. foot. For potty ropairs motal stacks may
bo five R t F. in section , n s this is a convenient figuro for calculations.

rig 43.

section of Sfagt stack gfmetal

I
1

^ 188. The allowance of one inch in tho height of the stacks is an

allowance for settlement, and is provided for in the gauges which are

officially supplied to contractor*., and cuio should he taken to see that

the stacks are mado to gauge. Subordinates sometimes test only the

top width and the height. They find, perhaps, that tho former is correct,

as for example, four fret in tho ca.se of n stack that is supposed to bo of

five superficial feet, but tho height is loss than it ought to be, say, for in-

stance, nine inches instead of 13 inches. They post up their measurements

as _i_i' .f
-1- or as 5 x ^ = 3*46 superficial foot, but this is not correct, for

tho average width of the stack is loss than five foot. It is practically four

and three-quarter foot. Kankar stacks should he measured soon after

they are made, for if this is not done, it is difficult to decide what were

the measurements of the original stacks.

189. Stack* should bo opened out at varying intervals, front and

back, for examination. Very often some largo kankar, some small

kankar, some soft kankar, some dirty kankar will be found in them

and occassionally the inspecting officer may find a core of earth or a.
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large rock. Ho may find the stacks placed on high ground sloping away
in both directions which reduces the height at the centre, while giving

an appearance of full height, or they may be poncavq. at top while of full

height at the edges, especially when wide stacks are, used, as they have

to be where stacking space 'is limited. It* the berins are levelled before

stacking is started mistakes of this kind are avoided.
^

190. Collection of kankar begins soon after the end of the inonsoonA

It is sometimes delayed on any plausible excuse, and an attempt is made

in March to rush in as much us possible before- the end of the financial

year, in the hope that inferior stuff will be passed in order that funds

may not lapse. Endeavour should be made- to prevent this in arranging

contracts by seeing that the work is not ^iven to men of straw and,

subsequently, by seeing that progress is made in accordance with the

contracts. There are times of the jear when, ov\iug to agricultural

needs, it is extremely difficult to arrange lor carriage' ;
but if the work of

collection is started early and steady progress is made at lirst, there need

be no rush in March.

191. It is a good plan to get permission to start collection in a few

miles that do not appear in the current estimates, but will certainly

appear in the estimates of the coming year, for, if contractors fail in

collecting any portion of the miles that are in the sanctioned estimate,

payment can be made for work done' on the extra miles. After March

any miles that are incomplete can be completed by June and any new work

undertaken that can undoubtedly be finished by June. If too much is

attempted there, will be some incomplete collection in June, or the work

will be hurried and inferior metal will be brought on to the road.
~"

192. As an alternative it is well, when framing a programme of

work in April, to divide this into miles of collection called A, B, C. A
miles mean those that are to be consolidated during the coming monsoon*

B miles are those that should be collected between the end of the

monsoon and the end of the following March, and C miles are a few

extra miles that form a reserve on which payments can be made if any
B miles remain unfinished. Miles of the B and class which are incom-

plete at the end of March become A miles of the next year. The miles

classed as A and B are covered by the grant for the year and the value

of the collection provided under (J may equal 25 per cent, of the grant.

There is thus a reserve which meets deficient collection on B miles, or

admits of further payments if all B miles are collected and further

allotments are made. Without some such arrangements as those^indicated

above, contractors may collect indifferent material in March ia the hope

that it will be paid for merely to prevent funds lading on the 31et March*
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/ 193. Specifications for kankar collection seldom say more than that

u the metal is to be hard, clean and lit or road metal in every respect,

broken to a l-|-inch-gauge,- sieved and cleaned, so as to be perfectly free

from earth and other matters before it is brought to the roadside.
"

This

evidently implies that each piece should be of the si/e specified, as far as

possible, and that "
bajri

"
should be screened out, and there is no doubt

that uniformity in size, as in quality, is to be aimed at. Tt is recognized,

however, that uniformity cannot .always be secured for specifications for

consolidation, say
" the new metal will be, packed by hand, the largest

sized metal being spread in the lowest layer, with the medium sized

metal above this and the small on top.
"

194. If the metal is broken from blocks there is not much danger

of there, being too much collected of smaller si/e than that specified, biit

with nodules there is always a chance of too much of the Muff smaller

than one and-a-half inches finding its way into the stack, and it would be

as well to limit this ; but a good deal depends on the sort of kankar a

quarry produces and, no absolute percentage can be prescribed. (The Road

Board in England allow 15 per cent, of stuff under one and-a-half inches

in their specification for 2-inch stone). Stuff over the specified si/e should

not be collected.

195. Though the consolidation of kankar is sometime* done by means

of steam-rollers, and though somo hard clean block kankar woidd be better

consolidated by steam-rollers than by rammers, it is usual to employ the

latter and they undoubtedly help to make a better road with ordinary

-kankar than steam-rollers would, for rollers would crush the material.

196. When there is enough water on the roadside during the

monsoon for the work of consolidation to be done, the roadside stacks of

metal should be opened out, and the metal should be spread out, so that

it may dry to some extent and attain a state in which it can be cleared

of the dirt which is to be found in all stacks of kankar after they have

been standing for some time, even though this may have been cleaned at

the quarry, and again at the roadside, before being stacked. The

presence of this dirt is due to the dust that blows about in the dry season,

settles into the stacks and cakes when rain falls on them* Opening out

the kankar heaps lets the wet material dry if there is clear sunshiny

weather, or lets it be washed off by heavy rain. Failing effective cleaning

in this way, the metal, before being laid on the road, should be put into

baskets and dipped into water. At this time, too, any large pieces of

metal that have been overlooked during stacking should be broken to a

4e tf two inches. At the same time the contractor should collect at the
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site of the work such rammers (durmats), templates (pharmas), digging

tools (phaurahs), picks (kudals)> pick-axes (gaintis), rakes, twine,

flags, lanterns, hammers, wooden barriers, baskets and gharas for water

as are required ifor the work. It this is not done there will be delay

later on and the labour gangs will be idle while a man is sent to the

central depot to get tool*.

^ 197. When the work is being started, a barrier should be erected

at each end, at a distance of 20 feet from the portion in hand, and a red

flag should be placed conspicuously at each barrier by day and two red

lights by night. Similar flags and lights should be placed at cross-roads.

Notice-boards (Appendix 4) for the* guidance of motorists should be put up

at about 275 yards from the portion of the road under operation. The

earthon sides, or patrip, of the road should bo kept free of tools, or other

obstructions, and in thorough repair for the use of traffic all' the time the

work is in hand.

L 198. If the road is a new road under construction, the earthen bank

will need to bo shaped and rolled, or beaten firm, to receive the lowest

coat of metal, in ea<os where a foundation of largo stuff is not boing used.

Some officers like to make their embankments up to the full formation

lovel and to cut out a channel about six inches deep to receive the road

metal. Others mako tho road bank somewhat lower than tho finished for-

mation lovol and boat down the centre 12 feet of the road bank with ram-

mors, shaping it to correspond to tho finished surface of road metal.

Tn this ca^o tho patris or shouldors of the road are made when the

consolidation is finished. Both methods aro usod. Tho latter soems to

bo the better.

199. If tho road is an old road which is having a renewal coat put

on it, the noxt stop will depend on whether it is boing renewed with a 4J-
inch coat, or ro-surt'aced with a 3-inch coat. And it should bo said that

those terms aro usod here in the sense in which thoy are used in the

United Provinces, t'of sometimes, in road literature, re-surfacing is used

to denote what in the provinces referred to is called renewal, i.e., a new

4 J-inch coat laid on the old surface after this has been lightly scarified.

^ 200. If tho road is being ronewod with a 4^-inch coat, the old surface

will be very lightly scarified all over, just to roughen the surface, with-

out destroying what is the foundation of the now coat. If the road is

being re-surfacod with a 3-inch coat, tho old surface will bo dug up all

over, to a depth of ono and-a-half inches, the loosened stuff will be sorted

out to separate from tho rest* such material as is fit to be usod again, and

the serviceable material will be mixed with the newly-collected kankur

11
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before the metal is laid on the road surface. Both methods are used.

The former is the better of the two, but sometimes the smaller initial

cost of the latter prevails. It is not necessary in the case of re-surfaoing

to repair the old road surface as it will be dug up, but in the case of a

renewal coat, the old surface should be patched before it is scarified.

Some officers cease repairing a mile of road on which collection for

renewal is in progress a system that cannot bo recommended; for the

surface which is not repaired will deteriorate rapidly and will not make

a sound bed for the new coat.

^ 201. While the scarifying is in progress on an old road, and before

the metal is spread on a new road, a wall of clay 8 inches wide by 6

inches high should be aligned, with the aid of flags and twine, on each

side of the road metalling, the distance between the two parallel

walls being determined by the width of the road metalling. The con-

struction of these walls should, in the former case, keep pace with the

scarifying. In both cases they should be of tho best clay obtainable, and

well puddled, for they are intended to prevent the new metal from spread-

ing when being consolidated and walls of dry loose soil are ineffective.

202. Just inside these walls tho old road metal should be nicked to a

width of about 2 inches' and a depth of 3 inches to give the edges of

the new metal a hold. To make those nicks heavy pick-axes are used, but

they should not be usod for scarifying the road. For this purpose light

'6-inch picks, with an 18-inch handle, should be provided, and tho coolies

should sit and u,>o them so that they cannot scarify tho surface to a greater

depth than Is required to roughen it. Some officers like to dig up the old

surface, allowing for this purpose the use of heavy pick-axes wielded by

professional diggers working while standing up. This method breaks up

the road and produces mud that works up through the now metal while

it is being consolidated and, at the same time, reduces the effective thick-

ness of tho road. It is not recommended, except when ro-surfacing has to

be done. Other officers prefer to mnrk, or score, he road with diagonal

patterns of nicks somo 2 inches deep at intervals of 2 feet. Observation

has shown that kankar roads renewed in this way wear in a peculiar man-

ner, rhlges being left whore tho diagonal nicks have been made, while

the intervals between tho ridgos aro worn down to the old surface. This

doos not always happen, but is vory noticeable at times, and as the object

of renewing the road is to secure a compact and even wearing surface, this

method of diagonal lines cannot be recommended, nor can the use of small

craters, at intervals of a yard apart, suelfcaj|,are produced by striking the

surface here and there, with tho point of a pick-ax<s nor again caij' % method
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that was once in fashion, which is, to brmsh the old surface and lay the

new metal on it. The two never join properly and occasionally the

upper coat comes away in large pieces after a few months.

* 203. When a length of 200 feet has been scarified, the operation of

spreading the metal should begin. The metal from the spread-out stacks

should be raked up into baskets, and not dragged into them by means of

"
phaurdhs" It should then, if this is necessary, be dipped in water to

wash off superfluous dirt and be thrown on the road surface in front of

the packers who proceed to sort the kankar and hand-pack it, with the

larger stuff below and the smaller striff above, arranging it all in a

skilful way and according to the templates or "pharmas" provided for

the work, and using light hammers where necessary. This packing of

the road metal is of importance and care and attention should be given

to its being properly done. The templates -should be placed at 16-foot

intervals and carefully levelled, so that they may indicate the true

surface of the road. Sometimes cubes of wood of the right dimensions

are used as gauges, one at the centre, one at the middle of each side, and

one at each edge.

t. 204. As the packing proceeds so the construction of the clay walls

and the scarifying of the road surface proceed ahead, of it. When 200

feet of the packing has been done, consolidation is begun. These figures

are given on the basis of about 900 cubic feet of work being finished, in

all respects, every day, or 200 running feet of a 12-foot road having a

4J-inch coat. There will thus be 600 feet under operation on the third

day, and if the work proceeds satisfactorily, the operations of scarifying,

spreading and consolidation will not overlap, nor will the former get ahead

unless the consolidation drags. Nor more than 660 feet should bo under

operation at any time.

L, 205. Plenty of water is needed for the consolidation, and for good

Work the number of rammers should never fall below 12 for a 9-foot

road and 16 f'6r a 12-foot road. Whenever possible, all the men should

be experienced in this work, but if this is not possible, some bhould

be so and the others should be taught. The gang of 16 men should,

first of all, proceed to ram the edges of the new metal to a width of

about two feet, and for this purpose they should divide into two lots of

eight men and stand with their backs to the middle of the road, moving

sideways up and down, a short length of the road, and thoroughly con-

solidating the margins of the coat of rnet'al. There will be plenty of

water here if the bhisties find coolies fetching water have poured

Enough over the surface of the road, for it will flow down to tha*
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edges and be held up by the marginal wall? of clay, and the gangs

will be well plashed and will try to shirk ramming hard enough. As

soon as the edges have been sufficiently consolidated, the gangs should

form two lines across the road at right angles to the previous position

and work up and down the portion of which the edges are nearly done

and should ram both edges and centre and beat down the marginal clay

walls, which should not be cut down by means of "
phauralts." The

partial consolidation of the edges before the centre is touched prevents

the centre being boaten down flat, the edges and the clay walls form a

support to the central metal and keep it from spreading and settling,

which it will probably do if the edges are not rammed first. It also

(aided by the 3-inch nick referred to above) prevents the breaking up of

the edges that is to be seen on roads on which the margins are insuffi-

ciently consolidated.

206. No "
binding

"
or "

blinding
"

is required for ordinary kankar

roads, but some qualities of kankar require the after addition of some

kankar "
bajri

"
to finish off with, after the metal has been thoroughly

rammed ; and it is found necessary, very occasionally, to finish off by

pouring liquid clay over the consolidated surface. Top dressings of any

suitable kind need not be objected to, provided the road metal has been

thoroughly rammed before the dressing , is put on. None should be

allowed to be added at the discretion of a contractor. He should

always take the orders of the engineer on this point. From time to

trme during consolidation, the top surface of the road should be tested

by means of a shaped template, made to slope at 1 in 36 from t\\G centre

to the edges, to see that it is being. finished to the correct camber. All mud

should be washed off and tbe surface should be firm and open and not a

mixture of clay and kankar on which every wheel makes an impression.

207. When the day's work is done two lanterns should be placed at

each of the barriers. The best form of lantern is a large box, with red

cloth face and sides, in which a light is kept burning. Small hand-Ian-

ter,ns are of no use. They give no light and their faces soon get covered

with a smoky deposit. Very effective lights are required, because motorists

will not be able to see the special motor warning, and they need some-

thing more than a dim red lamp to give them warning that the road is up

208. As soon as the consolidation is finished and the road is throwfc

open for traffic, work on the "patris" should be started. These should

be finished off at a slope of 1 in 36 outwards in continuation of the slope

Of the road surface. There will, sometimes, be difficulty in getting earth

ffOQ) the li<to drains, and occasionally it may be absolutely necessary to
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defer the execution of part of the work for a time, but, as a rule, it can

be done as s*oon as the consolidation is finished. If this is impracticable,

a strip of "
patri

" two feet wide adjoining the edges of the metal can be

made up as soon as the adjacent portion of the road is opened to traffic,

and the rest can be completed later.

209. All holes and channels in the slopes of embankments should be

filled in, tiie earth being well beaten down and dressed off neatly. All

clods in the "
patris

"
should be broken and the surface should be rammed

and smoothly dressed. A template, twine and pegs or flags, will bo

required for this work, which should be neatly done. Excavation for the

earth that is required should be made in the ditches at the road boundary
which should be dug evenly in the direction of their length, the 5-foot

cross-bars between 50-foot borrow-pits, whore these exist, being left

undisturbed ; but the formation of such borrow-pits should be avoided

altogether in the neighbourhood of inhabited areas, where no excavation

should be made that cannot be drained. No earth should be dug whithin

five feet of a tree, milestone, furlong post, or boundary pillar, or any

masonry work.

210. When traffic is allowed on the newly-consolidated portion of a

road, great care must be taken to keep it spread over the road, for if it

keeps on one track, ruts will certainly form. This diversion of traffic

should, when necessary, be caused by spreading a littlo. fine "
bajri

"
in

the places \vhere the ruts, show signs of forming and by brushing the road

surface from time to time. See also paragraph 259.

211. The cost of kankar consolidation depends on the price of labour

and on the distance water has to be brought, For ordinary work it will

be somewhat as follows :

Consolidation of cubic feet daily Ils. a, p,

4 beldars at 3 annas scarifying burt'aee, ... ... 12

2 bhisties at 3^ annas making clay walls, ... ,. 06
4beldarsat3 ditto, ... ... 12

1 coolie at 1} ditto, ... ..016
2 beldare at 3| dimub carrying and spreading, ,,. 066
6 coolies at 2$ ditto, ... ... 15

6 coolies at 2 ditto, ... . 10

2 mates at 6 annas ramming, , . ... ... 12

16 beldars at 3 annas do., ... ... 4t . 840
6 bhisties at 3 J annas, ... ... ... ... 136
4 chaukidars at 3 annas, ... ... .,. 12

Kerosine oil, etc., .4. ... ... ... 160
Jotal for 900 cubic feet, ... 11 4

Kate fop 100 cubic feet, ,,. 140
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Nino hundred cubic feet represent 200 feet of a 12-foot road with a coat

of metal four and-a-half inches thick.

212. The renewal of "
patris

"
is generally estimated at Rs. 40 per

mile which, if the earthwork is taken at Rs. 4 a thousand cubic feet as

an all over rate, including dressing and patching, represents 10,000 cubic

feet per mile or 5,000 cubic feet for each "
patri" a larger figure than

is necessary in most cases, now that roads are made with a proper slope

of 1 in 36 for drainage instead of having their earthen shoulders or

"
patris

"
brought up level with the road metal a system that choked

the surface drainage and ruined the road. It would probably be sufficient

to allow Rs. 20 or Rs. 25 per mile \\here "patris" are to be renewed in

connection with a 4^-inch renewal cost
;

but no provision for this work is

necessary- in the case of a new road, for the item " Earthwork "
should

include all that is necessary.
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STONE COLLECTION AND CONSOLIDATION,

213, Stone may be obtained from regular quarries worked by Gov*

eminent or by contractors as in Bundelkhand, or near Agra, or Mirzatmr,v
^

c i *~*t*i**tf

in the United Provinces, or from the beds of mountain torrents where

boulders are to be found, as at Hafcdwar, or from places in the hills

where limestone can be obtained, as on the road up to Naini Tal. These

limestone blocks are usually taken from the bed of a stream near the

road and broken on the road side, and the road metal thus obtained

makes an excellent road for light traffic. River boulders of quartzite

or sandstone do not break into such good metal as limestone yields. The

boulders are round and smooth, and are not always to be had of large

size, and one surface of nearly every bit of broken stone is smooth and

rounded and difficult to consolidate. Boulders which are intended for

road metal need to be carefully chosen and small ones should not be

taken where those of larger size are obtainable.

214. The regular stone quarries of Mirzapur usually produce sand-

stone, but there are in Bundelkhand a few granite quarries that promise

well. In some parts of India trap is obtainable. This is recognized as

being the best for stones for road work for trap, which includes basalts

and whinstone, is very compact and elastic has a high resistance to crush-

ing without being brittle, and its dust usually has good cementing pro-

perties. Granites follow as next in value, s They Vary greatly and, as a

rule, are not very excellent road stones, for the quartz and felspar in them

are brittle and the latter is easily decomposed, producing sand and clay.

Granites without mica offer great resistance to wear and those which are

free from quartz are the best for road work. These go by the name of

syenite. Limestones are usually deficient in hardness and toughness,

but possess cementing power. Those which are not crystalline are the

best for road work. Crystalline limestones are not always satisfactory.

Sandstones are, as a rule, unsatisfactory, for they are easily pulverized

and have but little cementing power. Quartzite rocks, though useful

sometimes, are often as bad as sandstone. They were originally sand,

changed into a compact mass by procure. Quartz when found in large

veins sometimes makes a fair road metal, for it is hard and brfeaks with

sharp edges; but
it^readily crushes into powder, being brittle, and lwt

no binding power.

.215. Whatever may be the disqualifications of the several ki$4l of

stones here mentioned one, or another, has to be used just because it is
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not possible to get anything better locally and as the traffic on Indian roads

is comparatively light, they wear tolerably well if the roads are "properly

looked after, but the hot dry climate of Upper India is against stone

roads which "
ravel," or loosen, on the surface, unless they can be watered

regularly and this is practically impossible except on hill roads and in

towns. The limestone road from Kathgodam to Naini Tal is watered daily

in the dry weather and provides a surface that is satisfactory in every way
for light traffic, Roads on the plains which cannot be watered daily

break up very easily in the summer months, unless damp clay from the

side ditches is spread lightly over them. Those in towns are often* over-

watered,

216. For use as "binding" disintegrated rock or "bajri" is gene-

rally used. Limestone bajri makes good binding material. Sandstone

bajri does not, nor does sand. Occasionally a top dressing of kankar is

used as binding and in parts of India " moorum "
is spread on the rolled

road/ This is integrated trap and is sometimes used for making

a road as stone or kankar is used.

217. The chief matter to attend to after once the quarry has been

chosen, and the kind of stone that is to be used has been decided on is the

size of the stone metal that the contractor should supply. Consi-

deration of the matter will show that tough hard stone must be broken

smaller than softer stone, it' the same roller is to be used for both, and

that for a given kind of stone, small stono will give a smoother road, but

not necessarily a stronger one* than large stone. The specifications o the

United Provinces require that the stone metal should bo one and-a-half

inches in size and the stono should be uniform in size and quality. ^

218. The Road Board (of England) specification says: "The

roadstone is to bo clean and free from all extraneous matter, of

approved quality broken ns cubically as possible and for normal traffic

should comply with the British Engineering Standard Committee's

standard for 2-inch stone. Where the road has to carry heavy axle loads,

it is desirable that the size of soft stones, such as limestone, should be slightly

increased. Broken stone specified as 2-inch gauge shall a41 pass through a

2-inch ring and shall consist of the following percentages by weight : Not

more than 15 per cent, passing throughu 1^-inch ring in every direction, not

less than 65 per cent, over l inches atnd not exceeding/two nnd-a-half

inches in greatest length by measurement, not more than 20 per cent, over

two and-a-half inches in greatest length. The screenings obtained by the

use of a f-inch rod screen during the process of breaking should be kept

separate
and used as a top dressing during rolling operations,"
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The cost of working quarries and the operation

are matters that are beyond the -scope of this Manual.

particulars of the work as done in England will be found in

making and Maintenance
"

by Thomas Aitken. Where stone i* collected

by hand in India and coolies are paid a daily wage of two annas for

cpllecting and four annas for breaking, the rates will depend on the lead

aud on the daily task. Three specimen rate lists based on the Military

Works Handbook are given below which do not include carriage by road

and stacking at roadside :

Ra. a. p.

O) 8 coolies collecting 100 c. f. at 2 annas, .. .. ... 100
14 coolies breaking 100 c. f. at 4 annas, ... ... ... 880
Mate and murishi, ... ... ... ... .. 060
Baskets and rope, ... ... . ... ... 040
Cost of 100 cubic feet, ... ... ... ... 640

(fc) 4 coolies collecting 100 c f. at 2 annas, ... ... ..

12 coolies breaking 100 c. f at 4 annas, .. ... ...

Mate and munshi, ... ... ... ... ...

Baskets and rope, .+. ... ... ...

Cost of 100 cubic feet, ... ... ... ... 440

(c
1

) 5 coolies collecting 100 c. f at 2 annas,

11 coolies breaking 100 c. f. at 4 annas, ... ... *.

Mate and Murishi, ... ... ... ... ...

Baskets and rope, ... ... ... ... ...

Cost of 100 cubic feet,

For carriage, stacking, etc , the paragraphs on kankar collection should be referied to.

220. The cost of consolidation of stone varies with the locality, the

'quality of the stone, the water-supply, the means employed for consolida-

^011. It is about double the rate for kankar consolidation.

221. There are two types of stone-crushers now in common use of

which the older form, known as Blake's after the original inventor, was

essentially an oscillatory crusher, no attempt being made to cube the

material. VarioiiK improvements were made from time to time, and the

machine which is now extensively u&ed, and which has proved satisfactory'

in regard to breaking capacity, quality of material produced, and

economical working, is that made by Mr. W. H. Baxter of Leeds.

Various sizes are made. One most often used is a 16-inch by 9 inch

machine breaking 60 to 80 tons per day. The stone ii? ff>d in at the top

*nd broken between two reciprocating jaws actuated by very strong
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machinery driven by an engine of about eight nominal horse power. The

roller can be supplied on a movable frame on wheels, with an elevator,

cylindrical screens for separating the broken stones into various sizes,

and a delivery shoot.

222. Another form of stone-crusher is known as u Gates' Gyratory

Rock and Ore crusher," Its mechanism is such that a crushing cone fitted

on to a vertical main shaft with a certain amount of eccentricity impinges

during its gyrations against the material to be broken and also approaches

and recedes from, the sides of a strong casting in the shape of an inverted

bell into which the material is fed, and between which and the cone it is

crushed.

223. Codrington in " The Maintenance of Macadamized Roads "

says that a good stone-breaker will break from quarried stone two cubic

yards of hard limestone of the ordinary gauge in one day and some men

will break more. Hard siliceous stones and igneous rocks can only be

broken at the rate of one to one and-a-half cubic yard in a day. Of some

of the toughest, such as Guernsey granite, a man can break on an average

only half a cubic yard a day. River gravel, field-s^pne, or flints, which

are already of a small size, can be broken at the rate of three or four

cubic yards a day.

224.
* Such a large quantity cannot be taken as the daily task of an

Indian stone-breaker, who may perhaps break 7 to 10 cubic feet in a day

from stones or boulders that can be handled.

225. Road stones are tested in several ways and though the real test

is the way in which the stone wears when used in a road, laboratory

tests help to distinguish between those stones that may prove useful and

those that will not.

226. One test is for abrasion. The be^t machine for this is one

designed by Mr. de Courcy Meade and used by Mr. Lovegrove, Engineer

to the Hornsey District Council, in an exhaustive series of tests on road

stones. This is a rotary machine of three cylinders, each about one foot

in diameter, with three one-inch angle-iron ribs arranged lengthwise in

each cylinder. The stones are weighed dry, the same weight of each being

put into the cylinders, and subjected to 8,000 revolutions at a speed of

20 revolutions per minute, after which they are again weighed, as well as

the chips and dust produced by their abrasion. The same test is made

with wet stones, half a gallon of water being put into each cylinder with

the stones which are again weighed, when dry, after the test. A
somewhat similar machine known as the Deval machine is used in

ftanoe,
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227. Specific gravity can be determined in a simple manner by

of Walker's balance, In the sketch*

Fig 44.

a

A is a steel bar, B is a rest in which A ie supported on a knife-edge,

about three inches from one end, and from this knife-edge to the other

end, A is graduated into tenths of an inch. On the shorter arm is a

movable weight C which can be placed at any suitable distance from the

knife-edge. A loop in D checks undue swinging and a mark on D indi-

cates the correct horizontal position. The sample to be tested is moved

along the longer arm and, when it exactly counterbalances, the weight 0,

its distance from the knife-edge is noted. Leaving the weight C in its

original position, the sample is completely immersed in a glass of water,

no air bubbles being allowed to remain on it, and the distance b at which

it now balances C is noted. As the specific gravity G is the weight of

the sample in air divided by the difference of the weights in air and

water, it follows that

G.
*

b-a
228. The absorptive properties of a stone can be measured by the

same balance. The sample
1 is first balanced by the counterpoise in any

convenient position, the distance a being read off. It is then soaked in

water for 24 hours and wiped clear of all superfluous moisture. 'Being

heavier than before, it balances nearer the fulcrum, say, at a distance b.

If x is the unknown weight of the sample, y the weight of absorbed water

fL-ass whence = ^ that is, the ratio of the weight of absorbed
^.x + y a x b *>

water to the weight of the substance. The percentage of absorption is

represented by 100
~

, so if ^-y- equals, say, -j^p
the absorption is 5

per cent., and so on.

229. Some engineers lay great stress on the cementing powers of a

stone, which they test by wetting stone dust with water and moulding it

into a short cylinder which after being dried is subjected to the blows of

a dropping weight. Experiments show that quartzites, granite, gneiss,

and marble possess very little cementing power, taking only two or thtffee

blows to break the briquette, limestones and some trap roeks give a

briquette which will stand 30 or 40 blows, while other trap rocks gfVe

variable results
t
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1-'" 230, It Is necessary io bear In mind the particular use to which a:

Btone is to be put before its properties are approved, or condemned, -for

a stone which might not do for use as paving setts might still be of

great service when broken up as macadam, or when used in a foundation

course, as in Telford's system. Other stones which lack binding

properties may be used on occasion, with advantage, in conjunction with

some other material, such as loam or chalk. Durability depends partly

on resistance to chemical decomposition, and partly on resistance to

mechanical abrasion, and microscopical methods of examination sre now

much used to ascertain the composition of roadstones, but mineralogical

composition alone will not determine the suitability of a stone, for it will

sometimes happen that a very hard and durable stone cannot be used

for paving purposes, because it wears smooth and slippery. Durability

again does not always depend on chemical composition. Flint, for

example, is chemically very stable, but it is also very brittle..

2:U. In the days of Telford and Macadam steam-rollers were

unknown and the consolidation of stone was done by the carts, carriages,

awl horses that passed over it. Macadam held that under the influence

of the traffic stones would unite by their own angles without the addition

of any binding material, tho ruts being raked in as the process of

consolidation by traffic proceeded, but, though no binding was used, it was

found that roads made in this way contained 20 per cent, to 25 per cent,

of the whole coat in the form of muddy cementing matter, which must

have been due to tho wear of the stones during the process of consolidation,

and the road-washings and scrapings which had worked into the voids of

the coat of metal.

232. This being so it may bo argued that it would bo advisable to

add some binding material to start with instead of letting it be formed

by tho gradual wear of the stones and this is done by some engineers, but,

as a matter of fact, a perfectly consolidated road can be made with very
little detritus in it, a road, too, that lasts better than one that contains

ft -large quantity of so-called binding material. The solidity of a road

depends chiefly on the quantity of stone, it contains and the closeness

with which it is packed and tins solidity is diminished rather than in-

creased by the presence of inneb small material.

233. Tho proper way to consolidate stone is to pack it well, to wet

it thoroughly, and roil it thoroughly with a roller of the proper weight,
and then to add a binding coat, say, one-third of an inch in thickness,

]\i^ to fill up the surface interstices. There should be no binding

material (paragraph 216) put in the body of the'road. In the United

Provinces the term u
blinding

"
is used in referring to what is usually
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Called "binding," Both words are misleading, for "blinding" migfci

iniply the hiding away of inferior work under a thick coat of small stuff,

Awhile -"
binding

"
may lead to the idea that the individual stones in*a

road are to be imbedded in a matrix of small material, whereas they

should be compressed into as solid a mass as possible, each stone inter-

locking into others by its angles, before ever the binding is put oh to

the surface of the road. By adding the binding to the surface only,' a

nearly impermeable crust is produced, and, with a proper cross-section, it

should let very little water through to the sub-soil.

v-~ 234. These remarks refer to roads made of clean, hard, angular

stone broken as cubically as possible from large stone, but if gravel and

ehingle are used in road work, no amount of rolling will bind them and

some loamy material must be added before consolidation.

235. Sometimes stone roads are consolidated in India in dry weather,

but this is a mistake. Plenty of water helps the angular stones to

interlock, without that wear on the corners that dry rolling produces and,

from what has been said above, it follows that a road rolled when

thoroughly wet is a far bettor road than one that is rolled dry, for the

latter will contain the detritus that should be avoided. If plenty of

water is availabe, and is used, the objection to rolling a road in dry

weather is reduced, but not entirely removed, for water evaporates very

quickly in dry weather in India, \\hereas during the monsoon tho air

is of full moisture. There will be some detritus even in a road that is

rolled wet, especially if the road metal is soft and the roller is heavy,

but there should not be much if the stone is hard and properly broken.

Sometimes watering can be overdone as in the case of a new road which

is not on a very firm bank and in such cases dry rolling, with a light

roller, is advisable to begin with, or the stone will sink into the bank, 'as

tlje water softens it.

236. The specifications of the United Provinces require that the old

surface of a stone road should be scarified, to a depth of one inch to one

and-a-half inches, befere the ^tone of the new coat is spread, and also

that no water is to be used when the new metal is being rolled until

the pieces of metal have become sufficiently crowded together as not to be

displaced by the roller. The need for digging up the old road is not

apparent. In the case of kankar roads it \\as remarked that if the old

surface is nicked with diagonal lines, the new coat wears into low ridges,

with portions of the old surface exposed in the spaces between the

diagonal lines ; but this does not happen in the case of a stone road, In

re-coating which it is sufficient to mend the old surface, if this is riot

beyond repairs, and to cross-nick it, Sometimes in India it is
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that the old surface fe beyond repairs, and in such cases the old stuff

be removed to a depth of 1 inches, or more, but, more often than not,

repairing, cleaning, nicking and wetting the old surface will be enough,

When, however, a specification says that the old surface is to be dug qp

the specification should be followed, That deep scarifying is often used

is clear from the fact that mechanical scarifiers are provided with steam

rollers, but the writer considers that their use should be limited to roads

which are to be resurfaced,

237. Then, as to watering, it follows that if the argument set out

above is true, w>., that there should be as little small stuff in the body

of the road as possible, harm is done by heavily rolling the metal when

it is dry. Notice how a stack of dry stone wears when compressed by

anything heavy passing over it. The corners of the individual stones in

the stack break off and are ground into small stuff, This does not

happen to the same extent when the metal is being rolled wet, and

though, as remarked above, there will always be some small stuff in a

atone road when it is rolled wot there will be more if it is rolled dry,

it is desirable to have as little as |H>>sible, Therefore, the road should

not be rolled dry with a heavy roller.

238. It should, however, be stated that there are engineers who

specify dry rolling. For instance, tbe English Road Board specification

requires that " no water or binding should be applied until dry rolling

has been carried out to a sufficient extent to form a smooth hard surface

with the correct cross-fall with the stones well knit together and presenting

a mosaic surface." And this system is followed in the United Provinces.

239. As regards the general arrangements to be made for road

consolidation, for execution of the earthwork and for lights and danger

warnings, tbe article on kankar consolidation should be referred to. A
Uteam roller and arrangements for working it are advised for a stone

/road, but often the consolidation may have to be done by means of rollers,

iron Or stone, drawn by cattle or by men.

240. Steam rollers are of various weights and sizes. A 15-ton roller

with 18-inch driving wheels and weighing lt> tons, when in working order

with scarifier attached, will give an inch width pressure of nearly 5^

cwts., a 12-ton roller weighing 13 tons when in working order, and

having driving wheels 17 inches wide, will give an inch width pressure,

of 4-J cwts., and a 10-ton roller with 16-inch driving wheels, and weighing

10f tons in working order, will give an inch width pressure of yearly

4 cwts. Carts, motor lorries and traction engines will bring a greater

pressure on to a road ; nevertheless experience jfeows that good work fa
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done, in the case of soft material nuch as limestone, by a light roller of 7

to 10 tons, while hard and tough igneous rocks give the best results with

a heavy roller of 15 tons, which should not, however, be used on soft

and yielding road beds. Some counties in England, which can afford it,

have a series of rollers of different weights as a 15-ton roller for roads

in county districts where there are no underground pipes to damage, one

of 10 tons for city use to avoid damage to pipes and for repairing

patches, ^and a light roller of 6 tons for steep gradients and light work

generally, and Mr. Pickering the Borough Engineer of Cheltenham,

has designed, for patching purposes, a btoain roller and water tank com-

bined which is referred to in the chapter on maintenance. Compound
rollers cost more than single cylinder rollers, but are more economical in fuel

r consumption, are less noisy and easier to handle, and last longer.

241. When the road surface has been prepared, the stone metal

should be spread on it and closely packed by hand. If the road is a

new one, with a foundation course, thih course will be laid first on the

new road bed which has been properly shaped and rolled or rammed. It

may not be possible to roll it with the heavy roller, as the sqil may be

compressible, but light rollers of stone or iron may be available, failing

which the road bed, or gub-grade, can be well rammed. The foundation,

consisting of large stones hand-packed as in a Tclford road, or of Atones

of 3-inch or 4-inch cubes or brickbats, would then be laid, the depth de-

pending on the class of road and the amount of traffic likely to be

carried. Bricks laid flat move easily and do not make a sound road bed

for heavy traffic. This* foundation course, or soiling, or bottoming should

be rolled dry or rammed, if the soil will not stand rolling, and its surface

should be, brought to a regular and uniform contour.

242. Some engineers lay on this foundation course a layer of sharp

clean sand or fine gravel, 1 inches to 2 inches* thick, to receive the top

metal, having previously treated the foundation course to a blinding of

sand or gravel well brushed into the joints during the final stages of

itfs consolidation. The object of this layer of sand or gravel is to prevent

the metal coating especially if it is not very thick, from being crushed

between the foundation course and the traffic. This is not recommeded*

Modern practice accepts the system of a well compacted foundation,

supporting the upper coat without movement, a method which cannot be

assured if a cushion of sand is introduced above the foundation. This is,

however, used in brick and wood pavements.

243.
k
The layer of stone 4 inches thick should be packed over the

loundation, wetted and rolled ah# finished with binding. The second

oi i iuvbe* *bould ta laid gv?r the ik&t uuJ wetted uud
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finished in the same way. In the case of an old road there would be one

44-ripch new coat only which would be laid on the old surface after this

l|qd ^een qleaned, patched, nicked and wetted
;

but if the idea was to

re-8wraqe with a 3-inch coat, it would be necessary to dig up the old

.surface to a depth of li inches (or more, if this was indicated as advisable)

to separate the. exqavated material into what was obviously useless (except,

perhaps, after screening, for use as binding) and what could be usefully

n^txpd with the metal collected for the re-surfacing, and then to spread the

metal.

244. The construction of the side walls of clay, the spreading of

the metal and its consolidation would proceed in sequence as indicated

under kankar consolidation and should be so arranged as to avoid over-

lapping or delay. The quantity of work to he done daily will depend on

the work itself, that is, whether it is new work, or renewal, or re-surfac-

ing, on the nature of the road metal, on the ease with which water can

be, procured, on the interruptions caused by passing traffic, on the roller

Used, and on the gradient. Messrs. Avoling arid Porter estimate 1,000

to 2^000 square yards of an ordinary coat a& likely to be rolled in one

day and this should cover the majority of cases, and if the former figure

is. taken as the day's work, 750 feet of a 4^-inch coat on a 12-foot road can

be rolled in one day. It would be easy, therefore, to do a furlong a day,

but* to allow for accidental delays, 10 days might be taken for each mile.

More than this can be done with proper arrangements and good super-

vision as, on the other hand, less can be accomplished and not done well.

245* If a 15-ton roller is used, the driving wheels of which are 4^

feet apart and 18 inches wide and the front wheel 4 feet wide, the roller

can do half the width of the 12-foot road in one trip, and if it travels 14

miles in a day of 7 hours at 2 miles an hour, it will roll a furlong 56 times.

During this time the driving wheels will have gone over the whole surface

about 24 times. Their pressure on the road is about 5 cwt. per inch width

or about double that of the front rollers. The 4-i-inch coat of metal will,

i work proceeds at this rate, have to be spread at the rate of a furlong &

day, and the road surface must be nicked at this rate, the building of the

side walls of clay keeping pace with this work. Larger labour gangs ate,

therefore, wanted than are needed for kankar consolidation.

V/ 246. Consolidation is effected by watering the new coat of metal

thoroughly and taking the roller over it as often as is necessary to

icompact the Stone. In the case of a new road, water is used sparingly

'at first to prevent the softening of the sub-soil. Wherever this is

possible, water should be applied through sprinklers from proper water

parts, The rolling should begin at th edge of the road> the roller
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moving up along this edge and returning on the other, and during each

succeeding trip the edge of the strip previously covered by the driving

wheels should be overlapped, while another strip nearer the middle of the

road is covered, xhe rolling thus proceeds gradually from both sides

towards the centre.) It should be continued until the stone ceases to

creep in front of the roller and is firm under foot as> one walks over it,

and smooth and looking like an encaustic pavement, and until the ^stones
i

adjacent to where the foot presses as one walks do not move. Thei

binding may then be spread over the surface in a layer about one-third

of an inch, thick, and well watered through a spray, and the rolling

should be continued until the whole surface is thoroughly compact. Any
surplus binding material not incorporated with the road must then be

swept off.

247. It is not always possible to obtain a steam roller for the work of

consolidation. A few years ago stone rollers were used which were,

perhaps, 4 feet in diameter and 3 feet long, giving a pressure of 188 of Ibs.

per inch-widtli/which could be raised to 210 Ibs. when the frame was

loaded, but tneir place has been taken by iron rollers of the above

dimensions. These weigh 2 tons and give an inch-width pressure of

124 Ibs. when unloaded, and of 228 Ibs. when fitted,with scrap increasing

to 310 Ibs. when the frame is loaded. Other patterns are also available.

They can be drawn by cattle, or by men, and they arc not nearly as

efficient as steam rollers, taking much longer over the work and not

doing it so well. Owing partly to the time taken in consolidating a

road, with the consequent need for letting the traffic on to it before it i&

ready, /the binding is put on too soon, the traffic disturbs the, surface of

the road, the roller goes over it again, there is more binding added from

time to time, and in the end the road is not a thoroughly compacted niabs

of stone with a surface completed with binding material, but an accumula-

tion of stone in a setting of binding and, therefore, not a good road.

248. In France iron rollers 6 feet in diameters and 5 feet long, weigh-

ing 3 tons when empty, 6 tons when full, and 9 tons when loaded, are

sometimes used, a.nd it is said that 8 to 10 rollings are sufficient with a

4^-inch coat, 2 or 3 rollings dry with the roller empty, 2 or 3 rollings

with blindage and water and with an empty roller, 2 or 3 rollings with

the full roller, and one or two about a week or 10 days after the road is

Opened to traffic. This light consolidation appears insufficient for good

work. There is no doubt that a road can be made to look as if it were

consolidated even when the work done is insufficient, and when steam

rollers were first used in Central India, progress at the rate of a mile a

day was not unknown, but good sound work cannot be expected, except
it is slowly <md thoroughly don* . .^
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ROAD MAINTENANCE*

249. yTo maintain a road in good order it mu*t not only be renewed,

bf-surfaced, or have the rust in its surface filled at varying intervals,

but it must also be patched continuously!^ In the early days of modern

road-making continuous patching was not done and roads, badly made

and indifferently repaired, were never satisfactorily maintained, and it

was ilot till the end of tho 18th century that a proper system of repairs

was introduced.

250. The renewal or re-surfacing of tho road surface has been

considered in an earlier chapter. Patchwork is now dealt \\itliT-O.s

the road surface deteriorates from month to month, under the wearing

action of the traffic and^the weather, it has to be patched to keep it

from going to pieces altogether, and the sooner hole* are mended the

better it is for the road. Prevention of damage is the secret of success.

It. is bad economy to let the surface o the road remain neglected, for

holes not only collect water which causes extra wear in fhem, in addition

to damage to the undercoat, but they are the cause of increased ncoji?

cussions which inconvenience the travelling public and damage the roadj
251. The roafl engineer in India cannot preveftt all kinds of

Vehicles with all kinds of tyres coming on to roads, except in the case

of heavy motor traffic which is regulated by law, and he \v ill find damage

tdone by narrow tyres fitted on small wheels of heavily loaded carts, or by

wheels that wobble as they roll* He will not, however, find his road

called upon, at present, except, perhaps, in Presidency towns, to carry

anything like the traffic *that^ is carried by many roads in England, and

what -he needs, in order to maintain the surface in good order under

present conditions, is good consolidation of good materials followed by

continuous effective patching as soon as this becomes necessary.

2524 CEor the work of patching a sufficient supply of kankar, or

stone, is required, and gangs of beldars known as " naukar coolies
"

or

" bamwuwt," under a head coolie, or a mate, with digging tools, rammers*

water carts, etc. The supply of road metal for each mile of road will

depend on* its condition and should b$ carefully considered before the

tttetal is collected, for otherwise it will happen that there will be more

metal in some places than is needed, and less in others, and the r0ad

gang *ill *aste time in carting materials from one place to another

The road metal must be clean and hard and broken to a size of 1J to 2

ft6 specified
under colkctiou, uud it should be stocked on earthen



platforms built off the travelling wrfaoe of the road, in stack* which

may measure 5 feet average width by 13 inches in height. These gtaoki

may be marked, at 5-fopt intervals along their length, with 3-inch band*

of white wash, after they have been paid for. These band* enable an

inspecting officer to see how much material remains on the road and at the

same time, to differentiate between material that has been, and that

remains to be, paid for. Stacks of metal that have not been paid fof

should not be drawn upon for use as repair metal.

253. The road gangs should consist of a mate, or a head foolie,

and 8 or 10 coolies, and their work should extend over 8 or" W miles,

Smaller gangs should not, as a rule, be kept on the road/ Ea&h gang

should have a light hand-cart for metal, a smalt hand-cart for water,

picks, rammers,
"
phaurahs" templates, flags, hanjttiers, baskets, twine

and iron pegs, and anything else that the particular work in hand may
need. Sometimes two water carts are retired, if the water-supply is

at any distance^ of jtfhich one may be a barrel on wheels, or a galvanized

tank on wWlfly^'ir*umii1il^fy.yft qtrflighfr-
nlmfLH m\d

.a...topr The

smaller water c#K might be an empty oil drum or paint drum, swivelled

on to, and removable from, a wheeled iron frame with two legs and with

handles like those of a perambulator. This hand water-cart can be

moved about bygone man, the barrel can be rested on the ground and the

framework removed, but it is not essential to the work for any light water

cart will doA Q^h^ej^JkJb^ required for checking the cross-slope of

the road, especially when the "patns" are under repair when the twine

and pegs are also required in order to secure an ev$ edging to the new

earthwork.

254. (The duties of the mate and coolies ar^to doull necessary repairs,

to see that drainage is not obstructed, that the road is kept free for

traffic, including the lopping of overhanging branches of trees, that, weeds

and plants do not grow in the joints of masonry dulverts, etc./ and to

follow any special directions given in the mate's order bookN See also

paragraphs 260 to 263.
Cpie mate should report all damage that cannot be

put right by the gang and all accidents that affect the road. He shonld
,

keep, in a tin case, a muster roll injyh^jojuit^rescribed for use on roads,

and should post it up daily in ink, and he should always have this with,

him, as well as a mate's order book. This is a strongly bound blank

bodK in which the sub-divisional officer records in half-margin such

directions as "
Repair the road surface in miles 2, 3, 4."

4t
Ottt doim

patrii in mile 4 to the proper slope of one inch in three feet." "
Lop

overhanging branches to n height of 10 fetft in mile 3,"



255, The sub-ovorseer should see that these ord$* are carried out

and should enter a remark in the order book recording their completion.

Ordinarily he gives no orders, for the sub-divisional officer should enter

enough for the gang to work at till his next visit, but occasion may arise

which -requires Kim to take action when he should record his directions,

and the fact of their having been carried out, in the mate's order book.
mi y.Jx'* "*"'"-"

This system is not always followed. Some officers say that the sub-

overseer should never give any orders, others require him to give all

orders, and do not supply the order book to mates, but require the sub-

overseer to keep two note-books, one of wliich is sent weekly to the sub-

divisional officer to enable him to see what is being done. Experience

shows that the mate's order book system works well in practice, if the

sub-divisional officer gives sufficient and clear instructions.

i 256. As soon as a hollow is noticed in the road surface, it should be

filled up. Hollows are usually oval in plan. Patches are generally

rectangular. This means that they are either too large or too small.

There is really no reason why they should not be of the same shape as the

worn portion. This is recommended by Codrington in " Road Maintenance."

257. They are generally made three inches deep. There is no reason

why they should not be two inches deep, or less, if the traffic is light and

the hollow is not deep. Whon the excavation for the patch is ready,

it should be filled with clean metal, jiny serviceable material that comes

from the patch being added, but not stuff of which the corners have become

rounded. The surface of the filling should be higher than the road sur-

face.
I
The filling should be rammed with a sufficiency of water and in

the case of kankar no binding of any kind should be added, but with

stone metal screenings of the stone should be added before the renaming
is finished. The patch should be kept wet for a day and may be covered

with damp leaves to secure this when the weather is very dry. Whon
the consolidation is finished, the surface of the filling should be lovel with

the surface of the road.

\ 258. The ordinary road-roller is not suitable for patchwork, but

Mr. J. S. Pickering, M.I.C.E., Borough Engineer of Cheltenham, has

designe I a steam roller and water tank combined which has proved to be

a success in the systematic patching of macadamized roads. It carries a

water tank of 200 gallons capacity the top p|_whioh is formed into an iron

J)OX in which cast-irpn blocks are placed to enable the weight on the

rolling wheel to be adjusted to the work it is required to do. This rolling

wheel on which the bulk of the load is concentrates is made to bear, by

adjustment of the loads, a load varying from 4 tons 7 cwts. to 9 tons 10
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cwts, The metal used for patching is drawn by the roller in a cart

carries about two tons. When not required for road lepairs the engine

may be used as a tractor, or for street watering, a tipping body to carr/

four tons, and a water tank to hold 1,000 gallons bejngmade interchange-

able. This roller can travel at the rate of six miles an hour, but during

rolling the speed is reduced to two miles an hour. The reversing

action of the engine is so sensitive and easy that the roller can be made to

pass over a patch 18 inches long no less than 30 times in a minute. Whore

there are many stone roads, a roller of this kind might be very useful,

but, at present in India, patching on stone roads is done with rammers such

as are used on kankar roads.

259. ^Sometimes
ruts form in a road. For patching in these a

roller would not be of use. Ruts are not found so frequently on a stone

road as on a kankar road. They should be kept under as far as

possible by rut-filling or, if this cannot be done owing to want of funds,

by what is known as
"

lik katai
"

or the spreading of screenings in the

ruts. This is a barbarous practice at best, and if it can be avoided so

much the bettor. When it has to be used, it should be so done that it

will not be a source of danger to traffic. QWhen a road has been well

consolidated after careful hand packing, it ought not to run to ruts* if the

surface is swept every day and traffic marks are obliterated till all

danger of ruts forming has passed, as it will pass in the case of most roads

that carry mixed traffic.\ Roads that do not carry mixed traffic are always

jiable to "
traok/jx and in America attempts are made to prevent the

formation of ruts due to the passage of heavy slow-moving teams

by putting up direction boards, by placing on the road piles of stone

or barricades to direct the traffic temporarily, forcing the traffic to move

sometimes in gentle serpontine curves, and sometimes in Knes parallel

to the "ruts, the barriers being changed from time to time so as to

force the traffic over every part of the road; but this method of limiting

the travel is used only on comparatively wide roads and is, even then,

held to be indefensible owingtojlie obstruction of traffic. In India

the roads that " track
"

are not the wide ones, but those that are made

narrow, because there is not much traffic on them. jOn such roads u
tile

katai
"

is not as dangerous to traffic as on roads carrying much mixed

itraffic, but warning boards for chance motorists should be put up where

it is resorted to.
" Lik katai

"
should be done when ruts begin to form

Jby spreading small kankar "bajri" along the ruts or sweeping the

surface "
bajri

"
into them and strewing earth lightly over the whole

and sweeping it every day for a few days. <^n no ^ccoupt should
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large lumps of kankar be used, It Ip very necessary to put a "mim In

charge of the work who knows what to do, He should move the

"
bajri

" and divert the traffic every second or third day, or the road

will soon have not two, but half a dozen ruts. Branches of trees and

pieces of wood put over the places where ruts are forming do no good,

for they merely narrow the road and aggravate the evil. If by neglect

the ruts become an accomplished fact, they should be mended by cutting

out trenches 18 inches wide and 3 or more inches deep, and filling these

up with metal and consolidating it. This is called rut-filling.

260. Holes for earth for repairs to the road should not be dug by

the coolies from all over the road land. There ought to be along the

road boundary borrow pits about 50 feet long, with cross-bars of earth

between two pits, and it is from these pits that earth should ordinarily be

taken, neatly and methodically, but the formation of borrow pits should

be avoided altogether in the neighbourhood of inhabited areas, where no

excavations should be made that cannot be drained. No earth should be

dug within five feet of a troe, milestone, furlong post, or boundary pillar,

or any masonry work.

V 261, The road gangs are usually employed all the year round,

whence the term " baramasis
"

by which they are known, but some

officers prefer to vary the number in each gang according to the season,

doing all the road repairs in the rainy season and winter, /and practically

no work in the dry season, for patch work done in the dry season does

not last as well as that done when there is moisture in the air, and

earthwork done in the dry season soon turn^ tojiust and is blown away

by the high winds that precede the arrival of the monsooru There are

varying climates even in one province and no precise methods of work

can be prescribed that apply to all, nor should an officer, who is moved

from one part of a province to another, introduce his. particular methods

without giving the local methods a fair trial, unless they are obviously

wrong. As a rule, they contain something for him to study and adopt.

262. Road gangs prove of use when flood damages occur to the

embankments of bridges and culverts, but their work in the further

prevention .of damage and its repair has to^be supplemented by that of

special ^labpm^gan^Sj
ot petty contractors. 'Tne damage done by sudden

heavy floods is usually the cutting back of embankments behind bridge

abutments either by eddies below a bridge, orjbjjbhe^flood water over-

topping the bank, the creation or scour holes under a bridge of which the

waterway is insufficient, the breaching of a road where Aero is no

bridge, and the roughening of the nietalled surface of tfce road
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flood water flows over it. Sometimes guide bunds, or Bell bunds, above

or below a bridge are broached. In all these cases the gang should take

such action as is obvious, and also report the fact that damage is being

done by the flood. \To prevent the cutting away of a road bank, they

should check the force of the water by branches of tre.es, etc.; to prevent

the overtopping of a bank they should raise a small bank along the edge

of the road, for once the water is over it, and cutting back begins, they

will not be able to do much to stop a breach in the road. They can also

do something to fill up scour under culverts by means of pitching, if it is

available, or to check it by throwing in leafy branches of trees.

263. The road gangs should, in fact, attend to everything connected

with the upkeep of the road that can be done by them, keeping it open

for traffic and removing all long grass and jungle from the "patris" as

well as from the compounds of inspection bungalows. Sometimes naukar

cooly huts are provided for them to li\e in, at other times, some of them

sleep in the out-houses of inspection bungalows and some in their own

homes in villages near by. As a rule, they are given a day off on Sunday
to enable them to visit a market to b^y food.

264. The re-painting of milestones, furlong posts, boundary pillars,

motor sign-posts put up in accordance with the Act should be done annually

by contract, or daily labour, immediately after the rainy season. Broken

milestones, furlong posts, etc., should be renewed as soon as possible. It

is usual to paint on the face of milestones the date of last renewal, and

for this purpose it is sufficient to use two figures only to represent

the year, or four in all, tiro on the right, e.g., 08, representing that

the mile on the right was dealt with in 1908, andl two on the left,

e.g.) 12, indicating that the mile on the left was done in 1912. Parti-

culars as to what was done, i.e., renewal, or re-surfacing, or
rut-filling,

can be obtained from the register. To attempt more than is here

indicating merely crowds the face of the milestone with figures from

which the essential figures cannot oeTpicked out easily as one drives by,

The figures should be in red, as the mileage will be marked in black.

Furlong stones are usually painted white with figures picked out in black.

265. (All bridges should be inspected before and after the rains and

levels above, under, and below bridges of 20 feet span and over should

systematically be recorded in such a form as that shovn opposite,

the use of which may be extended to bridges under 20 feet span

which may show signs of scour. These levels show whether scour is

taking place, Scour directly tinder a bridge generally needs attention,

but is not dangerous, if the bridge has deep foundation* and the scwr i
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not deep. It bhows that the waterway is restricted. If more waterway
cannot be provided by adding spans, the approaches may be lowered and
the bed of the stream pitched with block kankar or ^tonc. Scour above,
or below, a bridge and at some distance from it is not immediately

dangerous, but if it continues to extend towards the bridge, it needs

attention. Straight guide bunds, or Bell bunds, below a bridge will

serve to move the point of action of an eddy from the bridge face to the

end of the bund. A part of the bund may disappear. This is better

than losing the bridge or culvert. Similar bunds above the bridge or

culvert will preserve the road bank. If a stream, as it winds from side to

side, threatens one approach or the other, the bund forces it to curve around

its nose, which is strongly protected, the velocity along the face of the

embankment is checked, and silt is deposited, projecting the road. For
details of Bell bunds, and of bridges, the student is referred to the

Manual on Bridges and Sir F. Spring's book on river protection in the

Techincal Series. In the present Manual it is sufficient to draw attention

to the few points given above which relate to the protection of the road.

L~ 266. When a road has been cut through by flood^^ja^ppiaL-jadiere
it is impracticable to build a bridge on account of the expense of con-

struction and upkeep, it may be advisable to put in an Irish bridge, or dip,

consisting of strong side walls 12 feet or 16 feet apart, well pitched, up-
stream and down-stream, and^VfftT^r reinforced concrete foundation

six inches deep to the metalled roadway. If the reinforced concrete is

omitted, and the side walls are of any height above country level, the

action of the water will scour out the metalling and the earth filling

between the walls. As a rule, Irish bridges are not made where the

bank is high, and the top of the side walls usually coincides with the

level of the country, and there is no great action tending to scour
jout

the earth between the walls. It h only in the, case of deep scour and a

high bank that special precautions are necessary.

267. It is important that the road engineer should know when each

mile was last consolidated, and a register containing this infprination

should be kept up. The information is contained in the Koad Chart

which is a graphic record of collection and consolidation on each mile

and furlong of a road and which serves well for office use. / Something
simpler is needed for an officer whose work takes him on flie road, and
it is suggested that the record should be in a pocket book and in this form- :
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and in this :

with a column in the last case showing the average expenditure for

the year per mile on collection, consolidation, and maintenance, omitting,

the cost of repairs to bungalows and bridges and money expended on

arboriculture. A square round a figure would indicate re-surfacing and

a circle rut-filling. Half a mile or "a quarter or an eighth could be indi-

cated by the figure 2 of 4 or 8 as a denominator. Any other convenient

record could be used instead.

268. Every year, after the monsoon, the depths of metal on the road

should be takfn hi each mile. Sometimes this is done in miles only that

are to appear in next annual estimate for collection, but this is not

enough, for it is very important that there should be a record of what

thickness of metal remains in each mile. The measurements are generally

made in 9 holes, about 6 inches in diameter, or less, dug in each jtnile, of

which 3 are nearly opposite a milestone, 3 at the 4th furlong and 3

nearly opposite the next milestone, one in each case being at the middle of

the road and one near each edge. The average of three is taken and thill

the average of the three, averages. This is recorded as the mean depth.

The system is not reliable in cases in which one section of a mile is thicker

than the rest, and measurement which give abnormal results should be

disregarded or the thickness of the sections should be shown separately.

When the holes are dug, ttJey should be filled with loose pieces of kankar,

or stone, and as soon as they have been inspected, the kankar, or stone

should be consolidated into them, for if the holes are left open they may
be the cause of accidents.

269. Given the statement of the depth of metal and the registers of

above, an officer in charge of a district soon roe* that

u
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some miles need early renewal, that some last longer than others, that

now consolidation has not added as much to the thickness of the road as it

should have done, and his inspection will show him whether the reason

for the former is heavy traffic, or poor metal, or bad repairs, and he can

ascertain why the consolidated coat is thin. In the same way, an officer

inspecting a road ought to know when the young avciuios were planted.

This information ho can get from the arboricultural programme.

270. The preparation by a senior officer of complicated detailed

statements, mile by inilo, representing, by letters used as a kind of short-

hand, the state of the road surface, the condition of the earthen sides and

of the avenues under operation, the work that is being done on collection,

consolidation and the collection of petty repair metal is not ad\ocated

by the writer. Junior officois should occasionally make full records of

their inspections, and senior officers should refer to thesso \\hen they inspect

the roads, confining their remarks to matters that need to be attended to.

271. The quantit) of road metal that will be used in maintaining a

road will depend on the traffic, on the quality ot the metal, the age of a

mile, and the way it has \\orn and on the eftoctiveness of the patchwork.

In some places a mile will not have a three-year life, in others miles last

for ten or more years, though they are repaired less than in the former case.

In framing estimates for maintenance it is necessary, therefore, to discri-

minate between \arious miles. ^Sometimes not more than 200 cubic foot of

metal will be needed for the year's work, at other times 1,000 cubic feet

may be usefully employed, and in \ery special ca^es it may be necessary

to use much more than this. For ordinary traffic the ycaily expendittue

of metal may be 200 cubic feet per mile per year ot the age ot the mile,

and petty repair metal may be collected on this scale to begin with. At

the same time there should be a reserve of about 500 cubic feet in each

mile, which should not be used without the District Engineer's permission,

arid more than the quantity indicated above should be collected if any

mile suddenly shows signs of breaking up more than was anticipated.

272. If traffic returns can be obtained, they may prove useful in

indicating what wear of a road is to be expected in normalj circumstances,

but so much depends on the quality of the metal, and the way the consoli-

dation is done, and on the weights carts are allowed to carry, and the

kind o tyres they are allowed to adopt, that too much faith must not be

put in traffic returns unless they are carefully compiled on a standard

system. In' Liverpool Mr. Brodie, M.I.C.E., tho City Engineer, records

the tonnage life of roads by taking occasional records of the numbers

classes of vehicles pu&suig along the principal streets, and
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loads to each class, reducing the results to a standard of tons of traffic

per yard-width of carriageway per annum, thus eliminating the error that

a record of numbers of vehicles, without their estimated weights and

without mention of the width of a road, is likely to produce.

273. But more useful than the collection of statistics is attention to

details of tho work. With good metal, properly consolidated and effec-

tively repaired, a road will last considerably longer than it will if inferior

metal is badly put down and if repairs are indifferently done.

Nous. For brief remarks regaiding the maintenance oi hill roads and eaith roads

paragraphs 168, 295, 810 should be rcfeired to
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AKBORICULTURE/

274. If he notices the difference between a road without trees and

one that has good avenues every road engineer will take an interest in

arboricultural operations, and will endeavour to improve his roads for

the sake of the public by planting out trees which, if judiciously chosen,

will give shade to travellers and prove a source of ravenue as well.

275. Before effective arboricultural operations can be undertaken, a

Scheme of planting should be drawn up, and the example given below will

help to show how this can bo done. This method was adopted by

Mr. Yerrieres, C.I.E., Executive Engineer, Agra Provincial division, and

leads up to the form prescribed for use in the preparation of arboricul-

tural programmes in the United Provinces :

Eaample of notes for arborieuUitral operations.

1. In a mile of double avenue trees planted at 30 feet inter.vals

number 350 in round numbers.

2. Cost of planting a full mile of double avenue and maintaining

it for one year :

Digging pits 350 x 3 x 3 x 3 9,450 c.ft. at R*. 2-8-0'

per o|oo
= Rs. 24,

Collecting good soil 9,450 at 8 annas per cent. = Bs. 48

Digging up seedlings from nurseries not more than 5

miles away and planting 350 at Rs. 5 == Rs, 18, ...

Rs.

326

350 earthen thonlas at 5 annas each = Rs. 110.

350 earthen gharras at 350 pies each = Rs. 6, .

2 bhistis or malis for upkeep at Rs. 60 = Rs. 120, .

3. Cost of maintaining double avenue full mile for second year, 2,

miles at Rs. 60= Rs. 120.

4. Cost of maintaining a double avenue full mile for 3rd, 4th, 5th

years, 1 mali at Es. 60 = Rs. 60.

5. A mile of gap-filling will be reckoned as half a full mile.

6. Trees will be planted at intervals of 30 feet and 18 feet from

the edges of the metalled portion of the road.

7. In gap-filling the trees planted will be in keeping with those of

existing avenues.
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8, In new miles neem trees and, where possible, shisham trees will

be planted, as only these trees grow in the district*

References.

A indicates Established avenues.

Avenues with gaps to be filled.

Lengths under operation ; whole avenues.

: gap-filling.

Trees irregularly planted, including babul and jungle

trees.

Avenues too far from the road to be of use,

No trees of any kind,

Basars, river beds, etc,

Statement of A rennet on the Road.

B
C

D
E

F

G
H
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ESTIMATE,

1908-09 Plant 2M, 6F at Rs. 236, ... ... 896 )

Maintain 3rd year IF in mile 5 at Rs. 60, 7 J
9 3

1909-10 Plant 1-0-330 at Rs. 326, ... ... 346 *

Maintain 4th year IF at Rs. 60, ... 8 > 684

2nd year 2M, 6F at Rs, 120, ... 330 )

1910-11 Plant 2M, 3F at Rs. 326, ...

Maintain 5th year IF at Rs. 60, ... 7 /

3rd year 2M, 6F at Rs. 60, ...
1 ** ^

2nd year X-0-330 at Rs. 120, ...

1911-12 Plant 2M, 2F at Rs.32,6, ...

Maintain 4th year 2M, OF at Rs. 60, ... 165 /

3rd year 1-0-330 at Rs. 60, ...
" 4 * '

2nd year 2M, 3F at Rs. 120, ...

1912-13 Plant 1M, IF at Rs. 326, ...

Maintain 5th year 2M, 6F at Rs. 60,
'

4th year 1-0-330 at IK 60,

3rd year 2M, 3F at Rs. 60,

2nd yarr aM, 2F at Rs. (50, ... 270J .

1913-14 Maintain 5th year 1-0-330 at Rs. 60, ... 64 -\

4th year 2M, 3F at Rs. 60, ... 143 /

3rd year 2M, 2F at Rs. 60, ... 135 f

2nd year 1M, IF at Rs. 120, ... 135 )

1914-15 Maintain 5th year 2M, 3F at Rs. 60, ... 142^
4th year 2M, 2F at Rs. 60, ... 135 345

3rd year 1M, IF at Rs. f>0, ... 68 )

1915-16 Maintain 5th year 2M, 2F at Hs. 60, ... 135 \
4th year 1M, IF at Rs. 60, ... 67 j

1916-17 Maintain 5th year 1M, IF at Rs. 60, ... 67 67

Total, ... 6,008

276. To these figures should be added incidental charges for nurseries,

sheltering trees from frost, etc. Nurseries can often be maintained for

very little if they arc planted in the compounds of inspection bungalows

and are looked after by the " chaukidar" Occasionally trees have to

be bought and their cost must then be added to the cost of planting

when the estimate is being prepared. Ih*f|Js will not always admit of
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all the planting on a road being done in five years and the programme

o operations must then be framed according to the money which will be

available.

277. For details of \\ork the local Manual of Arboriculture should

be consulted, as conditions will vary in each province. The information

given below is condensed from the Arboriculture Manual of the United

Provinces.

278. Before tree planting is undertaken in any district, a review o

the condition of each road as to existing avenues and to suitability of soil

for planting new trees should be made. A programme of operations

should then be drawn up in consultation with the Director of Agriculture.

This should cover the work for five years and should provide for planting

trees, like those which are growing near the road, in full miles where

there are no avenues and in gaps where avenues exist.

279. Full miles are to be preferred to gaps, and trees of one kind

should be kept together. Gap-filling is more expensive than the planting

of full miles of young trees and less likely to be successful, for the

young trees in gaps are often killed by the full grown trees near them.

280. Mango, jack,
" mahua" "

jamiui" and tamarind arc the best

trees for shade and fruit in the United Provinces, but naturally they will

not do well everywhere. Even in the United Provinces the mango
tree does not flourish south of the river Jamna, while the "

mahna,"

which does not thrive in, cold districts, docs well in Bundelkhand. The

jack, again, does best in the damper eastern districts and the "jamitn"
is well suited ior tracts \vhich are too wet for the mango. The " mahua" 9

and the tamarind need special protection from frost.

281. All tlio&e trees are raised from seeds in nurseries and can

be planted out in the rains. They should be planted at distances

apart of 40 feet, except the tamarind which needs intervals of 60

feet. Other trees suitable for planting are those of the
rig order

("largad"
"
gular"

"
pakhar

" and "jtipal") and the " shitham"

(for its timber) and " neem." In the worst soils the "babul" can be

grown., The "
semal,"

" sins" "tun" "neem-chameli" " kachnar" and

millingtonia should not be planted.

282. Nurseries should be established at suitable points, generally

inspection bungalows, where shade and water arc available and the soil

is good, and twice as many trees as are likely to bo required should be

planted out under the care of the bungalow chaukidar, if he understands

trees. They "should be inspected frequently, The seeds should be

lown to lines tix mches apart, ad the soil ahouW be light and well
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manured with leaf mould, but, at the same time, not too sandy, or it

will be difficult to get balls of earth to adhere to the roots of the

plants in transplanting. From four to eight months after sowing,

it is necessary to thin out the seedlings and move them to the planting-

out beds, which need not be in permanent shade, where they should be

planted at intervals of 18 to 24 inches. Protectidn from frost in the
'

winter and from the rays of the sun during the months of extreme heat

will be needed.

283. Seedlings should be at least two year** old before they arc

planted out. The holes on the road should be dug during the winter for

trees that will be planted out in the rains, and in March they should be.

half filled with leaves. They should be circular and measure 4 feet at

the top, 3 feet at the bottom, 3 feet in depth. When the trees are being

planted, one only in each hole and that a plant with a single erect

stem, the leaves should be drawn away so as to make a clear space

3 feet deep by 2 feet in diameter, which should be filled in with earth

in which the roots of the tree should be planted, the transplanting

being done during rainy or cloudy weather, or late in the evening.

284. The soil in which the trees are planted should not be much

above, and certainly not below the surrounding soil. They need pro-

tection and many forms of tree guards are used of iron, of wood, of brick,

of thorns, of cactus, but none are simpler and more effective than a ditch

and wall or earth, the ditch being circular, of six feet outer radius, 2

feet deep, 2 feet wide at the top, and 1 foot wide at the bottom and the

wall being of 4 feet outer radius, 2 feet high, 2 feet wide at the bottom

and 1 foot wide at the top. Some babul thorns should be stuck into the

top of the wall while the earth is wet. When the plant is old enough,

this earthen wall can be cut down and the ditch filled up,

285. After planting special care is required to sec that the young
trees are sufficiently watered, especially in seasons of drought. A very
effective method of applying water to a tree is to keep a deep narrow
"
ghara

"
buried close to its roots full of water, a system that avoids waste

and the danger of overwatering and admits of easy inspection. The

surface soil for 12 inches all round the trees should be kept as loose

as possible, and in localities where frost occurs, the trees need to be

protected during the first two seasons by means of thatching grass tied

round each, which should be removed as early as possible to enable the

trees to get the benefit of the sunshine.

286. Trees that are not growing straight should be attended to while

they
we quite jroungf and be tied with *oft unspuu hemp -fibre or some
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similar material (not cord or string) to a straight vertical stick fixed near

the root of the tree. If trees are planted -early in the monsoon, any that

prove to be failures can be replaced at once by o.ther .plants from the

nursery ;
but in tho case o those that are planted late in the season

replacements cannot be made till the following year.

287. Lopping is best done at the end of the cold weather (February)

or of the rains (September) with a saw, not a hatchet as close to the

trunk or main branch as possible, no stumps being left and a small cut

being first made below the branch which is being lopped, so as to save

tearing. The surface of the cut should be smeared with resin or tar.

Fallen trees, felled trees, loppings and produce of the trees should be sold

by auction. Care should be taken to see that camel drivers and villagers

do not damage trees by breaking oft' any branches for their camels and

goats. It is well to keep a register of, and watch the growth of, all

young troes carefully, removing from the road any mulis who neglect

their work.



CHAPTER XI.

EARTH ROADS TEMPORARY ROADS BRIDLE ROADS.

288. Earth roads are very frequently made in India, In fact the

majority of district roads in the United Provinces are earth roads, un-

banked, or banked, as the case may be, sometimes bridged, sometimes

unbridged. In some cases the travelling surface is divided into two parts

by an earthen wall, one side being reserved for light traffic and one for

heavy traffic ; but, an a rule, the section of the road rosembles that of a

metalled road without the metal, if the road is one that may eventually

be metalled. Otherwise it is narrower. Some roads meander over the

country, others are mathematically straight for miles. Some are carefully

laid out and have a good surface throughout their length, others are

spoiled by short lengths of indifferent surface and would be much im-

proved if these short lengths wore taken in hand and put right. As a

rule, the grants for the repair of earth roads are small and sometimes

they are not spent to the best advantage.

289. In America earth roads are in great evidence, as over 90

per cent, of the roads of America, or 20,00,000 miles, are earth roads and

American road literature is full of the names of special appliances for the

creation and preservation of earth road surfaces, such as road drags,

ploughs, drag scrapers, wheel scrapers, road graders, elevating graders,

for descriptions of which reference should be made to such works as

Blanchard's " Elements of Highway Engineering," or Baker's " Roads

and Pavements," or Byrne's
"
Highway Construction.

" None of these

machines is regularly used in India where, as a rule, all the works is done

by means of digging tools (" pliauralis ") and baskets, or wheel-barrows,

as described in the College Manual on Earthwork.

290. A point to which attention should be paid in the construction

and maintenance of earth roads is the drainage. Sub-drains are seldom

used in India, as the natural water surface is usually far below ground

level, but there are places where it would be useful, for in some localities

the water level is very near the natural surface of the country and road

banks are permanently moist. As regards surface drainage, it may be

said" that this depends on the longitudinal grade, the crown of the

road and, where the road is not in bank> on the side ditches. See also

paragraph 296.

291. It is interesting to note in this connection what the American

practice is. In America earth roads are not always banked, but are often

cut out of the surface of the ground by means of special appliances which
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cut the side ditches and throw the earth towards the centre of the road

where it is shaped to a proper section. This section and the ditches may

vary with the longitudinal slope, wide deep ditches being allowed for

grades under 1 in 50, smaller ditches for grades under 1 in 25, and paved

gutters for steeper slopes, the crown of the road being as much as 1 in 12.

This should be considered the maximum cross-slope for any &rth road,

and, as a rule, the cross-slope allowed is half this or 1 in 24. As regards

longitudinal grades, Baker in " Roads and Pavements
"

says that in

Hilly country short grades of 1 in 3 are occasionally found and grades

of 1 in 4 are somewhat common, while in comparatively flat country

grades of 1 in 8 are not infrequent, but Blanchard in
" Elements of

Highway Engineering
"

says that, if practicable, thcv longitudinal grade

should not be over 4 per cent, and under no conditions over 6 per cent.

292. Tn India for earth roads in tolerably level country a maximum

grade of 1 in 20 should be adopted. The co-efficient of friction on a good

earth road is said to be ^ and a reference to Tables I. tfnd III., para-

graphs 44 and 47, will show that if in the former a load of 1*00 can be

drawn on the level, in the latter with double the exertion this can be

drawn nip a slopo of 1 in 20, the co-efficient of friction in each case being

y
1

^ and this indicates roughly that, with reference to the load that can

be drawn on the level, the maximum grade on an earth road may be 1 in

20. Increase the draught power and the load can be carried over a

greater gradient, but it is awkward to supplement animal draught power
whenever a steep slope is met with, while, at the same time, it isjiet

economical to have excess of draught power on the level. So 1 in 20 may
be taken as a good maximum working grade on an earth road, unless the

soil is of a kind that will cut up easily as water flows down it, in which

case an easier grade must be allowed. For short distances, say, half a

furlong, 1 in 10 may be admitted on some earth roads carrying wheeled

traffic; but there should then, if possible, be a corresponding adjacent

length of 1 in 25.

293. Some soils cut up easily, others get very slippery, so it is not

possible to prescribe a definite gradient and crown for all; but if an earth

road is made with a maximum gradient of 1 in 20 and a maximum crown

of 1 in 24, it ought to meet all average cases. The roads in India are

generally banked when tlu*y are not mere cart tracks, and cannot be made

by means of American graders, etc., but for repairs a split log drag might

prove useful.

294. A split log drag consists of two halves of a log about eight

loflg
and 10 inches in diameter split as nearly in half as iy practicable*
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The two halves arc braced together as shown in the sketch, an iron strip

being fixed at the outer end so that its outer edge projects about half an

inch below the log, while the inner edge is flush with the lower edge of

the slab. A chain is fixed to the front half log, one end being attached

to tKe middle of the outer end of the slab and the other end being passed

over the top of the log and attached to a brace. Over the braces is

fixed a platform for the driver. As the drag moves forward each from

the outer edge of the road passes below the chain a> it runs along the

log towards the centre of the road.

Fig. 45,

Split log drag

295. As a rule, the allowance for the maintenance of an earthen

road in India is small and can be misspent on .small repairs all along a

road. It is better, on the whole, to concentrate on repairs, taking up

a small portion of a road and improving it by means of efficient repairs.

Permanent road gangs are seldom found on earthen roads and very often

repairs are done at a time when nothing but dry earth is obtainable,

which soon turns to dust and is blown away by the strong winds of

March and April. It is advisable to carry out surface repairs towards

the end of the monsoon where wet soil is obtainable which, when filled

into the cart tracks, sets firm and gets covered with grass before the

heavy winter traffic tests the repairs. Side slopes may have to be

repaired after the monsoon, for they suffer damage during rain.

296. Attention to drainage is very necessary on earthen roads,

and it is only by maintaining the shape of the cross-section that the sur-

face can be properly drained. Sub-drainage is usually carried out by

laying a line of earthenware pipes about 5 feet below the surface of the

ground under one or both of the side ditches. The size of the pipes and

their slope depend on the quantity of drainage that may have to be dis-

posed of
j
and sometimes the pipes are laid intrenches filled with broken

gtp&Q or enuill bouldot'6* Two linos of
jnj>es

are not really required.
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for oiie line on the
"

up-stream side of the road can do all that is

needed.

297. For other matters concerning maintenance, the chapter on

maintenance should be consulted.

298. Temporary roads have sometimes to be opened out across a

river bed or before permanent metalled roads can be made, or while

metalled roads are under repair, and may be of various kinds. There

is, for instance, the road that has to be made across the sandy bed of a

river near a boat bridge. In this case funds may admit of the use of

sections of wooden trackways (made of " sal
" wood as a rule) in six-

foot lengths tied by cross pieces and placed end to end to form the

roadway for wheeled traffic, with crossing stations at suitable intervals.

These short lengths can be put in position after the monsoon and removed

when the next monsoon approaches. The track under each wheel should

bo 2 feet or "more in width, as country carts swing about as they advance

and narrow treads will give trouble. If a wooden trackway cannot be

provided, the road must be made of bundles of
"
jkao

"
(tamarisk) or

long grass, about six inches in diameter, tied with string and placed side

by side in a trench, say, 12 feet wide by 12 to 18 inches deep, over which

should be thrown clay 12 inches to 18 inches deep well beaten down, On
the surface of the clay a thin layer of loose grass should constantly be

maintained. Such a road would not last more than a season, but it would

not cost much, and it would save draught cattle the toil of struggling

through heavy sand. A somewhat similar road can be made for the use

of the traffic when a road diversion is necessary during the construction

of a bridge or other work or during repairs.

299. Dry saud interferes much with traffic. Wet sand, on the

contrary, makes a fairly good roadway and heavy carts travel comfort-

ably across stretches of wet sand on a seashore, provided there are no

quicksands. Sometimes it is clay that has to be dealt with. Clay, when

dry, makes as good a fair weather road as wet sand does, but when it is

wet, it is easily cut up by the traffic and converted into a quagmire.

Sand over clay helps to improve matters, and an example of a road im-

proved in this way is given in the College Manual on Roads, 7th edition :

44 Portions of the unmetalled road between Frome and Porsoday in

Pegu were formerly impassable during the rainy season, owing to the

soil being very clayey. The officer in charge of this road suggested the

application of a layer of sand in lieu of metal, as the latter was not,

in that locality, obtainable, and the experiment was sanctioned. He
that the band, which was laid down before the ruing of 1859,
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in the dry weather rather heavy for wheel traffic, but during the rains

was as hard as possible and enabled carts to traverse the road in question

throughout the monsoon, which they had never previously, in any num-

bers been able to do. The road had sustained little damage from the

rains of 1859, and the sand had so mixed up with the original soil, that

the surface of the road had become quite hard and carts passed to and

fro without suffering in the least from heavy draught. The expense of

repairs had been very trifling, though the road had been much cut up

by heavy traffic. The ruts formed filled up on the occurrence of the first

heavy shower of rain and the road again became hard. This experiment

proved successfull."

300. Sometime a temporary road is carried across a "jheel
"

or

shallow lake. This may have a solid bottom or may be 1

spongy and soft.

It may be still water or have a current. If it is still ^ater at normal

times, it will nevertheless require a culvort in tho embankment to balance

the level of the water on both sides, as tho water level rises after rain or

falls as it is drawn off. If it has a current, it is part of a stream and the

bank must be provided with a culvort. If the soil i.^ hard and firm, the

bank may be made of earth. If, however, it is marshy and spongy and

compressible, it may be necessary to throw in brushwood or bags full of

clay or sand or stones in order to form a foundation for the bank.

This is usually necessary also when a bank is being formed in a strong

current. Temporary culverts in a temporary bank can be made of

"
ballis

"
of sal wood driven well into the ground and backed by bags full

of sand or stones. Those form the abutments. "
13alli$

"
may also be

used as joists and railings, the flooring being of bundles of tamarisk or

of grass covered with clay and grass. The abutments can be protected

from scour by sand bags or bags full of stones.

301. In the hills temporary roads consist of a narrow road excava-

ted in the hillside either for foot traffic or for pack animals, and for

such roads nothing special is wanted beyond retaining and breast walls,

except where cliffs must be negotiated or streams crossed. Usually cliff

faces are avoided by going over them at a steep grade and streams are

negotiated by crossing them by simple bridges at favourable points, but

sometimes a cliff face cannot be avoided and a cliff gallery has to be

made or the road has to be carried through in a half tunnel cut out of

the hillside. For narrow galleries jumpers driven into the rock face

and carrying three or more sal " ballis
"

or pine logs lashed to them by
wire may be used, the junipers being driven in at distances apart which

depend on their strength and that cf the M
faftii

"
ft<l the weight they
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carry. Over the " ballis
"

cross-planks form the roadway. For a wider

cradles would have to be anchored to the rock, or suspended iy road wire

ropes from jumpers driven in higher up the cliff face, beams being laid

from cradle to cradle to carry the cross-planks of the roadway.

302. A full description of a cliff gallery and of the subsequent

substitution of a roadway blasted out of the solid rock is given in

paragraphs 81 to 83 of the College Manual on Roads, 7th edition, which

are here reproduced as being of interest to the road engineer :

" 81. Cliff Galleries. By reference to Figs. 46, 47, 48 the construc-

tion of a Gallery (as this kind of work is called) will be readily under-

stood'. It is supported by cradles at, say, 20 feet apart. These cradles

are each composed of cither three or four iron bars or jumpers J, J

(according to the breadth of the cradle) let into the face of the cliff at an

angle of about 45. The jumpers should have a fair hold in the cliff of at

least 2 foot or 2 feet 6 inches, and a projection from the face of the cliff

of about 2 feet 6 inches or 3 feet. They carry a wood stanchion cap Q,

which is secured by large spikes to the heads of the stanchions, which

are for this purpose "up^et" and flattened at this part. In the angle

between the iron stanchions and the cliff a heavy block of wood, the

cradle sill block B, is securely jammed. Into this are footed, by mortise

and tenon joint, the posts P and struts S of the cradle : and on the heads

of posts and struts are jointed the cap pieces C : the cradle i& strengthened

by bracing pieces T, tying cap, post and struts together. The ends

of the caps nearest to the cliff are tied into the cliff by iron bars or

straps A. For ordinary purposes, when the gallery passes along tho

face of the cliff, the section and scantlings, etc., as shown in the drawings

will be ample, and it is only in such cases as a recess in the rock, or

where a pier for a bridge is required on the face of the cliff, and the

road inclines to it at an angle, that any modification of the example

given is necessary. Such modifications as these can, of course, only be

determined from an examination of the spot. All stirrups and horizontal

cap pieces connecting the heads of the struts with the upright posts should

be secured by iron straps or Bands let into the cliff and secured by lead.

The cradles may be put up at convenient distances apart, there being
no necessity for adhering to exactly the same spans for tho bays, provi-

ded that the distance be not so far increased as to necessitate too heavy

scantlings for the roadway Jbeams spanning the spaces between them,

and by varying the distances advantageous spots for the construction of

the cradles may be secured or disadvantageous ones avoided. For a

Galoot road there should be three girders which may either be placed
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the game distance apart, or the two inside ones placed closer to

other ; for on the face of the cliff it will be found that decay will set in

earlier in the inside one than in the outside one, on account of dripping

water, etc., and it should always be an object to relieve it as much as

possible of weight. The planked roadway should have a sprinkling of fine

gravel thrown on to it ; but as this is not always to be procured in the

hills, a very thin layer of fine broken stone mixed with earth should

be spread. If tho gallery is not constructed with a uniform level

throughout, but undulates according to the facilities or rapid construction

offered by the cliff, thin strips of wood should be laid across, before having

the oarth spread, >o as to render traffic more secure in wot weather.

82. The crossing decided upon for the construction of a gallory

across any cliff should bo the one that contains the greatest number of

broad natural lodges of a fow feet in width as tho work can then bo

completed to each one of these ledges, thus forming a roadway for tho

transport of materials to the portion of cliff beyond. Having selected a

lino for the gallery as A, B, 0, etc., tho next operation will be to set

men to work to fix the jumpers from which to suspend ropes and planks
Tho first thing to bo dono is to got a good cliff climber to got out to A,

whore a hole will ho borod in tho cliff and a jumper lot in. To .effect

this, he may bo lowered by ropes from some accessible point above, or

armed with a hammer and long spikes he may work his way, driving in

spikes for a foothold, to somo troo or projecting crag on tho cliff, whoro

he can got a more secure spot for driving in a jumper. Tho cliff climber

will then ondoavour to get to B, and ropoat tho operation, and so on

with (J. Between tho&o

Fig. 49,
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jumpers, and resting on them, a kurrie will be placed. The kurrics are
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lashed to the jumpers, and workmen lashed to the kurries on which

are seated while drilling holes into the rock. If the first points, such as

A or B, are above the true line, ropes will be attached to the jumpers at

A and B, and planks suspended therefrom : on to these suspended and

swinging planks the workmen will be lashed. But, supposing, there are

50, or 60 feet of smooth perpendicular cliff in advance of C on to D, then

the cliff climber will scale the cliff to get to a place where there is standing

room at D. At this point another bar will be let in, and a rope bridge

suspended between these two points will enable men to be set to work to

bore and let in bars at E, F, G, while the bar H will be secured at the

same time ; and thus a temporary line of communication will be opened

across this portion of the cliff, and in advance of H the same operation

will go on. Though this is an exceedingly dangerous operation, there are

few good cliff climbers who pride themselves on their activity and powers

to climb to apparently inaccessible places, that will ever hesitate to go

wherever they can hang, with only their fingers and toes : and when once

the temporary foothpath, from 4 to 10 inches wide, is opened across the

cliff, an officer can go and select the sites for the cradles. In some places

perhaps kurrie, cannot be laid and it will be necessary to lower or raise

oneself by a rope secured to an iron bar let into the rock &ome height

above the proposed level of crossing. Great care must always be exercised

in crossing this temporary footpath, for it not infrequently happens

that there is a sheer perpendicular drop of 500 or 1,000 feet below.

83. Such galleries can be expeditiously constructed and enable com-

munication to be opened rapidly across long stretches of precipice, which

would bar the progress of a more permanent road for many years. They
are consequently invaluable for the first opening out of a new road ;

bat they should be regarded as only temporary expedients, to bo eventually

replaced by solid walling or blasted out half tunnels.

The following description refers to the substitution of roadways
blasted out of the solid rock for the wooden galleries that were first

erected on the Hindustan and Thibet road.

The Rogi cliff being the most difficult on the line, it was determined to commence
with it first. The altitude of the roadway on this cliff is about 9,500 feet above sea

level.

Fortunately, from the method adopted in first constructing galleries along this cliff,

there were above the level of the gallery several holes bored for holding jumpers, from
which ropes wei'e at once suspended ;

and men were set to work to bore as many more
holes as were necessary to suspend sufficient men for the proper working of the cliff.

Thus we succeeded hi getting In a row of jumpers from which to suspend the men j we
crowded {is many as po^ible on the work. The total length of thi* cuff in iwnd at thQ
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same time was between 300 and 400 feet, on the face of which from 400 to 600 men were

suspended fora period of nearly four months, the number gradually decreasing as the

roadway was worked out.

The Kogi cliff is of very compact gneiss. Its lamination is found in every direction,

being either horizontal, circular, vertical or oblique. The most provoking part was that

for a long time, work it as we might, nothing but continual scaling occurred, which was

trying to both temper and patience. It was certainly a magnificent sight to sit opposite

to the cliff and watch these men working with apparently as much ease as if they were

on a 6-foot roadway. But how much indeed depended upon the ropes on which they were

suspended, for as many as fourteen men were sometimes on one plank, and we were not

overabundantly provided with rope to supply the place of pieces considered unsafe.

Along the proposed level of roadway a row of crowbars was sunk, on which a kurrie or

plank footway rested so as to allow of our crossing to inspect the work, as well as to enable

the men to go backwards and forwards. This footway was never wider than the breadth

of a plank, and very frequently not wider than the breadth of a kurrie. Every day the

direction at the mines had to be altered according to the result of the previous day's work,

and as a rule, nearly every yard in length required a different treatment

Where scaling went on, it was necessary to abandon any attempt at tunnelling or

scooping out, and to cut down from a height of about 20 teet. The first mine by this

arrangement generally produced a little scaling ; another sunk immediately behind

increased the line of least resistance ;
and after two or three mines were tired, scaling may

be said to have stopped, and small mines and weak charges were then resorted to.

In places where the laminatipn was horizontal, the scooping out or half tunnelling

commenced from near the level of the roadway upwards But it was not always that

the effect of the mines on the cliff could be noticed
;
and as might be expected from tbe

nature of the cliff, many mines were fired without the slightest result.

T T T>3

Our charges tor blasting in ordinary places were ! =charge in lb., but as it
15

was desirable that every stone disturbed in the cliffs should be got rid of, so as to reduce

the necessity for the use of crowbars, which in many places could not be used, and in

Others not without the risk of their falling on one of the workmen, the charges were

T T T? '

increased to -
*

,
which worked with excellent effect, splitting the gneiss generally

into small blocks, and throwing them clear of the work,

The result of experience on the Rogi cliffs is, that it is always preferable to work

from a certain height above the level of the proposed roadway, not only for the purpose of

tunnelling out, but because the men are so much sooner able to obtain a footing on the

cliff. This plan of cutting from a height of about 20 feet above the proposed level of road-

way has been tried with excellent effect upon the Maizong and other cliffs, and is now

generally adopted in all the rock cuttings.

The blasting on the Kogi cliffs cost on an average Bs. 20 per running toot for the

whole of the cliff
; but there were portions that cost over Rs. 40, whilst the average of the

Maizong cliff, of the same material, but differently stratified, was Rs. 12 to Rs. 15 per run-

ning foot. On these cliffs there were a few places where the cost was about Rs. 30 per

running foot. By cubic measurement, the cost of blasting on the cliffs was nearly Rs, 15

per 100 cubic feet, and the walling from Rs. 5 toRs, 8 per 100 cubic feet."

363. The College Manual on Roads, 7th edition, says that the maxi-

mum gradients for certain roads should be

Foot Path for coolies, . ., , 1 in 6

Bridle Path, ... ,M Mf Ml lin 7$
Mule Road, , , , , lin 10



but the average gradient should be

Foot Path for coolies, *,. ..* Ma 7i

Bridle Path, ... ... ... ... 1 1 10

Mule Road, ... ... ... ... 1 in 15

Camel Road, ,,. . ,., . Un 20

and the Military Works handbook prescribes,

(a) For a mule road :

Ruling gradient 1 in 7 with a maximum of 1 in 5 for lengths of 200

feet or 1 in 6 for 300 feet, provided that corresponding and adjacent

lengths have grades of 1 in 9 and 1 in 8 and the total rise in a mtle is

less than 750 foet.

(ft) For a camel road :

Ruling gradient 1 in 10, with a maximum of 1 in 8 for short lengths

less than 400 foet, provided that a similar and adjacent length is 1 in 12

and the rise per mile is less than 500 feet,

304. It is seldom that roads are built for one form of a traffic only,

as mules or camels. The engineer is usually asked to design (1) a cart

road for camels and country carts and ekkas, which may later on be

converted into a metalled road for tongas or for motor cars, or (2)

a bridle road for foot passengers and ponies and mules, and he will get

a very comfortable bridle road, if he adopts a grade of 1 in 10 and can

go arrange as to keep the rise per mile under 500 feet. For short

lengths of 400 feet grades of 1 in 8 may be admitted, provided

that there is a similar and adjacent length with a grade of 1 in

12, Many bridle roads have steeper grades than these, and, if funds will

not admit of the use of easier grades, those given for a mule road in the

Military Works handbook may be adopted.

305, It used to be the fashion to make nil bridle roads with an

outward slope, and if funds aro very scarce or if a road must be made

quickly, this method of forming the road surface may be adopted ; but the

road cannot bo expected to be kept in good order for very long without

much attention. If the outward slope is made out of the original rock of

the hill side and covered over with good soil, this soil will soon be

washed out and the result will bo that a very uncomfortable and

dangerous travelling surface will be left. Even if the road is formed

with an outward slope by excavating the rock to an inward slope of 1 in

10 over which good soil is filled in, the road will require a great deal of

maintenance. The proper section for a bridle road is the section with a

prown and an inner drain from which the water is led away through scuppers

and culverts. This section was adopted by Mr. H. J. Oliphant, Executive

r, Kuniaun, and Mr, 0. OlliJE-Jjee, Pistrict Engineer, Jfailfi.
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and fouittl to be very successful in practice. In making a road of this

section, ibid rock <tf the hill side should be shaped to an inward slope
o 1 in 10 in a width of 10 feet o which 1 foot is reserved for the drain

and 9 feet for the travelling surface. The drain having been formed,

stones of about 1-J inches and earth arc laid over the rock surface and

brought up to a level with the outer edge of the road. Over this filling

smaller stones and soil are laid to a width of 9 feet and a crown of

4 inches, which gives an average slope of 1 in 12 from the centre towards

the
ed^es.

A high crown is not good for a road, since it tends to bring
all the traffic to the centre of the road and makes the margins of the

roadway dangerous, but if the 4J-inch crown is found to be too small for

the drainage, it can be increased to some extent, say, to 6 inches.

306. This section is for a road without parapets. Where parapets
are necessary, the road excavation should be 18 inches wider, the travel-

ling surface being kept at 9 feet. With a 4^-inch crown the road surface

should not need what are known in India as "pankattas" (water-cutters),

but if these arc found necessary, they should incline from the centre

towards each edge of the road at 45 and be placed at suitable distances

apart such as the square of the gradient, .</., 100 feet for 1 in 10, They
should be of stone 1^ inches thick, sunk into the road to a depth of not

less than 12 inches and with their top edges level with the surface of the

road. The road surface on the upper side oi: the "pankattas" should be

slightly dug out.

fig. 50.

Section of bridle fQQtf

307. The inner drain of the road can be made in several ways :

Fig. 51.

Important drain in a station ,
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Dry stone ^Trath

308. Parapet walls for bridle roads are generally made of dry stone

masonry in short lengths with spaces between them to pass the outward

drainage, or large rocks are arranged to form a parapet, or wooden

railings are used, or reinforced concrete posts with horizontals of strono1

wire. Wooden railings are a mistake for travellers, convert them into

firewood, or they rot and become dangerous. Wire break* and sags
when coolies rest their loads on it, and it cannot be replaced easily in out-

of-the-way places. On the whole, stone parapets are the best, but they
need to have a coping of stones in lime mortar or of reinforced cemfcnt

concrete, or the stones will gradually disappear.

309. Scuppers should be placed in firm soil whenever this is feasible.

They should be spaced at small intervals and can be very cheaply made

l?jy cutting
a channel 18 inches w}4e in the rock and putting slabs ovey it
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All culverts should have catch pits on the up-stream side and their floors

should be protected with reinforced concrete slabs if they are likely to

scour out. Stone culverts are the most suitable for places where good

stone can be found, but reinforced concrete can also be used, and with it

bridges of considerable span can be built. Sometimes it is necessary to

put up suspension bridges on footpaths or bridle roads. A scientific

suspension bridge with stiffened girders is the best ; but these cost money,
and it is often sufficient to build suspension bridges in which the road-

way is carried on cross beams and two longitudinals supported by

suspension roads held up by steel cables, the railing being a railing and not

a stiffened girder. Tho cable anchor* should bo so placed that they can

be inspected at any time. This can be done by allowing a passage in the

anchor block for this purpose.

310. Repairs to bridle roads resemble those necessary for cart roads

in the hills, except that there is no metalling to renew from time to time.

Instead there is the constant replacing of "
bajri

"
and soil on portions of

the surface worn down by the traffic, and in this work a rake should play

an important part, or the surface will get covered with larger stones than

are required. To got the work properly done there must bo woll trained

permanent gangs moving from one road to another mending the surface,

clearing slips, attending to u
^>a??/iM<7,s'," scuppers, cuhort*, and every-

thing else that needs attention, as drains, retaining walls, broast walls, otc.

They would not, ordinarily, repair retaining and broast walls, but they

could bring to notice matters needing attention.



CHAPTER XII.

DUST PREVENTION AND MODERN ROADto.

311. Kankar roads and water bound macadam roads are great dtist

producers, and also macadam roads, especially those which hftve been

made with a excess of binding or blinding material.

312 It is usual to lay the dust in large towns by watering the road

surface, a very expensive and inefficient method of dust prevention and

one that, more often than not, ruins the road, for in many places gentle

sprinkling is not adopted, but, instead, the road surface is overflooded

with water whicli helps tike traffic to create mud ; thus damaging the

surface and making more dust when the water dries off. "Bhisties" as

a rule, sprinkle a road effectively, but the ordinary municipal watering

cart pours the water out in too liberal a stream instead of in a spray.

313. In some places spraying is done through proper nozzles on a

hose pipe attached to the hydrants of the town water-supply, the pressure

being sufficient to produce a spray ; occasionally water carts arc fitted

with a hose and spray, or with a pressure pump which helps to produce

a fine drizzle, but more often than not, the water reaches the road surface

in a stream, spoils it for traffic while wet and docs damage which is

permanent, for it helps the traffic to wear away the road.

314. Sea water is sometimes used as a palliative, but the salt in the

water produces a kind of mud that damages carriages, etc., corroding

the metal in them, and though the road surface remains damps longer

when sprayed with sea water than when sprayed with plain water, its

surface suffers more, as the sticky mud produced tends to loosen the

stones which are picked up by passing carriage wheels.

315* Calcium chloride, either dry or dissolved in water, has been

used with some success as a dust preventive in damp climates, but its

effects are temporary* It can be obtained in granulated form or in a

solution which can be diluted as desired. About three-quarters of a

pound per square yard of road are first used and, at intervals of two

months, about half as much or a total of 3 pounds a year, but more ia

required in exposed situations* When applied wet the calcium is

dissolved at the rate of one pound to one gallon of water, using about one-

third of a gallon of solution per square yard of surface. It is clean and

odourless and easily applied where a supply of town water is available

for distribution through hydrants, but it cannot be used where water i

difficult to get. Such compounds as "
Akonia,"

"
Lymanite," etc,, which

gv0 patented solutions, give result rambling those -of calcium
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316. Oils and oil emulsions are sometimes used to combat the Just

nuisance and their effects are more lasting than those of chemical salts,

but they are, nevertheless, temporary and the emulsions, do not help

to preserve the road surface from damage. Of oils those which contain

the largest proportion of asphalt give the best results, such as the oil

which California produces and which contains from 60 per cent, to 84

per cent, of practically pure asphalt. With this oil in such a climete

as that of California, which has long hot rainless periods, it has been

found possible to make roads, called petrolithic roads, by mixing about

4 gallons of heated asphaltic oil containing about 75 per cent, of asphalt

with each square yard of sandy or clay soil loosened to a depth of 6

inches, the mixture being consolidated with a special roller with many

projecting feet into a solid and smooth layer which is durable and

dustless.

317. Petroleums with lesser asphaltic bases are obtainable from

Baku, from Galicia, and from Borneo, and arc mainly valuable for their

volatile parts, but leave residuum which is good for road work after

distillation has removed the naphtha, gasolene, illuminating oils, and

other elements which would be bad for such work. Oils that have a

paraffin base or a naphtha base are useless They smell and do not

bind, and create a slippery surface on the road. The residuum of an

oil light in asphalt is best suited for road work when the distillation is

done more slowly and at a lower temperature than is usual when the

production of gasolene or illuminating gas is the main object. Petroleum

residuum or fuel oil, as it is sometimes called, needs to be tested before

use in order to ascertain if it contains 25 per cent, of asphaltum at least,

and it will be better for use in road work if it contains 40 per cent.

The amount of contained water should not be more than 2 per cent.

318. Oil was used on the surface of kaukar roads at the Allahabad

Exhibition in 1910, and at the Delhi Durbar in 1911, and full notes of

the methods adopted are given in Appendix 2, which also contains a

note by Mr. J. Mackeson, B.SC., A.M.I.C.E., Executive Engineer, on work

done for the Bombay Municipality*

319. Oil emulsions are easier to apply than oils, for the emulsified

mixture can be spread by means of an ordinary watering cart or a

sprinkler or sprayer ; it can be put down in any weather, except during

heavy rain, and its application does not interfere with the traffic* In the

case of oil, the traffic ha>s to be kept off the road for two ot three days

tiQ all the free oil hqg been absorbed and care is required to preserve

the roadride from its effect? ; aud these aiffiewltiea have Ie4
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to the ue of emulsions which soak into, the road quickly, but some

emulsions in which acids or alkalies are used produced dust, that is,

irritating, and their use has been discontinued for this reason, and most

engineers prefer oils to emulsions of oil. Of these there are many

patented forms of varying merit and durability.

320. Oil gas tar or water gas tar, a by-product of the manufacture

o carburetted water gas from the asphaltic residuum of Russian petro-

leum or other similar residuums, makes a good dust palliative, but does

not startd heavy traffic or heavy rain. It can be applied cold, but is

better applied hot. Being light it flows oasily and is usually put on from

hand sprinklers. Its results are only temporary.

321. Tar painting is the next step in dust prevention and it helps

road maintenance too, for there is now little doubt that an annual surface

coat of good tar gives increased life to a broken stone road. Before the

advent of motor cars water bound macadam roads were all that could be

wanted for ordinary traffic, provided they were well made. Motor cars

increased the dust nuisance, being dust raisers, and caused deterioration

of the roads. The former led at first to the use of palliatives chiefly

composed of chemicals. The latter required something more, and it was

found that annual tar painting, properly carried out, helped not only to

lay the dust, but to keep the surface of water bound macadam roads in

good order.

322. With the introduction of the motor lorry and the motor omnibus

roads of tar macadam, and of asphalt, were found to be necessary in some

places where the traffic was very heavy, and a tendency arose in England
to adopt them even in places where the traffic was still comparatively

light. Experience has shown that this i?5 not necessary for on well made

water bound macadam roads, carrying ordinary traffic, tar painting or

spraying is effective if it is ronewod yearly, There are, in England, many
roads which carry nothing more than ordinary traffic, but in toWns, the

traffic will be heavy. Where this is the case, better road coverings than

water bound macadam, tar painted or tar ^prayed, must be adopted.

323. It is only in Home of the larger towns of India, in which there

arc not great extremes of climate, that tar painting may be required or

better road surfaces needed, since the traffic on district roads is not, as a

rule, heavy, and the climate in many parts of India is against the use o tar*

324. Good tar properly applied is the best form of dust preventer

and road saver in England when the traffic is not inordinately heavy, but

it has been found useless to use any tar that is obtainable and to lay it

OU anyho^ for the
tar> in order to do good to the road, must bo tho

17



possible, it must be laid in clear and warm weather on a clean and dry

surface and*in a rapid and thorough manner.

325. Tar is an indefinite term, for tar can be obtained as a waste

product in the manufacture of gas from bituminous coal, and it can also

be obtained from works manufacturing gas from oil, etc. The former

may prove good for road work, the latter will not. Yet it needs an

expert to tell one from the other or from a mixture of both. Even at

coal gas works, the coal gas tar will vary with the class of retort used,

the quality of the coal, the temperature of distillation, and methods of

treatment generally. Distillation at a high temperature, which is

favourable to the production of gas, produces a high percentage of pitch

in the tar, and too much pitch in the tar renders it unsuitable for road

work, for it will become brittle after setting and will be liable to be

crushed into powder by the traffic. Thi powder is worse than the

ordinary road dust. If the distillation is not carried far, the volatile oils

which remain in the tar will be adversely affected by the atmosphere and

will possibly cause disintegration of the road surface. The need, there-

fore, for very clear specifications is apparent, and the Road Board

in England has laid down precise instructions about the quality of the

material and the methods of using it. Their specifications and instruc-

tions will be found in Appendix ft.

326. Tar, as it comes from gas works, is "crude tar" and contains

Volatile matters that would be injurious and have, therefore, to be driven

off in order to produce
" refined tar." " Tarvia

"
is an example of a

prepared refined tar which is much used in America. In England Clare'*

patent tar-compo
"
Improved Dustroyd," when tested by the English

Roads Improvement Association in 1917 at Reading, was found to give

good results. There arc other patented compositions, but on the whole,

tar, if it is of the right quality, is as good as any.

327. There are advocates for tar painting and advocates for tat

spraying. For instance, Mr. H. T. Wakclam, M.I.C.E., etc., the County

Engineer of Middlesex, speaking at the County Councils Association Road

Conference in 1909, said that, as a palliative at relatively small cost,

there was nothing, in his opinion, that could equal tar painting by hand,

but the climatic conditions in England would not admit of tar painting

being done by hand to a great extent, and the next best thing he had

found was spreading with the aid of horse machines. This was not so

satisfactory as hand painting, but they got a life very much longer from

borjse machine painting than they did from painting by mechanical spread-

frs. Mr. Dryland, A.W.J.C.K,, the County Surveyor of Survey
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that there seemed to be a general consensus of opinion among Surveyor*

who should bo the most competent judges, that what is known as applica-

tion by hand i* the most durable and effective. Mr. Thomas, M.I.C.E.,

County Surveyor, Buckinghamshire agreed that hand painting was very

effective.

328. On the other hand, Colonel Crompton, R.E., said that with

machinery the road was dried and brushed and subjected to a strong

blast of hot air, which thoroughly cleansed the surface and left it in a

state to drink in the tar, which practically disappeared into the road,

very little being left on the surface, and roads which used to bo coated

by hand every year did not after this need an annual coat.

329. Mr. Stilgoe, M.I.C.E., City Engineer, Birmingham, said that

as far as tho groat towns were concerned they could not think of waiting

while tar painting was done by hand, because of the expense of watching

and lighting. He was of opinion that when the tar was applied under

pressure, it had a more searching effect and he felt certain that, where

good results were obtained from tar painting, and he had obtained them,

they had boon duo to the fact that tho tar used had been boiled and

refined in the process. I crude tar was used in the tar spraying machines,

it would not give as good results as refined tar. Mr. Phillips, A.M.I.C.E.,

County Surveyor of Glamorgan, mentioned the case of two lengths

of road which had been treated with tar. The first section was done

by hand with gas tar, thoroughly boiled, and the work cost for two

coats and sanding slightly under Id. per superficial yard. Part of this

length was of granite and part of limestone, and tho former gave
the bettor results, but in both cases the abatement of dust was attained.

Subsequently, another section was tar sprayed by machine, and though

this was carried out at a less cost, namely, about f <Z. per superficial yard

for two coat work, it was not quite so lasting as that done by hand.

In both cases, however, the trials were successful, and there is no doubt

that the preserving effect which it had on the roads treated more than

justified the expense, as the treatment added at least 12 months' life*

to the roadway.

330. Mr. Yabbicom, M.I.C.E., City Engineer, Bristol, described three

methods o tar treatment of roads. In the first it was applied by means

of a heavy traction machine travelling at about 2 miles an hour, the

tar being sprayed over the surface of the road through nozzles under

pressure, the surface having previously been brushed clean. As soon

as the tar had been distributed, a thin coating of fine sharp sand was

scattered over it, enabling the road surface to be u*ed almost immediately.
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The cost was about *95rf, per superficial yard. In the second case, the

work was done by means of a portable hand spraying machine of simple

design and easily worked by two men, but having the disadvantage o

needing to be taken to the depot frequently for refilling, or to be accom-

panied on the road by an ordinary tar boiler. The force of the tar, too

through the delivery holes was scarcely sufficient to cause as much pene-

tration of the surface of the macadam as is necessary where there is

considerable wear and tear. The cost of the work was about *58d per

superficial yard. The third method wa.s tar painting by hand. Far more

tar was used in this process, the result was not so even, and the work

was slow. The cost was about l'41r/. per superficial yard.

331. Mr. E. P. Richards, M.I.C.E., and Chief Engineer, Calcutta

Improvement Trust, in a paper on " The prevention of dust in Indian

City Roads and Streets
" which was read at the All-India Sanitary Con-

ference at Madras in 1912, writes :

" About 95 per cent, of the total length of tar treated roads in

Europe are found to be tar sprayed or tar painted."######
"Tar spraying is nearly always superior to, and more economical

than tar painting, and 90 per cent, of the above 95 per cent, of Euro-

pean tar treated roads are of tar sprayed macadam. Tar spraying can be

done very successfully in India if the right plant, the proper tar, and

correct methods are used/'

* *! #
'

# # *

" I am confident from observation here and in Europe that the high

pressure tar sprayer is the best machine for India/'

332. There are several forms of tar sprayers on the market, of which

one of the best is said to be " Aitken's patent pneumatic tar spraying

apparatus
"
by which the tar can be sprayed under sustained pneumatic

pressure sufficient to cause penetration to a depth of one to three inches in*

to the surface of a used macadam road. This is fully described in Aitken's

"Road Making and Maintenance." It can be motor driven or horse

drawn according to its size. Another machine is the "
Tarspro

"
made

in three sizes of 200 gallons, 700 gallons, and 1,000 gallons capacity each.

Still another is the "
Lassailly Johnston Tar road binder

" which distri-

butes hot tar by gravity flow.

333. Tar macadam is essentially a layer or layers of broken stone

bound with tar which may be placed below the stone before it is rolled, or

above it, or, again, may be mixed with the stone before this is laid pn the

road, The stone aggregate sometimes gives place to slag, or to refuse
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d*trtiotOr clinker, and some other suitable matrix will sometimes replace

the tar, A further method, which is known as the Gladwell system, is to

sandwich the stone between two layers of stone chips treated with

"Tarvia.",

334. The first method uses much material and requires more labour

than others and it is seldom used. The second method of spreading the

metal first and the tar over it, known as grouting, requires warm sunny

weather. The stone is spread in a layer and lightly rolled when dry and

has boiling hot tar poured over it from buckets, or by hand
sprinkling, or

from a pressure cart, the object being to grout the road stones after they

are partially rolled. The surface is finished by spreading stone chips

over it and woll rolling the whole. The trouble with this method is that

the tar, which flows easily when hot, runs down to the bottom of the stone

layer and makes it difficult to secure uniformity in the matrix, with the

result that the tar is liable to become troublesome and sticky in hot

weather. The cold stones, too, serve to chill the hot tar which tends to

peel off them.

335. The third method, that of mixing the stones and the tar as

concrete is mixed, is the one that is usually known as tar macadam. The

proportions of stone and tar may vary, the stone and tar specifications

may differ, but the principle is always the same, that is, that the stone

requires to be thoroughly dried by heat and the tar requires to be refined

before the two are mixed together. The stones are sometimes dried on

cast-iron plates 4 feet by 3 feet by 1 inch thick fixed about 2 feet

above ground level and supported on 4|-inch dwarf walls of brick,

provision being made by means of openings in the walls to allow the heat

from the furnace* to circulate freely under the floor. The drying floors

are about 24 feet by 20 feet in >ize and are roofed. Large coppers of 80

gallons each are placed at one end of the building, and in these the tar is

boiled for two hours or more, any pitch or creosote oil required- being

added. The mixing is performed by spreading the stones in a layer about

aix inches deep on the iron plates, and when they are dry and warm adding
the hot tar and turning over the mixture till every part of the material

receives a coating of tar. In the road work is to be done in three layers

eight or nine gallons of tor to a ton of stone may be, used for the first and

second layers, and for the third coat ten to twelve gallons of tar to a ton

of material. The mixed materials are usually stacked in heaps and left

for a few weeks to season.

336. The road foundation should be properly shaped and rolled

before the mixed materials are spread on it, Sometimes two
layers are
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used, but often only one layer of tarred 2^-Inoh or 2^-inoh stone Is put

down of a thickness calculated to roll down to about 4 inches, and after

this has been rolled, a top layer of tarred inch stone sufficient to fill

the interstices is spread and rolled, the surface being finished with

a top dressing of fine grit. Further particulars about tar macadam will

be found in Appendix 3,

337. Hand mixed materials appear, as a rule, to be stronger and to

wear better than materials mixed by machinery, and many engineers

arrange to have the mixing carried out under their supervision and

orders ; but it is also possible in England to purchase the materials

ready mixed at the quarries. When this is done, it is necessary to work

to very clear specifications. Many firms carry out work with their own

patented specifications and guarantee to koep the suiface in order for a

fixed period.

338. The system of using tarred furnace slag was introduced

by Mr. E. P. Hooley, County Surveyor, Notts, and patented as

" Tarmac." This has beon used extensively in large towns and gives

satisfactory results on roads subjected to considerable traffic, including

motor omnibuses and traction engines. It is expensive, as i& tar macadam,

and cannot be used economically where tar painting on water bound

macadam will koep the surface in good order ; but it justifies its use in

many situations. The Company's works are at Wolverhampton and include

a distillation plant for producing tar that will give the best results as

regards binding and weather resisting properties. The slag, obtained

from iron works close by, has a very rough surface, is porous enough to

retain and hold the mixture, and has great strength.
" Tarmac "

is

made in three gauges : 2 inches (includes 2 inches to 1^-inches), 1^

inches (includes 1^ inches to inch), inch (includes f inch to

inch), and is sent out from the works in the Company's own

trucks for immediate use. The Company have two standard specifi-

cations : No. 1 providing for the use of 2 inches, 1 inches and f inch

gauges ;
No. 2 providing for the use of 2 inches and inch gauges only.

No. 1 specification,
"
Tarmac," should be applied in two layers, the bottom

layer consisting of 2 inches gauge, the top layer of 1 inches gauge, each

layer being separately consolidated with a roller of about 8 to 10 tons

in weight. The surface of the top layer, after half consolidation, should

be well sprinkled with f-inch material, so as to fill all the interstices, and

again rolled to complete the consolidation and give an even and water-

tight surface, being afterwards blinded with slag, or other suitable grit,

at the rate of 1 ton to
every 250 square yards <*f road surface, The
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thickness of each coat for total thickness of 4, 4, and 3 inches would

be

For 4 inches bottom coat 2 inches, top coat 2 inches.

*> 4 ,, ,, i\ ,, ,, 95 1^ 55

55 " 55 55 55 -^ 55 55 55-^- 55

Tarmac is not likely to be much used in India on account of its cost,

339. Of late years it has been found possible to use properly-prepared

refuse destructor clinker instead of stone or slag, and many good roads

of this material have heen made in Beckenham, Worthing, etc. The

clinker at Beckenham is crushed, and the dust and small stuff having

been removed, the remainder, in pieces varying in gaugo from 2^ inches

to 1 inch, is thoroughly mixed with tar and allowed to mature in the

open for three or four months when it is
" freshened with more tar

before being laid on the road in a 6-inch layer, which is consolidated to

3 inches under a 10-ton roller, a ^-inch top dressing of small limestone

f to ^-inch gauge being spread over and thoroughly rolled .*

340. Ho far the improvement of roads by using tar haw been

considered. It remains to deal with the uso of asphalt as a matrix.

Asphalt is the solid form of natural mineral bitumen. Bitumen is a

natural hydro-carbon mixture of mineral occurrence, widely diffused in a

variety of forms from a light gas to a solid. Bitumen consists chiefly of

two parts : (1) petrolene, yellow and oily, and (2) asphaltene, hard,

black, and brittle. An excess of petrolene in asphalt causes it to melt at

a low temperature and renders it deficient in stiffness, while a large

proportion of asphaltene causes it to be brittle and wanting in the

plasticity and cementing power requisite for the production of a good

pavement. Examples of bitumen are naptha, petroleum, maltha (which

is soft and sticky at ordinary temperatures), asphalt (which is hard at

ordinary temperatures).

341. Asphalt is found in many localities, of which the most important

are Trinidad, Bermudez, California, Switzerland, and France. Trinidad

produces lake asphalt, the crude asphalt being dug out from the famous

pitch lake, and land asphalt, which is an overflow from the lake and

is of a less plastic nature than lake asphalt. Bermudez produces lake

asphalt, the crude material containing a much higher percentage of

bitumen than the Trinidad asphalt contains. California produces, at

Santa Barbara, both solid asphalt aud natural fluid bitumen or liquid

asphalt, otherwise known as maltha*

Switzerland at Val de Trovers and France at Seyssel produce lime*

Impregnated vvjtb u IQW percentage gt' bitumeu.
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342. The percentage of bitumen soluble in carbon bisulphide is,

roughly, as an average, in these materials :

343. The crude asphalt of Trinidad, Bermudez, and California, etc., is

refined by heating it in kettles, or open tanks, till the water and volatile

oils are driven off. The refined asphalt is black and hard and brittle,

and is chiefly asphaltene, and is of no use for road work till it has been

softened and made adhesive by the addition of such a flux as petroleum

rpsiduum or as maltha. The flux should partially dissolve the asphaltene

and form a chemical union by solution. If it is a perfect solvent of the

constituents of the bitumen, the adhesive qualities will be lacking, and if

it is a bad one, the asphalt will retain its brittlcness. The temperature

of the refined asphalt is raised to 300F., the oil, previously heated to

the same degree, is added in the proportion required which may be 10 to

20 Ibs. of oil to 100 Ibs. of refined asphalt, the proportion depending on

the quality of the oil, the hardness of the asphalt, the climate, and the

purpose for which the asphaltic cement is required. The mixture is

agitated for several hours with great thoroughness, and it is customary to

agitato it also when in use for a certain amount of separation takes place

when the melted cement stands at rest. The mixture is continually

tested with a weighted needle to ensure a proper degree of plasticity,

and when ready is used as a cement or matrix for binding stone roads as

described below.

344. Roads made with a stone aggregate and asphaltic cement as a

binder are known in America as sheet asphalt pavements or monolithic

asphalt pavements. They consist primarily of (1) a foundation, a binder

cogjt of broken stone and cement, and a wearing coat of cement and sand,

or of (2) a foundation, a cushion coat of cement and sand and a wearing

coat of cement and sand. All asphaltic pavements need a solid and firm

foundation, preferably of hydraulic cement concrete laid in a 6-inch layer,

This must be well set and dry before the asphalt is laid on it, for if this

If not the cat*| the water in it will turn iuto strain and honeycomb the
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asphalt, which will soon go to pieces under heavy traffic. Sometimes

foundations of broken stone or stone sets are used, or the asphalt is

laid on a sound surface of an existing road ; but this is not recommended.

345. A binder coat consists of a 1^-inch layer, when finished, of 1

inch or l-inch stone with very little fine stone in it
;

for an excess of

fine stone needs more asphalt to coat it, and the larger stone gives a

rougher surface for the wearing coat to adhere to. The asphaltic cement

is the same as is used for the wearing coat, but it is mixed somewhat

softer. The softer mixture tends to make the coat adhere to the founda-

tion. It is heated to a little over 300F., and is poured over the stone,

also heated to 300F., all this being done by properly arranged machin-

ery. While hot, the mixture is conveyed to the work, spread uniformly

over the foundation (which must be clean and dry) and rolled till it

adheres firmly to the surface below.

34 C. The wearing coat consists of sand, asphaltic cement, and stone

dust. The sand should be such as would be used for hydraulic cement

mortar, sharp clean and ranging from coarse to fine. The stone dust

may be made from limestone or any suitable stone. It is used to help in

filling the voids in the &and in order to reduce the quantity of cement

needed, and the amount required depends on the coarseness of the snnd

and the quality of the cement. The proportions of the mixture \ary

with the climate, the sand and the traffic. The ideal condition is that

each grain is coated and all interstices filled without an excess of cement.

The proportions may range as follows :

Asphalt cement, ... ... 15 to 12 per cent.

Sand, ... ... ... 70 83 ,n
Stone dust, ... ... ... 15 5 ,,

The mixed aggregate and the cement are separately heated to

about 300F. and then thoroughly incorporated, after which they are

conveyed to the work and spread with iron rakes to such a depth as

will give the required thickness when finished. This is usually 2 inches,

but varies in practice from li inches to 2$ inches. The compression in

rolling is usually about 40 per cent. The consolidation can be done with

hand-rollers to begin" with, but a light stream-roller of about 6 tons is

better, working longitudinally, transversely, or obliquely, to take out all

inequalities, heated tamping irons being used to ram parts which cannot

be reached by the roller. The surface can be covered with fine &tone dust

or Portland cement after the primary rolling to prevent the adhesion of

the material to the roller and to improve the appearance of the surface*

llolling oun 'be finished with a 10-ton roller, but often only the light
1ft
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roller is used. The amount of rolling \aries, but thorough rolling is

necessary untill the roller lemes no murk.

347. The road should then bo thrown open to traffic, which is good
for the road, the idea being that it aids in closing the surface and retain-

ing the volatile oils, and asphalt payment* do letter under traffic than in

unfrequented struct-. Inequalities in the surface must be guarded

against, for though asphalt may bo considered a,s impem'ous to water, yet
it rots where water accumulates, as in gutters near drinking fountains.

Gutters which do not drain quickly should be ol >tone or brick or hydraulic

cement concrete, and other* should be painted >vith a coat of hot asphalt.

Rolling -hould follow quickly on spreading or the asphalt will cool before

the final rolling takes place, specially if a .strong wind is blowing.

Asphalt is a bad conductor of heat and can be carried long distances with-

out cooling aftei being hoated a> a eentral depot, but to -ave mistakes

the temperature of the mixture should be taken before it i< spread, for

chilled cement \vill cause a \\eak spot in ibe road. To correct the chance

of cooling by overheating the mixture will not ans^ei, lor excessive

heat reduces the cementing quality ol the asphalt, ^hieh will also be

spoilt if the sand is overheated.

348. If in the road described ubo\e the binder coat is omitted and
its place is taken b} a cushion coat, the broken stone will not be required
and the expense of maintaining separate plant for warming and mixing
the stone and cement will be avoided. The process will be that of laying
two coats of heated cement, Kind, and stone dust over the prepared
foundation. The under coat, or cushion coat, will be made of the same

materials as the upper or wearing cout, but will contain more cement

than the latter in ordei to join it firmly to the foundation. The extra

cement would make the wearing coat too soft, but it jnakes the cushion

coat elastic.

34H. On the \\hole, the cushion coat is to be preferred to the binder

coat, and indeed the terms " binder coat
"

and " cushion coat
"

are, in

practice, both used to rot'oi to what is hero described a a cushion coat,

though it would be best to use the term tk binder coat
"

^heu a broken

stone aggregate is referred to and the term ^ cushion coat
"

to describe

a layer of asphalt it* cement, sand and stone dust below the uotuitig eoat,

350. fcSheet asphalt roads, a described abo\e, \\ere more used in

America at nr<-t than in Europe, but they are being more freely used in

Europe now where at first rock asphalt roads alone were used, Modifica-

tions of sheet asphalt roads, (e.y>> Whinery's method, patented in Amerioai

?f Cutting
the dry heated stone gv^ the foundation coat, rjtfeatting
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mtature of asphaltic cement and mineral grains over It, and than

rolling with a 10-ton roller till the composition is forced into the voids

and the stone compacts! with a uniform surface) have also been tried

in England^ as have other grouting methods with landers manufactured

from bitnmeu ; but those are not to be recommended when better methods

can be followed.

351. Success has attended the use of selected refuse clinker and

asphalt at Hornsey, where Mr. E. J. Lovegroye, the Borough Engineer,

has patented his method of work. This is done in one or two coats.

The wearing coat is of tine clinker -incli gnu***
1 nnd les*, with a pure

bitumen matrix and finished to 1 inches. The under coat I* of inch

to inch clinker with a matrix of pure bitumen laid to a thickness of not

more than 2 inehe>. Sometime-* the Icrwer coat is omitted, the wearing

coat being* laid on the *urFace oF the old macadam road after it has been

cleaned nnd swept. The material* in either case are laid whilst hot, the

bottom coat being consolidated with a steam-roller. The top coat is

rolled crosMvise with a <J-owt. hand roller and longitudinally with a

steam-roller until firmly consolidated. The traffic is allowed on five

hour** after the work is finished.

352. Pure mineral rock asphalt is u^ed on roads that carry very

heavy traffic. A^ mentioned earlier in this chapter, it i obtained from

limestones impregnated \\itli natural bitumen. There arc iound also sand-

stone* impregnated \\ith bitumen, but tlwy nre not much used. The

limestones may contain (\ to 2O per cent. oL' bitumen, but not all these can

be Used ;
for if the quantity ol' bitumen is small, the material has not suffi-

cient binding power to sustain heavy traffic, and if tho bitumen is in

excess, the road becomes soft and wavy in <iiininer. Limestone containing

8 to 10 per cent, of bitumen gives the most satisfactory results.

The material is crushed to the size of walnut* and ground to a very fine

powder in a disintegrator. The powder i** heated to a temperature of

250F. or moie to dry it thoroughly, and is transferred quickly to the

road in specially constructed vans, to avoid loss of heat in transit,

and laid on a foundation prepared for it. This foundation should prefer-

ably be of hydraulic cement concrete and at lea^t 6 inches thick, but it

may be more, and it may even be reinforced if the traffic is very

heavy. It should be firm and solid and dry, which means that the work

should be done in dry weather, for if the foundation is not dry, the

water in it will turn to steam aud honeycomb the asphalt and ruin

it. The finished depth of compressed mineral rock asphalt should be 2

inches, sp }t shoukl be spread to a depth of 3 inches on the concrete
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foundation direct from wheel barrows, and raked over the surface o! the

concrete, consolidated by ramming with heated 10-pound rammers,

smoothed while hot to an oven surface with hot smoothing irons until the

proper wearing surface is obtained, and rolled with a half-ton hand-roller

till it is compressed to the required thickness. The surface is finished

with suitable curved hot iron tools until it is quite cool and a light

sprinkling of Portland cement is spread over it, a few hours after which

the pavement is ready for traffic.

353. Sometimes a pavement is made of compressed bricks of asphalt.

The<e are made of naphaltic cement and crushed trap or granite, in pro-

portions which vary somewhat with the climate and the fineness of the

stone used. The materials, heated and mixed, are moulded under very

heavy pressure into blocks which are about 12 inches long, 4 inches wide,

and 4 or 5 inches deep. They are laid in the same manner as brick and

as compactly as possible, and soon become cemented together under the

influence of the >un and the traffic and form a practically impervious

surface. Fn the best work a concrete foundation is employed.

354. A variety of asphalt bricks known as Lithofalt consists of sure

imphalt and a silica filler. These are made about the same size as ordinary

brick**, but are not more than 2 inches thick and are moulded under a

procure of about 200 tons to a square inch. They are laid in Portland

cement mortar on a concrete foundation ami well grouted over the whole

road surface with Portland cement grouting.
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STREETS, CARRIAGEWAYS, GUTTERS, AND SIDEWALKS.

355. In the arrangement o their streets towns seldom resemble each

other ; for the positions of streets in a town depend to some extent on the

contours of the locality, curved streets being used in uneven country more

than in flat land. Streets should, however, bo arranged to give direct and

easy communications, as far as possible, between various parts of a city,

and this, it will bo found, can best bo done by the rectangular system

with diagonal streets at intervals, the blocks being ordinarily long and

narrow, and the diagonal streets radiating from public buildings or parks

or business centres towards the suburbs, with boulevards perhaps at

intervals.

356. As a rule, it is impossible to lay out a town complete in every

respect, and most modern towns have grown up from unregulated begin-

nings, improved and altered from time to time ;
but sometimes an opportu-

nity occurs for plans to be \\orked out froirt the beginning and carried

towards completion as the population increases. In such eases the

experience of expert town planners can do much towards the preparation

of an effective scheme.

Fiff. 55.

Part plan of the city of Washington, paragraph 357,



ffa, 56,

Part plan of the suburbs of Washington, parrgraph 357.

3T>7. The city of Washington is quoted as an example of a well

planned city on a rectangular system, with diagonal avenues and open

squares and circles at some of the intersections of the avenues. This is

well illustrated by the sketch Fig. 5f) on page 141. At the same time,

there are, in the suburb- of Washington, short streets which form a

labyrinth, and in *ome cases haye practically no communication with each

other. These are shown in the sketch Fig. 56 above and were made

liefore the regulating, law* were adopted.

358. The law now rules that all street extensions in Washington
will conform to the general plan. No nesv street is to be less than 90

feet wide and avenues must be 120 feet \\ide. Streets must not be more

than (JOO feet apart, but intermediate streets, called places, GO feet wide,

arc allowed within blocks. The block* are of various sizes, a typical

block being 600 feet by 400 feet.

359 The width of streets between building lines, which may be 60

feet to 90 feet in a residential district, does not of necessity determine

the width of the travelling surface which depends- on the present needs of

the traffic. A width of 30 to 36 feet between kerbs is generally enough

with a sidewalk on each side about 5 feet to 10 feet wide. The remainder

of the width should be grassed if grass can be properly looked after, (if

it cannot, it soon looks untidy) and tree spaces should be allowed

between the sidewalk and roadway. In Lucknow some parts of new

streets have been made 60 feet wide between building lines with 10 feet

sidewalks and 40 feet roadway, trees being planted near the edge of

the roadway, but the general width is less.

360. If the traffic is light, a*roadway 20 to 24 feet wide will be

found to stand a considerable amount of wear and where funds are scarce

even smaller widths may be considered. A width of 20 feet is jnore

r two teams to
pass each other.
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361. In business districts whore wholesale business is done and

pedestrian traffic is light, the sidewalks can be narrow and the carriage-

way broad. Allowing 13 feet for a truck backed up against eacli kerb

and 18 feet for passage room for two trucks, the width of roadway suit-

able for such business streets would be 44 feet. Where there is moie

pedestrian traffic, as near retail shops, the sidewalks should be given

ample width. With ample width between building lines there will bo

room for increasing the roadway width if this is found to be necessary.

362. Wide streets afford a good amount of breathing space and add

to the general health of the people, besides giving a city an air of spacious

dignity and opening out view s that would otherwise be lost. Narrow

winding stieets are picturesque, but do not add to the cleanliness, health,

and comfort of a town.

363. In 1909, at the County Councils Association Road Conference,

Mr. M. T. Wakelam, M.I.C.E., County Engineer, Middlesex, suggested

a cross-section which allowed a central width ol 32 JCeot for fast motor

traffic inside and two lines of trams outside, 19 feet on each side for

carriageways each separated From the central portion by a 4-fect width

for lamp standards carrying three lamps, one over each roadways, and an

edging of 10 feet to 18 leet on each -ide for paved footways with trees

at the edge of the pavement. This gi^"* a total width of from 98 feet to

114 feet or the distance between building lines, but the 32-feet width for

two tramway line* and two lines of carnages is small. An alternative

section allowed tor a central raised tramway track 19 feet wide Hanked

by carriageways each 19 feet v\ ide and paved footways 10 feet to 15 feet

wide, the lamp standards in this case being central and carrying two

lamps spaced 19 feet apart. This gives a total width of from 77 to 8V

feet. The disadvantages ot the central raised tramway track are that it

entirely separates two lines of traffic.

364. There me several advantages in having tramway tracks laid

not centrally, but outside the sidewalks. The cost of construction and

maintenance is usually less than when the roadway is used, the speed

of travel can be greatei, repairs can be done without disturbing

the surface of the roadway, people can enter and leave the cars

without inconvenience. A disadvantage is that these ^eparate tracks

interfere with the gradient of private carriageways from the roadway to

houses along the road. Generally tramway rails are laid along the

roadway centrally or at the sides, the tracks being made level with the

pavement so as to interfere as little as possible with other traffic*

Tlie cuu&iruotiou of tramway U nut dealt v>itli ui tiiia
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366. Streets in Europe and America are paved with broken stones,

or cobblestones, or stone setts, or brick or wood blocks, or an asphalt

surface, and when this is possible, the broken stone is painted with tar or

set in tar. It is not always possible in India owing to the climate. Nor

do wood blocks make a good pavement for India. Asphalt has been used,

but it softens in great heat and is very expensive. Ordinarily the engi-

neer in India will have to use kankar or broken stone, water bound, and

he may adopt stone setts where they can be used or eobblcstones where

boulders are procurable. The last two would be used only where there

was heavy cart traffic. Brick might be used in narrow streets without

much traffic, and gravel where it is easily obtainable.

367. The construction of a good street pavement requires that the

material used should be confined between kerbs, and it is usual to have a

kerb and channel drain defining the edges of the road material, with side-

walks beyond. In this case the cross-section of the roadway may be a seg-

ment of a circle, or a parabola, or a composite curve, instead of being made

up of two inclined planes rounded at the crown for the steeper marginal

slope of the convex curved section tits in well with a kerb and channel drain.

368. The convex cross-bection will vary with the material used and

will be varied even for the same material by different engineers, but the

general principle that is followed is that the crown should be less for

smooth materials, as asphalt, than for rough ones, as broken stone, and

less for an easy longitudinal grade than for a steep grade, but a perfectly

levels road, Codrington >ays, may require a rather rounder section than

a road with moderate gradients.

369. Baker in " Roads and Pavements "
mentions that in Omaha

the crown is decreased as the steepness of the road increases,
" a method

which," he says,
<4

is commendable." The crown for asphalt in Omaha is

greater than that for brick, stone block and wood block, and Baker

remarks regarding this ;4

considering only the smoothness of the surface

it appears that asphalt should have the least crown, but considering only

the fact that asphalt rots when continually wet, it appears that asphalt

should have a large crown." *

370. This is not generally accepted. The curve described in para-

graph 105 as being obtained by the rule there given corresponds very

closely with the standard section adopted in Liverpool and other towns in

England, viz. :

Fig. 57,
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and in this section the crown C may be for asphalt^ for hard wood and

granite ^, for soft wood ~
y
for macadam ^, but these figures are not

absolute.

371. Granite and syenite setts are suitable for the heaviest traffic

and require very strong foundations on a good road bed. Cement concrete

foundations are employed for the best work, and, as a rule, at least 6 inches

of concrete is used. In determining the size of the setts, it should

be noted that their depth determines the stability of the pavement ;

the width depends on the size of a horse's hoof in order to give a

good foothold, and the length is influenced by convenience in handling.

Granite or syenite setts may be about 3 inches wide, 7 or 8 inches

deep, and up to 9 inches in length, well and truly squared and

dressed. They are laid on a sand cushion one inch thick spread over

the foundation and are placed lengthwise across the street, working

from the channel drains towards the centre of the road and finishing

with a tight fitting crown stone at the centre. The stones should

break joint with those of adjacent rows. The joints should be filled

with cement or coaltar cement or, preferably, asphaltic cement. At

intersections with cross-roads the setts may be laid diagonally.

372. Wood blocks are laid in many shapes and patterns and sizes,

but the best experience of wood paving shows that it should consist of plain

rectangular blocks, about 3 inches wide, 6 inches deep, 9 inches long,

laid with the fibre in a vertical position. The blocks are set end to end

in each course as close together as possible. They are sometimes laid

on a bed of sand 1 inch thick, spread over a good foundation of concrete,

and sometimes mastic asphalt half inch thick, or one inch of cement and

sand take the place of the layer of sand, which again is sometimes

omitted, the blocks being laid directly on the foundation. An expansion

joint is provided near the kerb. This may be a longitudinal joint 1

inch wide, filled up with sand or pitch. The joints between blocks are

filled with cement or pitch, the latter being the better of the two.

373. There are two kinds of wood pavement, viz., those made with

soft woods and those made with hard woods. For the former, Baltic

deal is generally used, and for the latter, jarrah and karri from Australia.

It is usual to impregnate all soft wood paving blocks with a preservative,

generally creosote ; and this practice has of late been extended to hard

wood blocks.

374. Bricks are seldom used in England for paving carriageways!

but sometimes find a place in a sidewalk, In America, however, the
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roadway is frequently paved with bricks of a superior quality very carefully

tested and laid on a concrete foundation covered with a 1^-inch layer

of sand or asphalt, the joints being filled with asphalt. In India brick

pavements are sometimes laid in narrow streets in connection with drain-

age schemes, the drainage gutter being along the centre of the road and

the bricks being laid on a kankar or concrete foundation and set in lime

mortar.

375. There are many varieties of stoue or asphalt pavements. One

of the former is the Durax pavement, which consists of small stone

blocks, about 2 inches each way, shaped to fit into a series of oyster

shell patterns on the road. It is also known as Kleinpflatter. Another

is the Belgian block pavement formed of stones in the shape of trun-

cated pyramids having bases 5 to 6 inches square and depths of from

7 to 8 inche>. As it was impossible to maintain a smooth surface with

these irregular shaped blocks, the rectangular block pavement was ulti-

mately adopted, but the Belgian block will sometimes be found mentioned

in road literature.

376. Of mixtures ['or asphalt pavements Pitchmac needs to be men-

tioned. References to several others, Camarco, Fluxplmlte, Mexphalte,

are to be found in a report on the third International Congress, 1013,

by Mr. II. J. Kent, A.M.I.O.B., Superintending Engineer, Bombay
Public Works Department, who was the delegate of the Government of

India to the Congress, and Lithomac, Cormastic, Roadamant, Plascoin

and lloadoleum are other names that have been adopted for proprietary

materials. Rocmac is another. It is a composition of silicate of soda,

sugar, and other ingredients, and a specially selected limestone which

contains a large proportion of carbonate of lime.

377. Pitchmac is the name given to a standard mixture of pitch

prepared by Mr. Brodie, the City Engineer of Liverpool, and used in a

double grouting process. On a 10-inch hand pitched foundation laid

and consolidated, a layer of dry macadam of 2^-inch gauge stone is spread

evenly to a depth of about 3-J inches ; this layer after being rolled with a

light steam-roller is grouted with a hot mixture of pitch and creosote oil

(prepared in accordance with a very special specification) and again rolled

while hot till the mass is thoroughly consolidated. A second layer of

macadam of 1^-inch gauge stones, 3 inches deep, is then laid, preferably

while the lower layer is still hot. After being rolled dry, it is similarly

grouted and again rolled till consolidated. The surface is then finished

off. with a sprinkling of dry clippings. The pitch mixture is of a very

kind baiod on roEorinatioo gaiuQti by the analysis of a specimen
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of old pitch that was found to be as good as new after many years' wean

378, An ideal pavement should be durable, noiseless, easily cleaned,

and easily made dustless, not slippery for traffic under varying climatic

conditions, easily maintained, have a low tractive resistance, low first cost,

low maintenance cost, a long life, an impervious surface that will not

produce dust or mud, and a good appearance ; but it is not possible to

say which pavement is the best when all these factors are taken into

consideration, for prices and other conditions vary. The table given

in the following paragraph will give an idea of the relative values

which may be assigned in ordinary circumstances to various pavements.

379. Mr, Boulnois in "Tho Construction of Carriageways and

Footways
"

writes :

" From a close study of the theoretical and practical essentials of

a good paving material the author has ventured to prepare the following

table, which he thinks may serve as some guide to those who are investi-

gating the question as to what is the best pavement to use, always bearing

in mind that everyone must bo greatly influenced by his own special

requirements of local conditions and surroundings." ;

TABLE VII.

The numbers refer to order of merit.

This table, while everyone may not accept it as correct, gives a

comprehensive idea of the advantages and disadvantages of the pavements
mentioned, and it is not necessary to consider these in detail, more

especially as they ha,ye not all been thoroughly tested in India. Wood
blocks have not been a success

; asphalt is iound to soften in very hot

weather, and Indian bricks are not hard enough to stand heavy trafllq,
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Granite setts have been used with some success in Cawnpore, and it is

probable that this form o pavement will be more used in places where

there is concentrated heavy traffic and noise is not objected to, but for

some time to come the majority of roads in India must be of kunkar or

stone, water bound, with surfaces tar painted where this is practicable.

380. As a rule, gutters in city streets in the United Provinces are

not included in road projects, but are built as adjuncts to sanitary works

in connection with sewers, but cases may arise in which they may form

part of a road estimate.

381. The simplest and most effective gutter is the form known as

the kerb and channel where the bed of the gutter continues the road

slope and the kerb forms the edge of the sidewalk. Many kinds of

material may form the kerb and channel and the details of their shape

and design may vary, but the simplest form is one in which the road

material forms the channel and rests up against a vertical slab, or block

of stone, or concrete, which defines the edge of the sidewalk, except

when the sidewalk is laid some distance from the kerb. Often the

roadway material is re-placed by stone or concrete slabs which form the

bed of the channel. This is the case with asphalt, which rots when water

lies on it and broken stone which is not good material for a channel.

382. The kerb and gutter should not form too high a step for pedes-

trians, nor should it be very shallow, or the gutter will overflow, or

carriages run on to the sidewalk. In streets that have a good longitudinal

slope, the gutter can have a uniform depth, the water being drawn off by

means of inlets at suitable intervals, but where the road is nearly level,

the gutter must increase in depth as the inlet is approached. This can

be done with a stone kerb and gutter, but not with a concrete kerb and

gutter which is made in a mould. Except in extreme cases, the gutter

should not be deeper than 9 inches, nor shallower than 3 inches ; and,

ordinarily, it should not be more than 8 nor less than 4 inches, usually

it is 5 or 6 inches, and in cases where one side of the street is higher than

the other, it may be necessary to put in a double kerb stepping from the

sidewalk to the carriageway.

383. Sidewalks may be of any suitable width. In the majority of

cases 5 feet will be enough, but this may be increased if a spacious side-

walk is wanted where there is much pedestrian traffic, as in front of

retail shops. They may be of concrete, or brick, or stone, or tar macadam

laid on a suitable foundation of concrete, the depth of which will depend

on the nature of the soil on which the foundation is laid.

384. Gutter inlets or gullies may be of many patterns. They are
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intended to carry off the water from the gutter to the sewer, or to an

outfall drain, and their design will depend on the requirements of (He

sewage scheme. In many cases they consist of a grated metal casting,

which can be lifted, and through the gratings of which water flows into

a manhole below, from which it is led away through a pipe fixed higher

than the bed of the manhole. The manhole can be cleared out from time

to time. The pipe leading to the sewer should be trapped. A separate

overflow should be provided for storm water when this can be led away
to outfall drains independent of the sewer.
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DUMETBB AND WIDTH OF WHEELS,

385. The Heavy Motor Car Order (1904), in England, fixed the

limit of weight of a loaded heavy motor vehicle at 12 tons, with not more

than 8 tons on one axle, and the speed was fixed at 8 mile on hour

which was reduced to 5 miles an hour for a vehicle without pneumatic

or elastic tyres, if its weight, unladen, exceeded 3 tons, or if the regis-

tered axle weight on any axle exceeded 6 tons, or if the vehicle drew a

trailer. If the vehicle were fitted with pneumatic, or other elastic tyres,

the speed allowed was 12 miles an hour if the registered axle weight was

below, and 8 miles an hour if it was above, 6 tons. The width of the

tyre, if not of rubber, was made to depend on the diameter of the wheel

and the axle load, the minimum width for a heavy motor vehicle being

fixed at 5 inches and for a trailer at 3 inches, the principle followed

being that a load of 7 cwts. per inch-width was allowed for a wheel

36 inches in diameter, and this could be increased in the proportion of

112 Ibs. per inch-width for every 12 inches additional diameter, and had

to be reduced in the proportion of 112 Ibs. per inch-width for every 6

inches of reduced diameter. The accompanying table shows the result-

ing widths of wheels required by the rules given above :

TABLE VIII,

The maximum weight of a heavy motor vehicle, (i.e., one weighing over 2 tons) was fixed

at 5 tons (unladen) and of a vehicle and trailer at 6$ tons (unladen), and the maximum ax)e

Weight of a trailer was fixed at 4 tons,
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386. It is impossible or the whole width of a wide wheel to press

equally on the road surface, and it" follows that the maximum weight

allowed per axle, when wheels of small diameter are used, will damage
the road in spite of the reduced unit of registered axle weight allowed,

more than when wheels of larger diameter are used. A wheel 14 inches

wide would, if it is at right angles to the axle and the axle is horizontal,

cut into the road at one edge and, perhaps, not touch it at the other edge.

Taking the cross-slope of the road as 1 in 36, it would, theoretically

be /gths of an inch off it. Practically only a part of the width would be

carrying the load. When the vehicle was not on the centre of the road,

but on one side or the other, the width of the wheel would be doing
better work, but there would be some wear due to the tendency of the

vehicle to work towards the gutter. The axle would not in this case be

horizontal and thh vehicle would be on the tilt. All this points to the

necessity for making roads of as good materials as possible, so that as

flat a cross-slope as possible, consistent with surface drainage, may be used,

387. It is interesting at this stage to consider the general results

of experiments made by M. Morin in 1837 to 1842 upon the resistance to

the traction of vehicles. These are, among others, roughly as follows :

The resistance to rolling of vehicles on solid metalled roads? is

proportional to the weight, and inversely proportional to the diameter of

tho wheel, and is very nearly independent of the width of the tyre when

it exceeds 3 to 4 inches, but on compressible surfaces, it decreases in

proportion to the width of the tyre. It increases to some extent with the

velocity 011 hard roads?, but is independent of tlii* on soft surfaces.

Springs diminish resistance at high speeds, but not at slow speeds. The

destruction of the road is, in all cases, greater as the diameters of the

wheels are less, and it is greater in carriages without than with springs,

388. These conclusions were accepted by the scientific world, but

were challenged by a civil engineer, M. Dupuit, who, after a series of

experiments, came to the conclusion that resistance to traction is

directly proportional to the load, independent of the width of the tyre,

independent of the velocity, and inversely as the square root of the

diameter of the wheel. He allowed that on paved roads which give rise

to constant concussion, the resistance increases with the speed, whilst it is

diminished by an enlargement of the tyre up to a certain limit.

389. Other experiments have been made from time to time, In

1896, M. Michelin made a series of tests which tend to show that

pneumatic tyres give 50 per cent* bettor results than iron tyres, that

tyres
are inferior to pneumatic tyres and that solid rubber
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are better than iron in some cases, especially if the road is sticky, very

irregular, or covered with snow, but become inferior to iron tyres if the

surface is hard and smooth. His experiments showed that the average

proportionate forces exerted in drawing a weight on a good regular

macadam road were :

At the trot (6 miles an hour) and at the quick trot (9 miles an

hour) the results for pneumatics are the same, from which it may be

concluded that, whatever the speed may be within reasonable limits, the

force absorbed by traction varies but little upon good ground with

pneumatic tyres. Later results show that there is a slight increase with

the speed (see
references to experiments by the British Association

Committee in paragraphs 390, 391).

390. In 1902, Mr. Ira 0. Baker, M. AM. soc. C. E., investigated

the subject of rolling resistance. The results have been adopted in

Chapter II. in which, however, it has not been possible to mention any

but general
conclusions. Some details will be found in the report of the

British Association Committee (of which Sir Alexander Binnic was

chairman) appointed to investigate the resistance of road vehicles to

traction. A copy of the report, together with a description of the special

dynamometer made for the British Association Committee to carry out

the researches, is included as an appendix in the 1907 edition of Aitken's

" Road Making and Maintenance." The results of the test made, by the

Committee on pneumatic tyres, on macadam, arc here tabulated in

approximate figures of pounds per ton :

TABLE IX.

It is curious that the 4J-inch tyre should offer a greater resistance

than the 3^-inch tyre. This, the Committee remark, may be due to the

lact that the larger tyre was very much thicker than the smaller, render-

ing it, in consequence, more after the nature of a solid tyre, it being

well understood that a perfect pneumatic tyre should have as little

intflaetio, or comparatively iadwtic material uUnu it as
possible, or th*
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greater tractive effort may have been due to the greater cross-section.

Repeated experiments alone, the Committee say, can definitely settle

this question.

391. Assuming that General Morin's theory is correct, viz., that the

draught is inversely proportional to the diameter of the wheel, the results

in the case of the 24-inch wheel considered as a 34-inch wheel would be

99 Ibs., 102 Ibs., 103 Ibs. for speeds of 14, 16, 18 miles an hour which

approximate to the results in the case of B, but no deduction can be made

from this, as the width of the tyre is not the same and the macadam on

which the 24-inch wheel was run was older than that on which the tests

A and B were made.

[The Second International Road Congress took the draught as in-

versely proportional to the square root of the wheel diameter].

392. Experiments made by Sir J. Macneil early in the 19th century

showed that the resistance to traction of a stage-coach on a metalled road

may be represented by :
-

R = 30 + 4V + N/ 10V.

Where V = the velocity in miles per hour and R = the resistance

in pounds per ton, this gives the following results :

When V =
V =
V =
V =
V =

miles an hour

10

R = 45 Ibs. per ton.

fe = 52

R = 62 ,,

R = 71

R = 80 ,.

These show approximately the increase in resistance to traction with

iron tyres on a metalled road caused by an increase in the speed.

393. Comparing the results obtained by this formula with the results

obtained by the British Association Committee, in the ca&e of 34 x 4

inch pneumatic tyres, it will be seen from the following table that the

resistance to traction is greater in the case of the stage-coach, even on

the assumption that it had 34-inch wheels. It probably had larger

wheels, and if this was so, the comparison would be still more in favour

of the pneumatic tyre.

TABLE x.

394. Some of the rules of the English Heavy Motor Car Order (1904)

were given at the beginning of this chapter, and it was stated that the
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unit of weight per inch-width of tyre in the case of a* "wheel 3 foot in

diameter was* fixed at 7- cwts., i.e., 840 Ibs. with a proportionate increase

of 112 Ibs. for each addition of 12 inches to the diameter. This intensity

of pressure is considered too great. In the case of a wheel of 5 feet

diameter, a weight of 10 cwts. is allowed per inch-width of wheel, which is

nearly twice as much as that of a 15-ton roller having about the same

diameter of wheel, and the matter was discussed at the First International

Road Congress at Paris in 1908, the English delegates expressing the

opinion that, after four years' experience of the working of the Heavy

Motor Car Order, they thought the weight allowed was excessive for

macadam roads. The delegates resolved to recommend the Congress to

reduce the unit to 600 Ibs. retaining the proportionate increase, but no

change was made.

395. An extract from the rules framed for tho United Provinces

under the Indian Motor Vehicles Act, 1914, will bo found in Appendix 4.

396. When it is considered that the maximum weight allowed on one

axle, in England, is 8 tons and the total weight 12 tons, it is surprising

to find that these Motor Vehicles Rules allow 11 tons on one axle and a

total weight of 16 tons. The intention e\idontly is to include steam

road rollers in the rules. Under those rules a wheel 2 feet in diameter

carrying half the axle weight of 11 tons would need to bo 20 inches wide,

and wh<m the axle was horizontal, the variation of pressure between the

inner and the outer edge of the wheel on a road that was not flat in cross-

section would be very great, if, indeed, the outer edge of the wheel

touched the road. Large wheels and light axle loads should, -therefore,

be insisted on, and there should be special rules for road rollers.

397. The speed allowed in India agrees with that allowed in

England with the substitution of 7 miles per hour for 8 miles, and a

heavy motor vehicle is defined as one weighing x>ver 3 tons unladen if

fitted with pneumatic tyres, and 2 tons unladen if not so fitted.

398. The unit of registered axle weight in the United Provinces, m,,

7^ cwts. is the same for wheels of 3 feet diameter as in the English order

of 1904. For wheels greater or less in diameter than 3 feet, the English
and the United Provinces rules agree as to the unit of axle weight, but,

as mentioned above, the total weight allowed on an axle is more in

India than in England, though the roads are not so well able to stand

heavy traffic. It has been found in America that 7 -ton trucks are too

heavy and; oven 5-ton trucks carrying 6 tons damage macadam roads too

much. Lighter trucks are advised for Indian roads.

399. Under the English
"
Highways and Locomotives Amendment

Act, 1878," a county authority may mako regulations for tyre widths of

s, drawn by animal power, in yrojwtion to the load* carried*
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tyre widths preserfbedln different counties for the same loads under this

Act vary considerably, the average load allowed on each wheel being, for

4"Wheeled vehicles :

For tyres 8 inches wide, 16-8 cwts,, or 5-6 cwts, per inch-width,

Do, 4 do. 19-6 do,, 4-9 ditto,

Do. 6 do. 25-2 do., 4-2 ditto,

Do, 9 do, 27-8 do,, 3'1 ditto,

and for 2-wheeled vehicles :

For tyres 3 inches wide, H'8 cwts., or 4'9 cwts. per inch-width,

Do. 4 do.
'

24' I do., 60 ditto

Do. 7 do. 282 do, 4' 7 ditto.

Do. 9 <lo. 28-0 do., 3'1 ditto.

la each case, the weight per inch-width is less than is allowed for

wheels 3 feot in diameter under the Heavy Motor Car Order, 1904, which

allows 7 cwts. per inch-width, and the average is about one half of what

is allowed in the case of a wheel 5 foot in diameter.

400. In India, cart wheels are very badly designed, and it would be

advisable, seeing that most roads are of kankar, to limit the loads that

carts carry to G maunds per inch-width of wheel 4 foot in diameter ;

increasing the load and decreasing it in proportion to the diameter.

Carts with two wheels with 1^-inoh tyres should, therefore, in a kankar

district carry 2 x 1^ x l> maunds = IS maunds (including the weight

of the cart), and if they are to carry more, the tyre widths should be

increased. With 3-inch tyros the gross load should be 36 maunds and

with 4-inch tyres 48 maunds. License fees might be charged at a figure

in rupees obtained by dividing 144 or other suitable number by the

product of the wheel diameter in feot and the tyro width in inches.

401. Cases are not unknown of carts carrying 70 or 80 maunds on

two 1J-inch tyros fitted on badly-shaped wheels, which wobble as they roll

and thomsohes made of a semi-circular section instead of being flat.

With such tyres and wheels and loads, roads of kankar and of stone are

soon damaged. Wheels should be circular in shape, and it is suggested

that they should not deviate more than 3 degrees from the vertical and all

tyres should he smooth and flat. The ribbed tyres allowed in Upper India,

under the Motor Vehicles Rules, are a mistake, and should be abolished by

law, and rules regulating the .shape and dimensions of cart wheels, ihe

widths of tyres, tho loads that may be carried need to be introduced in

the interests of the community generally.

402. In Appendix 5 will be found the resolutions of tho International

Road Congresses held in Paris, Brussels and London which touch on

various points in modern practice and are of interest to road engineers in,

all countries,
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SECTIONAL AREAS OF RETAINING WALLS.

TOP WIDTH 2 FT. BATTER 1 IN 3 WOBKED OUT J}Y

Formula (M85/i2
+2'28/i + 0'67 -area,
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Section of Breast Walls
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SECTIONAL AREAS OF RETAINING WALLS.

TOP WIDTH 2 FT. BATTER 1 IN 3.

Areas for Front Slope Length S.
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SECTIONAL AREAS OF BREAST WALLS.

FOB SLOPE S.

Top width 2 feet, Front Slope 1 in 2, Sack Slope 1 in 3.

Area= sum of two parallel sides x S.
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SECTIONAL AREAS OF BREAST WALLS,

FOR VARYING VERTICAL HEIGHTS,

Top width 2 feet, Front Slope 1 in 2, Back Slope 1 in 3.

Area =- sum of two parallel sides x S.



APPENDIX 8.

NOTES ON OILING ROADS IN BOMBAY, DELHI, ALLAHABAD,

Note by Mn.-J. MACKKSON, B sc , A M I o E , Executive Engineer, Bombay Municipality.

This municipality have experimented with different dust preventives during the past

ten year*, The mateiinls tested were Westrumite, Erminite, Calcium Chlorate, Sodium

Chloiate, Crude Petioleum, Tai, and Akoma. All these materials, except Crude Petroleum

Tar, and Akonia, have failed to give entire satisfaction. Crude Petroleum with an ad-

mixture of 5 per cent, of distilled tar has given satisfaction so far as dust-laying is

concerned.

2 The roads treated therewith present a neat appearance and a very smooth surface

is obtained. It also piotects the road surface to a certain extent, thus reducing its wear,

though this department has no means of ascertaining at present how much saving can be

effected in road repairs by this application. The treatment of road surface thus effected

is much appieciated by the public especially the tradesmen.

3. The Crude Petioleum which had been used by this municipality was obtained from

Messrs VV. and A Graham and Company of Parsi Bazar Street, Fort, Bombay, who

describe the article "
Liquid Fuel

"

4. The oil when, pmcha*ed about eight years ago was paid foi at KB 30(thitt>) per

ton The rate was subsequently increased to Us. 83-12 per ton and finally this municipality

had to pay Rs. 40 per ton, probably for the reason that it cannot be had f torn any other firm.

When, however, a higher rate than the last one was demanded further treatment with crude oil

was suspended.

5. The procedure adopted in the work is to thoroughly repair the road where necessary

and allow it to set sufficiently under ordinary traffic and sweep the surface carefully

before the oil is applied to it. The oil was brought from the Company's installation in

ordinary watering carte which are twice passed over the surface to be coated with oil so as

to get an even sprinkling The men then follow the carts with the ordinary flat bamboo

broom and brush the surface until every part of the road is covered with oil, but without

any surplus or pools.

6. Sunday is the day usually selected for the purpose and only half the width of the road

is treated at a time, the remaining half being taken in hand for a similar treatment on the

Sunday following Such treatment answers the purpose* for about four to five weeks, when

another coating of the oil has to be given to the same surface though a less quantity of oil is

required for the second coating. A third coating is found necessary about six weeks after the

second coating, but with a still smaller quantity of oil.

7. Three or four operations as mentioned answer the required purpose during one dry season,

z., from about the end of October to the break of the monsoon during which no watering is

necessary, as dust is not formed on the road on account of the road being generally wet by the

rains. It must, however, be stated that much depends on the climatic condition of the place

though the foregoing is suited to Bombay.



6. The cont o oiling works out as shown in the following table, taking the cost of oil

at Rs. 80, Us. 33-12, and Rs. 40 per ton of 232 gallons :

9 On account of the higher price demanded for it from time to time as also its in-

effieacy on a freshly-metalled surface where the crude petroleum woiked as a lubricant instead

of binder and loosened the road surface, it had to be abandoned. Distilled tar obtained from

gas works has been used during the past four years with complete success. The process

consists of thoroughly sweeping the road surface and clearing all the dust therefrom befoie

the distilled tar, boiled in special boilers, is spread over the road surface. The tar aftei being

spread is covered over with sand and allowed to dry before traffic is permitted over it. After

the tar has sufficiently drfed and the sand is reduced to dust, the dust is also swept o%. '1 his

tar painting process is used when the road surface is in tolerably g<x>d condition and not requir-

ing repairs. In ca^^es where the road requires to be repaned and piocess consists ot scaiif\mg

the road surface and bringing it to a uniform level with such addition ot metal a*> may be

necessary tevd rolling same dry over the surface thus prepared so much boiled tar is poured as

is necessary,to fill in the crevices and the roller passed over same. Sand is then spread over the

surface which is again rolled and the tar allowed to dry, any dust therefrom being subsequently

removed.

10. The cost per 100 square feet for the former process, i.e., upon a road in good condition,

is about Rs. 1
476 and that for the latter exclusive of the new metal is lit. 6-60.

11. Where the road surface has been tarred, no watering is requned, and cleansing opera-

tions are greatly facilitated.

12. As tar was not available, I ordered from England Akonia in order to keep down the

dust on the roads traversed by the procession during the Royal visit Akonia Powdei has been

used *ith great success in England and is very simply applied. The luiul has to be swept clean

and after slight watering the powder is sprinkled over the surface. The powder may also be

dissolved and applied by means of a water cart. This powder is a pio^crver of the road as well

as a dust preventer and does not injure the paint of carriages 01 the feet of hoises Owing to

the hydrowopic character of the powder, the road is kept moist The powder solution is

required to be applied about three times a month, but in decreasing quantities. The cost of

Akonia delivered tree at the Docks, Bombay, is Rs 100 pei ton.

18. One mile of roadway 60 feet wide requires about 5 tons of Akonia for the first dioss-

ing, and if thiee dressings be given during the first month 15 ton** will be tequired. Only half

the above,quantity will be required for the second and third monihs and for the remaining five

months, that is, excluding the monsoon months, about 20 ton* will be requned, 01 in all 50 tons

per annum. This works oat at about 2\ annas per square yard pei annum. This powder has

been well tested during the Royal visit and has proved very sati&tactory. It is again being

made use of to a greater extent to save fresh water, of which there is a scarcity at present, and

(e lay dust efficiently which cannot be attained with ordinary watering



heavily loaded with oil does not rise under traffic. As a matter of fact, on the Darbar roads,

sand sprinkling was not carried out to any great extent.

7. It is best to close the road to traffic altogether, but if this be not possible then

(i) The oiling should be done in sections, half the width of the road at a time, so as not

to block traffic,

(ii) The oiled poition oi the road bhould be closed to all traffic for 12, 2 1 and 36 hours

for the first, second, and third coats, respectively, to allow the suiiace to dry

It is as well when sweeping the road surface to remove the dust well away from the road

and deposit it in a ditch or hole.

When admixing tar first mix the tai and oil in a dium to pi event clogging of the pipe in

the tank cart, as if a full tin of tar is tlnown into the tank cart and when stured the pipe gets

blocked.

For a road one mile long and 12 leet wide the following amount ol the liquid fuel is

required

First coating, ... ... ... ... 10 tons.

Second coating, ... .., ... ... 5

Thiid coating, ... ... ... ... 4 ,,

Total, ... 19 tons

The cost of the fuel in Calcutta was Rs 40 pei ton The cost ol 19 tons worked out to

R 1,130 at Delhi The rate foi puijo>es ol estimation may be taken at 2 annas 6 pieb per

pquare yaid tor three coats 01 2 annas foi tno coats

The crude oil was supplied at the cm i cut nmiket late per ton f o i Budge Budge in full

railway tanks and the unloading and laying operations ueie cairied out l>y the Public Works

Department It was not consideied satisfactory to entrust such work to contractors, as the work

was cairied on at all hours of the day and night as* traffic permitted and supervision would have

been difficult and risk ot bieakdown too gieat.

Forty-six labouiers, with two mate-*, were leqmied foi the \\oik, and wcic told off as

follows :

Sixteen men on the broom at each end ot the section undei opeiations, woiking in reliefs,

eight at a time, conti oiled by a mate, and foui at the storage tank** loi filling tank carts with

the fuel.

Two men at each end ot the section weic employed lor -holering sand, and eight men at

each end of the section to sweep oft the ovei lying dust, pnoi to oiling The whole gang was

supervised by an overseer

The proportion of coolies employed on sweeping \anes according to the amount ol dust,

from about a quarter up to as much as three-quarters of the total number at work.

8. The following icmarks apply only to kankar road* which loimed piactically the whole

of the roads oiled at Delhi in connection with the Darbar

It is essential that the road to be oiled, if it is to cany heavy traffic, should be made of the

hardest kankar piocurable (especially it tiaftic is going o\ci it bei'oie the oil is quite dry) and

the less earth used for blinding the better. If soft kankar is used, the heavy traffic will quickly

cut it up, particularly if it is not well set and not quite dry right through.

The surface of the road should be swept quite clear of all dust before the oil is put down,

and if the dust is ttyck, it may be necessary to go over the surface two or three times to get it

clean enough. Only where the kankar is very feoft and traffic cannot be stopped a little dust can

be left without harm.

The firt result of not sweeping clean it that the oil takes much longer to soak In, and any

cart or foot passing over it picks up the oil and dust together, leaving the bare road surface

underneath.

The second result is the dust so left will, as the oil dties up, gradually become a nuisance*

*ftereai a good rcftd swept clean will form little dust,
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It is of the utmost importance to oil the side road* to a distance of fully 100 yards from

their junction with the road which is being oiled, as otherwise much dust is brought in on to the

main road which destroys the effect of the oiling.

The first coat of oil soaks in rapidly 'if the surface is good, and in many cases traffic may

tafely be allowed over the road after three or four hours Subsequent coats require very much

more time The oil soak* in slowly, and as it dries becomes exceedingly sticky ; finally part of

it soaks in and the rest dries and forms an asphaltic layer on the road.

Traffic going over the tough surface so formed merely polishes it, making it black and shiny

and causing but little wear. If traffic is allowed over the oil before it has dried a large portion

of the oil is carried away on the mud guards and the rest forms with whatever dust there may
be, a thick black mud. As it dries this mud turns into a paste which does not adhere to the

wheels of vehicles, and is gradually rolled by them into the road forming a good surface smooth

and black. This paste, however, is not truly incorpoiated with the road, and as it gets drier, it

blisters and flakes away leaving the road coveicd with a soft oil-impiegnated covering which, in a

comparatively short time, is pounded up into heavy dust.

9. Nearly all the Darbar roads oiled were of this type, as the three days' rain which occurred

in the middle of November, when most of the main roads had received their second coat, made

it necessary to give another coat at a time when traffic was so heavy that it was quite impossible

to close the main roads Ridge and Flagstaff roads alone showed the lesults which might be

expected under normal conditions, and these remained neaily as good a<* ever after four months
1

light wear.

It must be remembered that the oiling at Delhi was carried out under very severe conditions.

In many cases roads could not be closed, and being done by halves, it was quite impracticable to

barrier off the road for perhaps a mile or moi e so that traffic could not be kept off the newly-oiled

road, particularly at night. Even where a road could be closed by day, it was impracticable to

erect permanent barriers, and temporary ones even with chaukidars proved quite useless after the

police had gone off duty at 8 p.m.

Traffic going over a road on which the oil had i cached the sticky stage had another, some*

times a most serious, effect It tended to pick out lumps of kankar in some cases leaving the

road in a deplorable state, honey-combed with holes 01 lined with deep ruts. This tendency showed

itself very greatly, on one or two pieces of lecently-made stone ioadt which were oiled, and wheie

the consolidation had not set as well as in the case of a kankar road.

10. Oiling appears to be attended with one great disadvantage ; it cannot stand heavy rain

and traffic combined, as the road then becomes covered with a thick glue-like mud, and loses a

large portion of its oil which appears to be washed out by the raiu. The effect of the heavy rain

experienced at Delhi in the middle of November went particularly to destroy the effect of the

second coat of oil on all the main roads. The Chauburja road /lone *howed comparatively little

damage, while the Ridge road, on which traffic was light, appeared quite unaffected by reason

that these roads were built on a rock foundation and being also undulating and well drained the

water ran off quickly ; many of the main roads, however, became flooded and water-logged

In addition to the metalled portion of the roads the " kacMia
"

side* of many roads were also

oiled. In this case no sweeping was done
; the oil was merely spread thickly over the dust and

natural earth, and allowed to soak in and be incorporated by traffic. This method is very expen-

sive in oil, but proved perfectly effective, a second coat of oil being rarely required. The object

was merely to lay the dust with very slowly evaporating substance instead of with one which

evaporates quickly, as water does. But in many cases the oil had a distinctly consolidating

effect, and thus added to the travelling width of the road.

It should be noted that the ground must be absolutely dry before any oil is put on. The

great advantage of oiling the unmetalled road sides is that there is no dust, which ordinarily lies

there, to get blown on to the oiled surface, or conveyed on to it by wheeled or foot traffic and

spoil the effects to the oiling by lying over it ; it is greatly due to this precaution that in a windy

diwty place like Delhi the road surfaces remained cleaq.



Oiling wftQ also found most useful on the rahed side walks which were made o!

earth and given a covering coat ot oil, which not only consolidated them and effectually laid the

dust, hut made a pavement preferred by the natives walking over it in bare feet-

Oil wa* also laid on the track of the Darbar light railwnv with excellent results, as, in spite

of open carriages with low wheels and a continuous service of trains, there was no dust on the line,

Note by RAT BAHADUR PANDIT HABI KISHEN PANT, Executive Engineer, Public

-Works Department^ United Provinces,

ROADS IN THE UNITED PROVINCES EXHIBITION.

The total length of metalled roads in and around the United Provinces Exhibition grounds

wa* about foni mile* and the width 12 feet The metal on all the road* treated with oil

was kankar

About halt the length of the roads was newly made specially for the Exhibition and had not

consequently had sufficient time to settle down.

The result was veiy satisfactory eliminating all dust and the roads were free from it during

the whole of the peiiod (from Novembei, 1910, to May, 1911) The laigest amount of tiaffio

was during Deeembei, 1910, and January and Februaiy, 1911

The old roads were much better than the new ones which, not having good foundations, did

not keep the sin face smooth during wet weather and were somewhat sticky; but this cannot

faiily be put down as the fault of the oiling.

During the seven months these roads weie u^ed, they &howed veiy little wearing of the smfaee,

and I think the oiling will piolong the life of the metal

Accoidmg to the managei (Nfi Harlow) of the Asiatic Peti oleum Company, who personally

helped in supervising the oiling of the loads, 19 tons of ciude oil aie requhed foi oiling one mile

of 12' wide road The first coat takes ten, the second five and thud tour tons.

At the Exhibition oil was supplied fiee of cont bv the Asiatic Peti oleum Company and the

co^t of labour came to about Rs. 250 foi one mile of 12' load including co^f ot sand \\hich was

Hpiinkled over the oiled miifate

The road to be oiled ought to have a smooth suiface and to have a good camber, say, 1 in 3(1,

and the suiface ought to be well swept before the oiling i< done

The cost of ciude oil in Calcutta in Rs 40 per ton and allowing Us. 10 for carnage, the

cost will be 19x.">0= Ks 950 for oil and Rs 250 for labour= Rs 1,200 for a mile of 12' wide,

The following method was employed foi oiling the loads at the Inhibition .

Material. Oil stoiage

Storage tanks of 600 gallons capacity tor liquid fuel (pett oleum lesiduum) were used

foi the purpose in which th\e liquid fuel tiom the i ailway tank waggons was stoied. There

was a double advantage in stonng the fuel in this rnanuei

(1) The tanks being oi circular section could be lolled without much difficulty as conveni-

ently near as possible to the particulai road being oiled, providing a minimum length of lead.

(2) To pi event demurrage by retaining, the railway tank waggon longer than legitimately

allowed by the lailway authorities (A railway tank waggon can be emptied conveniently in

24 hours).

Tank Cftrts. Oidinary road watering tank carts of semicircular section 4' by 4' in

diameter were utilized to shower the fuel on the roads.

Four tank carts weie in use so that while two carts weic being emptied, the other two carts

were being filled in ordei that no time might be lost in replenishing the carts. Kach section

of road oiled was commenced at either end thereby employing two carts at a time. This method

saved the trouble of diverting truffle to a great extent as barriers were frequently ignoiod.

Baas brooms. Eight Bass brooms were satisfactorily used at each tank cart, the average

width of roadway being 12', this allowed four men to work in a row immediately behind the

tank cart and four behind these to carry forward any oil that would
possibly lodge.



Only sixteen broom handles were necessary, the same being fixed into new broom howl*

when the aid ones wore out. Broom handles ought to be about 4' long. A broom head Ufted

about ten days in the operation with ordinary care. In the beginning owing to aplacity of

broom heads, work did not progress very satisfactorily. It is necessary to have, say, abotit three

down broom heads in stock so as to without delay replace those that wear out,

UdthOd Of Oiling first Coating.-the valve of the cart bein - raised, the oil allowed

to run dnwaghrtlie perforated pipe until a itiffictent- quantity to be sfWafcl ofr*r tlte wt&h of

roadway has been let out The valve is then shot off and the cart moved on to allow the broom

play, so that the whole width of roadway might be smeared with the fuel. After this, as before

stated, four brooms in front and four behind were exercised to give the roacl an even coating of

oil, and at the same time to prevent lodging of superfluous oil, which if not done, causes the road

to look patchy and unsightly. Immediately that quantity of fuel is sufficiently and evenly spread

over the roadway, the tank cart valve is again opened and the process continued as before.

Second and third OOating Five per cent, coaltar is mixed with the liquid fuel for

the second and third coating* The method of oiling is the same as for the first coating.

The tar was mixed with the oil in the following way :

A five-gallon kerosineoil tin was half filled with tar and the remainder with fuel; the whole

was stirred well and then poured into the tank cart, the name was repeated once for the same cart

and then the contents of the cart were well stirred before emptied on the road.

Blind shoW6ring. Sand mast be showered over the fir4 and third coatings only, Tbi

was done by means of an ordinaly labourer's banket for carrying earth, which after being filled with

eaud was s'uiply shaken gently (so as not to allow too tniu-h sand oil any part) and the sand

allowed to fall through as from a sieve, The sand wax conveyed to the site in an ordinary tMa.
The object of sand showering in to prevent too much of the fuel being ovaported and to duly soak

the road metal.

Personnel Forty-six labourers, including two mates, were employed for the work and

were told off as follows :

Sixteen men on the broomn at each end of the ^wtion under operations working ia reliefs,

eight at a time, controlled by a mate, and four at the storage tanks fur filling tank carta with

fuel, Two men at each end of the section were employed foi showering sand and three men at

each end of the section to sweep off the overlying dust prior to oiling. The whole gang was

supervised by an overseer,

Notes from observation

1, Bonds ought to be closed to all traffic for at least 86 hours in these part* to allow the

surface to dry.

2, To give satisfaction the wheel marks on tbe road oiled ought to appear dark and smooth
like glue.

3, The idea of mixing the tar as stated was to prevent clogging of the pipe m the tank

curt, Previously a full ksrosine oil tin of tar was thrown into a tank cart and then stored; to
caused clogging of the holes in the pipe. The holes in the pipe are bored on the outei ifdt of
the pipe; if bored at the bottom they *ould not allow any tar to clog.

4* Tbc tank carts were filled with the liquid fuel by mean* of kerosiue oil tins improvised
ft* ticket* with a wooden lath across the top to which a rope ws fixed so as to lift the tins when
filled with oil and let them down the side of the storage tarts.

, Four hundred feet of 1 2
;

road took one tank cart of liquid fuel for ou coat with a

satitfwstoiy reiolt, To spread the same oter a large area does notallow a fanktr road sufficient

fuel for soaking; such roads aw Blow in itaorption. For a road one talk bug and 12' wide the

following amount of liquid fuel is required :-
Fint c<tfg ten tetu, *ecwd oning five tons and third oqatlng four tout.



APPENDIX 3.

GENERAL DIRECTIONS AST) SPECIFICATIONS RELATING 10 THfc

TAR TREATMENT OF KOAD*.

ROAD BOARD SPECIFICATION No. I.

General direction* for tnrfofe tarring.

It Surface tarring may be advantageously applied either to an old road surface in

good condition or to a new surface after it has b en consolidated and tried, but the tarring
should never be carried out unless the road is thoroughly dry.

It' there are any depression*, pot-holes, waves, groove** or other irregulaiities, these should,

ai tar as practicable, be made good before tarring ih commenced, sons to provide an even surface.

2. fainting and spraying machines get through the work of tarring more rapidly than

application by hand, and consequently are to be recommended, but hand work gives satisfactory

results, and the selection of the method to be employed must be largely determined by the

available supply of efficient labour

3 If it is intended to tar an old aufuce, it i* advisable to take advantage oi the early
months of the year to scrape or brush the road during wet weathei a a preparation tor

subsequent tamng, and especially to keep the road fiee fioin caked mud
4. If the crust of a load is thin at the hide*, but adequate in the centie, the bides bhonld

be strengthened and consolidated before application of tar to the surface

5, In re-surfacing any road the surface of which is afterwards to be toned, stone chip-

pings, and not tine material, should be used for binding

0, The road, whilst being tarred, should be closed to tiatik ouu h.ill ifc uidth, or, *heie

practicable, ovei its whole width

7. The road should be thoroughly biushed and cleaned before application of th- tur.

Wet brushing should be used some time pieviou> to dry brushing il there is any caked mud
Any method of brushing may be used \\lnch will cour and clean th<- r>ad thoroughly, the bent

being horbe brushing, followed by hand brushing,

b. Tar should be used for suiUcc tamng \\bich complies with cithei Hoacl Uouid

Specification for tar No 1 or Uoad Board Specification toi tai No 2
; but il the heavier grade

of the tar is used, care should to* taken to apply it only when the road IP dry and well v\ aimed

by the sun's rays, otherwise it will not How freely

9. The tar should be heated to it* boiling-point at comemtmt position* on the works, and
should be applied as hoc a? possible, so that it may How Ireely. The desired temperature ivill

be generally lound in practice to lie between 220 and *40 F foi tar No, 1, and between i60
and UbO J\ tor tar No 8,

10. In order that the tar should be applied to the road a hot a*, po^ible, it is advisable, ii

tli* method of application is by hand, to use flexible pipes to convey tiro tar tiom the boiler to

the point of application, it the*e are not available, it will be found cim -

enieut, in cube of hand

pouring, to use fi-gallon cans specially consti ucted tor the puj pose, fitted *ith spouts leading
direct from the bottom ot the cans, and being not its* than Ig inches in ammeter at the orifice.

J l. immediately on application the liquid tr should be brushed, so tar as necessary, to

ensure regularity in thickness of the coating,

12. '1 he quantity of tar required will rary according to the physical conditions of the

road, but generally, i the case oi a road to be treated wuh tar for the tirbt time, UN
should be '. gallon to loat iroua 5 tu 7 nupeiftcial yard*,
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Ifl, It the road musfVopened for traffic before the tar tow et hard, pritihottld 1*

apread on the surface to prevent the tar from adhering to the wheels of Tehiclei, bttfcjgrlttfiig

should be de'ave-1 a-* long as possible, and the quantity of gritting material to be spread should

be no more than sufficient to prevent the tar from Adhering to wheels. Stone chipping

crphed gravel, coar>e sand or other approved material (free from dust) not larger than will

pasi through a J-inch square mesh, should be used for
}. ritting, in quantity not exceeding I ton

for 800 to 350 superficial yards, if grit is imed, and 1 ton for 200 to 250 superficial yards, If

coatfte sand i* used,

14, Precautions *>hould be taken to prevent liquid tar passing directly through diainage

gratings or outlets

15. For the afety of the public precautions should be taken by lighting, watching and

wnrnlng.

Xotice boyd ihonld be p'aced in suitable position* bearing inJirge letters printed in

conspicuous i-qlouiR the following wwds 5-~

CAUTION,

TAKUIXG IN PROGHRSS.

ADVISED TO W\UC.

It is specially durable to pVe warning notices at points in the neighbourhood of the

work where other roads join or c.oss the road being tarred, to enable motorists and cyclists to

avoid the obstructed road by taking any available alternative route.

16. On heavily-trafficked roads it is advisable to appl> a second coat to either the whole

width or from 9 to i* feet ot tbe ceuue of ihe road in quantity of 1 gallon to coat from 8 to

10 superficial yards about two to three month* after the first application.

17. Surface tarring should le renewed annually on all important roads and as requited

on roads with fight traffic. On gnch re-e. atings the quantity of tar to be applied will vary

wirb the extent to whirhthe previous coating of tar has been removed by weather or by

traffic ^
18. Two or more samples of the tar used should, in all cases, be kept in quart tin cans and

be carefully labelled, including paiticulars fixing the locality or length of Ihe road on which

the tar was u^il. The Uoad Board will arntnge with the National Physical Laboratory *to

submit a selection of these samples to a series of chemical and physical tests with a view to the

results being recorded for future reference, and surveyors will, from time to time, be invited to

send samples for the purpose.

19 In all cases careful recoid should be kept of the condition of the road surfaces in

winter and summer, both before aivl after tarring, the quantity and quality of tar used, the

superficial area covered, the state of the weather when the work is being done, the time

occupied in actual work, and in waiting whilst work is stopped owing to wet weather, the number

of men employed, and full details of the cost of labour and material.

m Surveyors are invited to send records to tbe Road Board to be classified and published

for general information. Forms for these records will be snplied by the Board

21. Surveyors are recommended to have samples of the tar supplied to thm under

contract!* properly tested by a qualified analytical chemist for

(1) Specific gravity.

(2) Freedom from water.

(#) FraetiQiwHon.

(4) Free carbon.

NOTE. Those general direction* arc not Intended* to 41*pl** * *> <0ttw^e the u* of ptoprtatwy ft*tek,

here or? aereml of proved vattte,



ROAD BOA.RD

Qtncrul directionsfor surfacing with tar

1. Any road which is to be surfaced with tar macadam should hare a proper foundation or

auVcruat of adequate thickness to bear to traffic likely to use it,

2. Before laying a now surface of tar macadam, the thickness of the old crtut, including

foundation, should be appertained by opening trial trenches at intervals averaging about 160

yards extending from the haunch of ihe road to the centre, such trenches to bo made alternately

on opposite sides of the road

8. The thickness of the surface coating of tar macadam, when consolidated by rolling,

should be from 2 to 3 inches according to traffic requirement. For a greater thickness than 8

inches the material should be applied in two coata.

4. In the case of naturally hard sub-soils, not materially softened by infiltration of surfar e

water, the total thickness of the road crust, including foundation, if any, after consoHrtatioi* of

the new surface of tar macadam by rolling, should not, under ordinary circumstances, be les

than 6 inches, unless the subsoil is so hai d as in itself to act an a good foundation, in which

ease the thickne 5** of the road oust may be reduced to 4 inches In the case of clay or other

yielding sub-soiK the total thieknesf should not be less than U inches.

0. The finished surface should have a cross-fall of about I in 32.

If the crust is not sufficiently thick at the crown to enable thi* cross-fall to be obtained with

a new coating of the thickness abov e mentioned, then the old surface should be left intact and

uuscarified, und the thickness of the new coat of tar macadam increased as far as may be

necessary.

If the crust is of sufficient thickness foi the purpose, the i emulation of the cross-fall should

lie carried out by scarifying the surface and removing material from the <rown to the sides

previous to the application of the new coating. The material loosened by scarifying should bo

K-reenetl and all finei material than \ inclt should be thrown aside.

The aggregate of the new surface of ton macadam should be composed of broken stone

of approved quality, or selected slag of approved quality, and should contain at leist 60 per cent

broken to the size of 21 inches, not more than BO per cent of from 2 inches to 1| inches, and

10 per cent, of i inch to } inch for closing The last-mentioned size should be kept separate and

used as top dressing during rolling operations.

7. The stone used must be thoroughly dried before being coated with tar.

8. For making tar macadam, tar should be used which complies with l{oad Board

Specification
tar No 1, or Road Board Specification tar No. 2, the choice being determined by

the circumstances of each case

If tar No. 1 has been used for tarring the stone, care should be taken, especially in hot

weather, that the tarred material has been allowed to stand for a sufficient length of time to

allow the tarred surface of the stones to become partially hardened and in a tacky condition.

If tar No. 2 has been used for tarring the stone, the macadam should be laid soon after

being tarred ;
and if the tar be of the heavier grade of this quality, the stone coated with such

tar should only be laid when the road is quite dry and in warm sunny weather.

9. The quantity of tar used to coat 1 ton of stone should be approximately from 9 to 12

gallon*, varying according to the sizes of the stone, the grade of tar used, the method of

mixing and other conditions.

10. The tar macadam, after having been spread and leveUftttv should be rolled into a

smooth, surface, but too much rolling should be avoided

Less rolling is required than in the case of water-bound macadam.

A. 10-ton roller is a suitable site for use in most cases, bat good jwtnlte era b* obtained by

ty&!$ ft, 6-toa roller aud fiiiwUittf with a 10-too rol|^f



U, food* to getttobe*r*H fro* the ate of tar mwnAam, it t lTW>!e to apply

A coating ot tar to the ufffo0e alter the roadW been used fey fcmfftc for several week*. TfcU

tar should #ojapty with the provision* of Road Board Specification for tar No. 2, and aboul^he

pouted of Qtpgad *a ike surface atA tempera* of about 2JOiE.

12. Stone chipping*, crashed gravel, coarse sand or other approved material (free from

du*t),oot taxgft> than wUI pa through a $4nch square mesh, should be used for gritting in

quantity not exceeding 1 ton for 300 to 8&Q superficial yarde, if grit ia uaed, and 1 ton for 30frto

950 superficial yards, if coarse sand is used.

NOTE. These general directions are not intended to displace or to dJuoouragethcuseof proprietary artiotoa

of which there are several of proved value*

ROAD BOABD SPECIFICATION No. 8.

foneral ctirtotioas for surfacing with pitch-granted macadam,

t, Any road which is to be surfaced with pitch grouted macadam should have a proper

foundation or sub-crust of adequate thickness to bear the traffic likely to use i{,

2, Before laying a new surface of pitch-grouted macadam, the thickness of the old crust,

including foundation*, should be ascertained by opening trial trenches at intervals averaging

about 150 yards extending from the haunch of the road to the centre, such trenches to be wade

alternately on opposite sides of the road,

i, The thickness of the surface coating of pitch-grouted macadam when finished and

consolidated be rolling should be 24 inches to 3 inches, (except on very light traffic roads when

the thickness may be 2 inches) for single pitch-grouting, and from 4 inches to 4| inches for the

double pitch-grouting hereafter described.

i, In the case of naturally hard sub-soils not materially softened by infiltration of surface

water, the total thickness of the road crust, including foundation, if any, after consolidation by

rolling of the new pitch-grouted surface, should not, under ordinary circumstances, be less ihan fi

inches, unless the sub-soil is so hard as in itself to act as a good foundation, in which case the

thickness of the road crust may be reduced to 4 inches. In the case of clay or other yielding

sub-soils, the total thickness should not be less than 11 inches

& The finished surface should have a cross-fall of about I in 38.

If die crust is not sufficiently thick at the crown to enable this cross-fall to be obtained with

a new coating of the thickness above mentioned, then the old surface should be left intact and

unscarified, and the thickness of the new coat of tar macadam increased as far as may be

If the crust is of sufficient thickness for the purpose, the regulation of the cross-fall should

be carried out by scarifying the surface and removing material from the crown to the sides

previous to the application of the new coating. Material loosened by scarifying should be

screened and all material fitter than & inch should be thrown aside,

6. The aggregate of broken stone to form the new surface of pitch-grouted macadam

should contain broken stone of approved quality, of which at least 6O per cent, mtwfc be bmken to

the size of 2| inches, &"d 35 per cent, to size* grade I from *| incite* to K tnche*. fn addition

to this, 5 per cent, of chippings of the same sto le, varying fro.n | inch down to $ inch, *hotild

be used for closing after the grouting with melted pitch.

7. For making pitch-gritted macadam, the pitch used shoaM comply with the R6*d Board

Specification for pitch, its viscosity being altered to suit climatic and local conditions by varying

the quantity of the tar oils as specified therein.

9. It i* important thai the pitch *hoaM not be potmwt if the surface of the stone ia wet.

Th stone way be protected by tarptnUns, or, we^ may be dried fa sitn by nortabte b|6w<& or

other means*
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0, the quantity of pitch requited to grout a single canting it, approximately 'for i

consolidated thickness of 2 inches, 1{ gallons per snperflclulyard, for 5*J !nch<ft, 1J gallons

per superficial yard, and for 3 inches, 2 gallon* per snpeinVial yard ;
but these quantities

may vary with different materials, and cure nmut always be taken to fllJ the vofds

adequately, %

"'
"

10, The aggregate after having been spread and levelled must he rolled down dry

until the surface it* termed, bnt without the addition of any small material.

11, The pitch, after being carefully melted as desctibed in clause 1#, must he rained

to a temperatui e oi 8<>0F. Clean, sharp Rand must be heated on sand heaters to a temperature

oi 4<HF, A iandy, or portable mixing vessel, is then to be filled with equnl parts, by

measurement, of the heated pitch and the hot sand, and the mixture, hereafter called the

matrix, is to le kept well stirred while it w heiujt emptied from the dandy or portable mixing

vesnel into pouring can* of fiom 2 to 8 gallons capacity , which aie used foi pouring the matrix

on to the loadway Not only during the pioceas t mixing, but aftetxvnrd*, right up to the

time of actual pouring, the matrix must be kept well stirred. The matrix piepareri with

pitch in the quiinuties 8pt< itied in cluui-'e 8 hould be miHi< icnt to till the voids ot the aggie*

gate.

12, The final idling should be commenced immediate!) after pom in % the pitch matrix,

and car lied on tapidl) befoie the matux has unt> to set. The 5 per cent, of graded cbippings

nbould 1-c* spread o\ci the u routed -m lace in pait pievioush to and the remainder during the

pioce*s oi' lolling The tiathc may be allowed on to the finished surface as soon as the surface

ha* wled ro the nuiiul tcmpewtnie,

Dtntblt pitch grouting,

18. When the traffic is so heavy that a consolidated thickness of from 4 inches to 4J

inches of pitch*gronted macadam is required, it i* deniable in order to obtainthe bet and

nuwt oconoinii al muili*, to divide the coating into tw la^ix the bottom layei to l>e the

thicker one and to consist of laige stones*, the two Inyein being i oiled down ami grouted

separately. Any local Htone mhich can be piocured clieaply may, if -suitable in quality for

foundation work, be used for the bottom layer giaded from 3-inch gauge down to ?-inch

gauge. No chippings are required toi h'uishin^ the rolling of the bottom layei.

The aggregate for the uppei la>er should const -t ot hard road -^oiie oi approved wearing

quality, broken to Ifc
inch gauge, and 5 pei cent, of drippings of the same stone used for

th upper layer, graded from 4 inch dotMi to | inch should be ftdded before and during ihe

process of rolling, and rolled down so as to form the finished *urfoce ot the load.

14 In pooling the pitch on the bottom la) or, the .surface of the pitch should not be

brought to the BUI face of the stone, but should lie about inch below such iiirhue, with the

object of providing a key for the upper lajer.

15. The materials and the methods of grouting and laying down in the ea^e of double

pitch-grouting should, except uhen otherwise expreswly stated, conform to the provisions of

clauses?, 8, 10, 11 and 12

16. The quantity of pitch required for double pitch grouting is, approximately for a

consolidated thickness of 4 inches, :*) gallons per superficial yard, and for 4$ inches, 3& ga.lonw

per superficial yard ;
but these quantities may vary with different materials, and care must

always be taken to nil the voids in the mtiface coating adequately.

17. For the purpose of accurately ascertaining the proportions necessary for the matrix,

it is eswsntial that portable weights, scu'es and measui es be provided, and all material* n,*ed

iH the preheat!
n of the matrix should be accurately proportioned by welgjit or mea*witmTit (
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writing the pitch.

18. the pitch boilers ot f iom two to three tons capacity hould be chuiged with pitch

and about one-halt of the proper proportion of tar oil*. The fire should fchft be lighted, 'iup,

thereafter a steady fire, with fire door* closed, should be maintained, when, in from four W
fhe hourH, the pitch gliould VKJ thoroughly incite*!. A bright (he should be kept until the

pit* h reaches a temperature of 8<H.F when the remainder of the oils should be added and

the mixture thoroughly stiiied
,

the lire d</oih should then be opened and the temperature of

the melted pitch permitted to fall to 250 or U7UF The pitth hhould then be ready for me,

and in alt ca&es should be thoroughly \u i

ll *tmtU befoie Injiug di.uui off

In the event of b,id weather "topping the work oi grouting the tire door should be lelt

open, the damper cloned, and the temperature of the pitch allowed to fall to 200F. It can be

kept at this temperature for long periods with banked fires consuming about 7 Ib*. of coke

per hour

It i recommended that u suitable Fahrenheit thermometei with metal protection should

be at hand to iiirlicnte the U'mpeiaturc ol the melted pitch. \N henever the weather IK favour-

able for the re-commencement of the work, the pitch must be gain raised to 270F, by closing

the doors and sharp firing.

It is definable that the l>oikT should be kept air-tight when the pitch IK being melted, by

the use of air-tight covers properly packed so as to make an air-tight joint.

NOTE. These general directions are not intended to displace 01 to diBOOurugc the use of proprietary articled

of \frhich there are several of proved value

HOAD HOARD SPECIFICATION No. 4.

Specification for tar No. 1,

J- GeH6ral. ibis tur is suitable tor tht suifaee tan ing of road**,

As to the ube of this tar for making tar macadam, xee "Road Board general diiections

for surfacing with tar macadam."

2. Boiling* The tar should oe applied h soon as the boiling-point is reathed, and over-

boiling should be* avoided, The desiied temperature will be generally found in pi notice to

lie between 220 and 240F. in the boiler.

# Source Of tar. The tar shall be dem ed wholly ironi the <. arbonisation of bituminous

coal, except that it may contain not moie than lu per cent, of its volume of the tar (or distillate*

or pitch therefrom) pioduced in the manufacture of caiburetted water g8.

4. Specific gravity- The specific giavity of the tar at loC. (69
u
f.) nhall be a*

nearly as possible 1'Ji), but in view of the great variation in specific gravity of the tar produced

m varioufc

parts of the country, the specific gravity may be a* lo* as 1-16, o; a* high as I M,
provided that, in othei respects, it complies \vith the provisions of the specification.

5. Freedom from Water 'i he tor shall be cowmeicially tiee fioin w*ter, i.e., it

shall not contain more than 1 per cent, by volume of water or ammoniacul liquor, uhich water

or liquor (if present) nhall not contain more ammonia, free 01 combined, than cone*ponds to

b grains of ammonia per gallon (= 70 milligrammes per litre) of the tar.

6. Phenol* On vigorous agitation for a quarter of an hour, with twenty time* it*

volume of water at 21 C. (70 F.) the tar shall not impart to the water more than 5 grains of

phenoloid bodies, reckoned as phenol, per gallon of water ( 70 milligramme* per litie),

Tar from gas work*,

The provisions in tke following clauses, 7, S and 9 apply to tar supplied direct from gas
\rorka.

7> 8oUr06 Of tar.The tttr hali be ttoiely tlie natural by-product of the manufacture

Ol iliuittiufttiutf f * (coul with ur wi^out attUiUtufc vt caj'bonto<J
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have been subjected to no other or further treatment than may be necessary for the abstraction

of water or ammoniacal liquor and light oils.

ft. J^aatiottmttoa <>" distillation the tar must yield below 1?0C. notmore than 4 per-

cent. *n<l between 17<00, and fc70 Centigrade, not lews than 16 per cent, awl not more than

26 per cent, of distillate (exctasiv* of water).

D. 'Iffee oarbOH-The free carbon shall not exceed 16 per cent, of the weight of the

tar.

Tar front tar dMitlfrits.

The provisions in the following clauses, 10 and 11, apply to tar supplied from tar distilleries.

10. Fr&6tiQti02l-w^n distillation the tar must yield below 170 C. not more than 1

per cent, and between 170 C. and 270 0. not more than 26 per cent, of distillate (tixcMve

of water). The distillate shall remain clear and free from solid matter (crystals o* naphttafate,

etc.,) when maintained at a temperature of 30 O. for half an hour. The distillation shall be

continued to 800 C, and the residual pitch thus obtained shall not amount to more than 73 per

cent, of the weight of the tar.

1 i. Free carbon- The free carbon shall not exceed 16 per cent, of the weight of the

tar.

1 2. Taking Of temperatures The temperature during distillation shall be taken by

a thermometer of which the bulb shall be opposite the opening to the Hide tube of the distillation

flask, and the quantities of distillate* and free carbon shall be stated in percentages by weight

of the portion of tar submitted to distillation.

18. Dehydrated tar- A tar prepared by simple dehydration fulfilling the provisions

of this specification may be used with satisfactory results in most cases, but tars from which the

naphthalene has been extracted are superior for the purposes of surface tarring.

NOTE. This specification is not intended to displace or to discourage the use of proprietary article*, of which

there are several of proved vnlue.

ROAD BOARD SPECIFICATION No 5.

Specification for tar No. 2.

1. General- Th tar is suitable for surface tarring, and specially recommended for

re-tarring, but if the heavier grades of the tar are used, care should be taken to apply it only

when the road is dry and well warmed by the sun's rays, otherwibe it will not flow freely.

As to the nee of this tar lor making tar macadam, see " Hoad Board general directions for

surfacing with tar macadam.
"

2. Soiling- The tar is to be applied as soon as the boiling-point is reached, and

overboiling should be avoided. Ihe desired temperature will be generally found in practice to

lie between 260 and -280F. in the boiler.

3. Scarce Oftar- The tar shall be derived wholly from the carbonisation of bituminous

coal, except that it may contain not more than 10 per cent, of its volume of the tar (or distillates

or fnfeh tfcwefrotn) produced in the manufacture of carburetted water gas.

If pitch be added to the tar in order to secure the specific gravity and proportion of residual

pitch referred to below, the pitch so added must alto have been derived from tar of the

foregohrg description.

If oil be added to heavy tar or pitch in order to secure the specific gravity and proportion

of residue referred to below, the oil BO added must be derived from tar of the foregoing des-

cription^ and jauat be practically free from naphthalene ami tar acids or phenols.

4. Specific gravity.-The specific gravity of the tar at 15 C,, shall to * nwly an

I ^1, timi in iro cuse shall it It- low, tjutu MS ?r tu&bt-r tlu-u l'?f



tenant a.

agitation for A quarter of an hoar with twenty tim its

volume of water at 20 C., rhe tar shall not Impart to the water more than five grains of

phwioloid bodten, reckoned aa phenol, per gallon of water (=70 milligramme per litre)*

6. Fractionation. The tar shall be free from water, and on distillation shall
jrle$i| tt*

distillate below 140 C.t nor more than 8 per cent, of distillate up to 920 C. which diitftiat*

hall remain clear and free from solid matter (crystals of naphthalene, etc,,) when maintained

at a temperature of 80 C. for half an hour.

Between H0 and 800 C. it shall yield not leas than 15 per cent , nor more than 21 per

cent of the weight of the tar.

7. Taking Of temperatures- The temperatures during distillation shall he taken by

a thermometer, of which the bulb shall be opposite the opening to the side tube of the distillation

flask, and the quantities of distillates and free carbon shall be stated in percentages by weight

of the portion of tar submitted to distillation,

NOTE. This specification is not intended to displace or to discourage the use of proprietary articles, of which

there aro several of prove*! vahte.

ROAD BOABD SPECIFICATION No. ti.

Specificationfor pitcft.

1. Qeneral-This pitch is suitable for pitch-grouting. See " Road Board general diiec*

dons for pitch^gronting,"

2. Preparation. The pitch is obtained by softening the material known as commercial

loft pitch, as specified below, by the addition of tar oils, also specified below.

Commercial soft pitch.

3. Source Of pitch The pitch shall be derived wholly from tar produced In the

carbonisation of bituminous coal, except that it may contain not more than 10 per cent, of pitch

derived from tar produced in the manufacture of carburetted water gas.

4- PraOtionation- On distillation the pitch shall yield :

Below 270 C, not more than 1 per cent, of distillate.

Between 270 C. and 315 C. not less than 2 per cent, and not more than 5 percent*

of distillate.

5, Fr66 Carbon The free carbon should not exceed 22 per cent, of the weight of the

pitch, but if it be found difficult or unduly expensive to obtain this quality of pitch, a quality

containing as much as 28 per cent of free carbon may be used with a reduced proportion of

nand M filler.

<> Taking Of temperatures The temperatures during distillation shall be taken by
a thermometer, of which the bulb shall be opposite the opening of the side tube of the distilla-

tion flask, and the quantities of distillates and free carbon shall be stated in percentages by

weight of the pitch submitted to distillation.

Tar oils*

7. General. The tar oils to be used shall be derived wholly from tar produced in the

carbonisation of bituminous coal, or from such tar mixed with not more than 10 cent, of its

volume of tar produced in the manufacture of carburetted water gas.

& flpiCifiC gravity. The specific gravity of the tar oil at 20 C. shall lie between

1*005 and 1*075.

<* Freedom from naphthalene- The tar oils after standing for half an hour at

20 C. shall remain clear and free from solid matter (crystals of naphthalene, etc.,>

10- Fractionation. The for oils shall be commercially free from light oil* and water,

i,e.t on distillation shall yiled not more than I per cent, of distillate below 140 C,



m
The amount of diatillate between 140 0, and 270 C, shall lie between 80 per vent, and

50 per cent.

1 1 . Taking Of temperatures -The temperatures during difttmatton ihMl be taken

by a thermometer, of which the bnlb shall be opposite the opening to the side tabb of tto* dtetill-

ation flask, and the quantities of distillates shall be stated in percentage by weigh! of the oils

submitted fa distillation

12. Proportions The proportions by weight in which the pitch and tar oil* are to

be mixed shall be as follows :

Pitch 88 per cent, to 90 per cent,

Tar oils 10 per cent, to 12 per cent,

NOTE. Thfs specification ^ not intended to rhaplaoe or to diwxmragp the use of projH-tetary artkfcs, of wfclch

there are se\ eral of proved \ nine,



B&IKACTS JTilOM UKVISEU BULBS FRAMED UtfDER THE

MOTOR VEHICLES ACT, VIII. OF 19H

LPBELIMINABY,

1. (1) These rules may be called the Motor Vehicles Rales,
Short title, extent, tad cteaultioii.

igj^

(2) They shall extend to the whole of the United I'roiiice* of Agra aud Oudli.

(3) In these rules

(a)
*'

ftegistering authority
" aud licensing authority

" mean in reepect of the United

Provinces the Superintendent of Police or in his absence; from

antbnrtS!^
^ U*5eMtag

headquarters, the Assistant or Deputy Superintendent of Police, if

authwwed by him in -tilth behalf; tmd in respect of any other part of British India the officer or

officer* lawfully invested with the powers conferred by these rules on the Superintendent of Police

and Assistant or Deputy Superintendent of Police, of licensing and registering respectively ; .

(fc) "The Act " means the Indian Motor Vehicles Act,

1914;

(<0
" Motor cycle

" means a self-propelled vehicle running ou not tuoie than three

Motor cycle. wheels and weighing not more than 6 cwt,

(d)
'

Heavy motor vehicle
" means

(i) a motor vehicle fitted with pneumatic tyro, if it exceeds thiee tons in Weight

Heavy motor vehicle, unladen; and

(ii) a motor vehicle not fitted with pneumatic tj res, if it exceeds two tons in weight

unladen.

(e)
" Trailer

" means any vehicle drawn by a heavy motor

vehicle;

(/") "Motor cab" means a light motor vehicle which
otor cab,

stands or plies for hire in any public place;

(,*/)
" Axle weight

"
means in relation to an axle of a heavy motor vehicle of a trailer,

the aggregate weight transmitted to the surface of the road or
Axle weight.

otller ^^ wj,oreon tne j^yy motor vei,jcie or tne trailer moves or
"

rests by the several wheels attached to that axle nken the heavy motor vehicle or trailer is leaded ;

(h)
"
Kegistered axle wegiht

" means in relation to an axle of a heavy motor vehicle,

the axle weight of that axle as registered by the licensing authority
we^Ut. .

purenwice of t,)e ru,es .

(i) The expression "weight,." when ned in relation to a
'

heavy motor vehicle or a trailer, means

(.i) W.hen the vehicle or trailer is unladen, the weight of the vehicle, including all parts*

equipments, stores, fuel, water and accumulators which arc necessary for, or are

ordinarily used with, the vehicle or trailer when working; provided that, where

alternative parts or bodies are used, the hea\ icst shall be taken for the purpose of

calculating the weight} and

(ii) When the vehicle or trailer is laden its weight when unladen, plus its full lawful

load, including the weight of the driver)

(J) The expression
"
width," when used in relation to the tyre o a wheel means the

distance measured horisontally aud in a straight line across the

circumference of the wheel aud between the two points in t

f th% tyre wbivk ro fortMt apwti '..



(&)
"
Diameter,

"
in relation to a wheel, means the diameter measured between the

two opposite points in the outer surface of the tyre which Are
Diameter.

farthest apart.

III. GENKBAL,

5. Except as provided by tule 40, a motor vehicle shall be driven in accordance with the

rules of the road, which require a vehicle to keep on the left of

Driving on thj right side of
tfte ^^ excep$ wnen passing horses and other vehicles going in

the same direction which shall be passed on the right, provided

that it shall ordinarily pass a tram car on the left or near side whether it be going in the same

or the contrary direction,

6. No person shall, in any public place or street, leurn to drive a motor vehicle other

Person tettrniug to dwre. than a motor cycle, unless accompanied by a licensed driver.

7. A motor vehicle shall not be driven in a public road or place recklessly or negligently,

or at a speed, or in a manner which is likely to endanger human

ftecktetidy driving. life, or to cause hurt, or injury to any person or animal, or damage
to any vehicle or property, or which is otherwise than reasonable

and proper, having regard to all the circumstances of the case, including the nature and

condition of the road and to the amount of ti attic which is actually on it at the time, or which

may reasonably be expected to be on it,

8. (1) No motor vehicle shall be drivcu within municipal
bpecd limit.

or cantonment limits at a greater speed than 15 miles an hour :

Provided that the speed at which a motor vehicle shall be drireu within such limits as

the municipal or district board, or the cantonment committee may indicate by means of

notice boards within their respective areas shall not exceed such rate as may be shown on the

notice board.

(2) The speed at which a heavy motor vehicle, if driven on any public road, shall not

exceed 7 miles an hours.

Provided that

(a) if the weight of the motor vehicle unladen exeeed three toils, or

(If) if the registered axle weight of any axle exceeds six toua, or

(c) if a trailer is attached to the heavy motoi vehicle, the speed shall not exceed 5 miles

ail hoar.

Provided also that

if the heavy motor vehicle has all its wheels fitted with pneumatic tyres or with tyres of

a soft or clastic material, the speed at which the heavy motor vehicle may >bu

driven on any public road shall not exceed

(a) twelve miles an hoar, where the registered axle weight of any axle dots not

exceed six tons ;

(&) seven miles an hour where such registered axle weight exceeds six tons.a*****
IV. SPECIAL RULES FOB HEAVY MOTOR VEHICLES.*********

24. (1) The axle weight of an axle of u heavy motor
**** ***** vehicle shall not exceed the registered axle weight.

(2) The registered maximum axle weight of any axle of a heavy motor vehicle shall

hot exceed eleven tons and the axle weight of a trailer shall not exceed seven tons,

(8) The sum of the registered axles weights of all the axles of a heavy motor vehicle

shall not exceed sixteen tons,

25. The tyres of each wheel vi a heavy motor vehicle or tailer, wlwi the tyres

are pneumatic or made of a soft or elastic material, shall be smooth and shall, where tb

jtvre louche* the wrface of the ioa<] or vtjjer ta* whereon tiw tawy motor vebkk 100794
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or rests be flat, provided that the edges of the tyre may be levelled or rounded to the extent

m the case of each edge of not more than lialf an inch. -

Provided also that
v

(j) if the tyre is constructed of separate platen, the plates may be separated by parallel

gjp&3<rwhich shall be disposed throughout the outer htirfuce of the tyre, go that

jXnowhere shall the aggregate extent of the Apace or spaces in the course of a

jj& straight line drawn horizontally accroos the circumference of the wheel exceed

one-eighth part of the width of the tyre ;

(it) the driving wheel* of a heavy tnotoi \ehiele shall be eylnuhical and smooth- soled

or shod with diagonal cross-bars of not lcs than 3 inches in width, nor more

than three-quarters of an inch in thickness extending the full breadth of the

tyre, and the space intervening between each such cross-bar shall not exceed 3

inches.

26. (1) The width of the tyie of each wheel of a heavy motor vehicle or trailer shall be

WwJlU of t res
determined by such of the following conditions as may apply to the

circumstances of the case .

{a) The width shall in every case be not less than 5 inches, or, in the cane of a trailer,

3 inches.

(b) The width shall not be le&> than that number of half inches which is equal to the

number of units of registered axle weight of the axle to which the wheel is

attached.

1 he unit of registered axle weight bhall vary according to the diameter of the wheel, and

the rules set forth in the subjoined bcale, that ib to say

(i) if the wheel is 3 feet in diameter, the unit of registered axle weight shall be 7J

cwts.

(ii) if the wheel exceeds 3 feet in diameter, the unit ot registered axle weight shall

be 7* cwts. with an addition of weight in the pioportion of 1 cwt. for every

12 inches by which the diameter is increased beyond 3 leefc, and in the same

propotion for any increase which is greater or less than 1 2 inches
; and,

(lii) if the wheel it less than 3 feet in diameter, the unit of registered axle weight

shall be 7J cwts., with a deduction of weight in the proportion of 1 cwt. for

every G inches by which the diameter is reduced below 3 feet
; and in the same

proportion for any reduction which i& greater or less than 6 inches.

(SO This rule shall not apply to any tyre which is pneumatic or which is made of a soft

or elastic material, or to trailers not exceeding one ton in weight unladen.

27. The diameter of a wheel of a heavy motor vehicle or tailer, if the wheel is fitted

with a tyre which is not pneumatic or is not made of a sott or
fclze of wiied*.

eUgtic mafccriai
f

<fo&n be not les than 2 feet.

28. A heavy motor vehicle and any trailer attached to any such heavy motor vehicle

* "he" me**ale* ^^^ '* "Xtreme ProJ<*tin8 P"""8. * at .
Width ud leugth of v ul,lcle.

width not exceeding 8 feet 6 inches, and no heavy motor vehicle

or train made up of a motor \ehicle with one or more trailers attached to it shall be used on

any street or road if such motor vehicle or train exceeds 75 feet in length,

tU. Every heavy motor vehicle and trailer shall be constructed with suitable and

sufficient springs between each axle and the frame of the heavy
^

*

motor vehicle.

30. (1) Each trailer attached to a heavy motor vehicle shall have a brake approved

by the licensing authority, and each trailer shall carfy upon it a person competent to apply
tne brake efficiently. Provided that where the brakes upon the motor vehicle to which

any trailer is attached are so constructed and arranged that neither of them can be iwe4

fivideutly * <Mv*l wrur fur 7} cwu,
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without bringing into action simultaneously the brake attached to the trailer, or it th

brake of the trailer can be applied from th motor vehicle independently of the brakti *f

the latter, the above conditions need not be complied with.

<2) No heavy motor vehicle used on any street or road shall have attached "to it

more than three tr.ulers.

31. A trailer shall not be attached to a public conveyance, except under a permit

Vehicles for the conveyance granted by the Government or by an officer authorized by it

of passengers. 4n thig behalf.

32. (I) Where the registering authority or the District Magistrate, or the Executive

ue of motor vehicles ou Engineer, or a Local Board or Municipality, or Cantonment
bri<|Ke8'

authority or Railway Administration affixes or sets up in

suitable and conspicuous positions, on each approach to a bridge forming part of a highway,

nqtices which state that the bridge is insufficient to carr> u heavy motor vehicle, the registered

axle weight of which exceed* that specified on the said notice board, the ou tier of any such

heavy motor vehicle shall not cane or suffer the motor vehicle to be driven, and the person

driving or in charge of ihe motor vehicle shall not drive the motor vehicle upon the bridge.

(2) The owner of a heavy motor vehicle shall not cause or suffer the motor vehicle

to to driven and the person driving or in charge of the heavy motor vehicle shall not drive the

motor vehicle upon a bridge forming part of a highway at any time when another heavy motor

vehicle -or a locomotive is on the bridge, the combined weights of which would exceed the

carrying capacity of the bridge.#*******
V. HlLL ROADS AND HILL STATIONS.

#7. The following rule* shall be in torce on the hill roads Hpceined in schedule E which

shall be revised from time to time as the Go>ornment may prescribe. On all such roads mo-

torist* shall proceed with special caution.

88, In the following rules

*

Night
'* means the period fruin half an Lour after sutwet to half an hour before sunrise.

The " outside
'

of the road on a hill means the side from which the slope of the

hill is downwards.

A "
hill road

"
njeaas a road constructed on a gradient on the tide of a mountain or hill.

The District Magistrate s|tall notify by .means of large notice boards on the road-

side where each hill begins and ends.

89. No motor vehicle shall travel by night on any of the' hill roads specified in schedule

E or on any other hill road on which, with the previous sanction of the Government, the

I)'strict Magistrate has prohibited night travelling by notification in the Government Gazette,

and by erecting notice boards at the top or bottom of the hill.

Exception Should a motoi vehicle break down on any road on which night travelling

is prohibited, the driver, if unable to accomplish the journey before nightfall, may proceed, after

executing the necessary repairs, but shall halt at the first police station or police oatpost he

come* to after dark and there gives 'tis name and the number of his car and a statement of the

reasons why he is travelling at tihat hour, and shall drive with great caution.

40. Motor5 vehicle* sWU utatt .practicable, paria all animate oi
1

vehicle* drawn by animals

on the side away froaUhe hill, w whfefcever direction such aninmle may be proceeding, Motor*

Vehicle* meeting or pwwing; other motor'vehicle* ahal! observe the ordinary rule of the road at
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* + * * * * * * *

44. All notice board* posted at the side* of the roads under these rale* shall be patntiff rod

With the notice invribed in white letters suflkienttylarge^ to bo easily legibl* ty parson* wring

the roads, and all danger signposts erected by any local aufewrity shall show the signa indicated

in schedule F in white on red ground.

4fl. Such noti<'6 boards or signposts shall be ai

and abont 275 yarda from the obstructions they are

their surroundings renders this impracticable, special Jfci

of a notice board from its obstruction is
considerably^

boards tAUl be placed on that wle ot the road

the obstruction.

set up perpendicular^ to tfce road

to indicate, unless the character of

entt* being made when the distance

less than 275 yards, Such notice

left hand of a pornon approaching

SCHEDULE: K,

(See rule 37).

(1) Kotdwara-Lanndowne Road, between Kotdnrara and Lansdowne.

(2) Kathgodam-Naini Tal Roads, between Kathgortaw and Nalni Tal.

(3) Naiui Tal-Brewery-Kanikhet Road, l>ot\voeu the Brewery and Ilanikbet.

(4) Almora-Ranikhot Hoad, between Almora and Hanikhet.

(5) Almora-Baijnath Road, between Hawallwigh and Baijnath.

(6) Kalsi-Cbakrata nection of the Saharanpur-Chakrata Road,

(7) The Mohand atul Timli pawses,

SCHEDULK F.

(See rule 44),

Signs denoting obstructions

HOAD UP. TURNING

g ftoss



APPENDIX 5.

FIRST JflTERNATJQNAJ, BQAD CONGRESS, PARIS, 190$,

FIRST QUESTION. -The Present Road

1. The Congress draws attention to the necessity for constructing the road foundation

very carefully with the toughest material ; this constituent of the road plays an important

part as exerting a considerable influence on the wear and tear of the highway as well as on the

upkeep of its profile While choosing the foundation system, the nature of the sub-noil and the

structure of the ioal as well as the character of traffic using the road are to be taken into account.

2. The Congress is of the opinion that a foundation upon a 4 6-inch concrete course IB

especially to he recommended in carrying out paving even with large paving stones, In this

ca^e the stones are to be laid upon a thin sand cushion.

8. The Congress thinks that it is desirable to continue and to extend the trials made to

incorporate tar or bituminous product*- into the material of the surface with n view to arrive

at some efficient and cheap methods of carr) ing on the work.

4. The CongrchR recommends that a binder suited to the nature of the road material,

and reduced to a minimum duraM be nhed \\hile the roller is pressing down the surface.

5. The Congress expre**e* the dcshe that the arrangement of the rows of paving stones,

either obliquely 01 perpendicularly to the axis of the road, be noticed and coiwidered. ,

6. The Congiesh expre*-es the denije that the pming with small stones (Kleinpflaster)

having been reported a-< giving excellent loads as regards toughness and cheapness be tested

and considered on roads nubjectcd to \ariou* forms of traffic

SECOND QUESTION General methods of maintenance.

The Congiess considers it advisable to keep as closely as possible to the following

indications :

1. Macadam Roadways.

() Until the experiments in piocess load to a complete change in the present methods

of maintaining macadam ioa<ls, it is recommended that the various services

concerned with this maintenance should generalise the complete re-surfacing

method and limit the partial i epairs to the filling up of important holes, princi-

pally at the elose of the re-sin facing period, and. above all, during the winter

preceding the re-surfacing by means of rollers.

(I) Use as far as possible only hard and homogeneous road materials regularly broken
;

make choice of a binder suitable to the structure of the road materials used,

reducing, moreover, this binder to a minimum.

(c) lie-surface at once the whole width of the roadway wherever it is possible to turn

the traffic out of the roadway upon the sideways or adjoining roads warning

boards being placed at the forks in either direction intimating the carrying

out of the re-surfacing as well as the road to use for the purpose of avoiding

the portion being resurfaced.

(d) Continue and undertake with any development whick may appear useful the

experiments made with surfaces oi materials tarred according to variotiR

processes, or with the use of any kind of binding material, It would 1 e

necessary tp carefully
check the reinilt* obtained a regards the coit incurred,



of length and cros,v*jetions durability, mud and dtibt uui$Hce. internet}

of traffic and tonnage In order to determine the type of roadway wfojtej[>
lg$>t

meets modern demanda and requirements on roads subjected to the

traffic.
.

2, 1*14 red livad*. ,

(a) Use only wateuuh which ui* entirely homogenous uud peitectiy sorted and

(6) Uoe only clean sharp mud

(c} Kep eoLtiimaliy a legular profile bj filling up at ouce any holes and depression*

aud making the necessary repairs.

(!) Undertake a general renewal of paving containing bad fault* on the surface over a.

t'UDMdenUAt "-rt'ti, when these eanap efficiently be mefc by ordinary rgpaire, which

too often introduce other irregularities into the profile,

(*') G'ant authority to by water and |a-*s uiuin-, under paved road*, only in exceptional

cav> uud t>v want of any othei practical -*olntion,

THIRD QUESTION -The struggle against wear and dust.

1 The Con git"-* recommend!' the ue oi suitable pining or other improved -mrfacetJ an

a remedy for wear ami tu, a uell a> .dunt upon iodfs Mibjt^tvd to traffic heavy m characttr

or in v\ eight,

^ The Con^iX'** lecoiniiu inU the d*'velopnjiU oi <Ieuuniy u* \\ell a> light aud ire^u^ut

Watering by luecluuiwul memirs Tlic 'He of surfacing -m h as wili lu<ilitata -weeping and

removing ot inuu i^ aJ^o adviicd.

3, The Cong less cou&du'* that emulnions of tar oi oil*, hygronupic p*ilt*, etc, aie really

efficient) but unfoitunately only for a "liort tinio Then u e. therelore, has had to be Hmited

o farto-special circumstances (such ai motor race*, festivals, etc..}, It i^, houe\or, advisable

that trials should be continued both with the substance^ known to-day and with any similar

producto thnt may subsequently bo suggested The planting of trees along the ixad* w alco

worthy of encouragement from the point of view of the suppression of d*t.

* W Concerning the KM of far , The Congioi^ considers that turriiig. ^vheu^ell carried

out, is undoubtedly an efficient lemedy against dunt, and tha. it also t ?omc extent protects

the roads against the de*tructi\e action ot \ohic\es in general svud fa*t motoi cars iu particular,

(A) Utte of tar iacorpontied in th-e road mulenali Kxperiiucuti up to the preheut.datv

are not sufficient to allow definite judgment to bo pasted upon the lewiltn obtaitttl. It is

desirable that thew experiments .shpuld be continued bearing in mind thsex

in different <*onntrie.

FOURTH QUESTION -The future road

1, The Congiy* consideis that where the tratfie oi .lelf-propeiled vehicles i

g i eat, ttye present roiul, u it i- coustrueted and maintaiued in accordance \\iththe

passed on the two tirwt lUt-tftious, H satisfactory

2. () The carriageway of the road ot the future *hould bt houR>gcucou and Couipoe4

of material >vhich me hard, tough, capable of resistance and not slippery,

(ft) There should be but ooe roadway for every kind ot N chicle pi oportioned to the iufoh-

sity of the traffic* J9 feet 8 inches (ix meties) wide at lea*t, ave in the exceptional ca^e of broad

pleasure avenues where several separate roadways are to be lecouiineadeJ.

(c) Hftve thci least oivmber oouipnvtible with au CAHV running oft ruin wmm .

(<*) Have moderate gradients with a small difference ad possible between the maximum

AUd minimum^ it being imvlerstood that iu exceptional cage*, gradient* may be >acnticed, \f

y, to vo!4 shar <jurve, .

'

'
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(4) fn orJ*r to flftorm these fain and mnke them mofe complete, ftp'Cnhgwn* cottfttcM'lt

desirable to collect exact p&rticirtiiw compiled by competent atiftidtftleft, as to ft&Artifffe We
rotations to \e 'kept between* the' constitution of the rtifcdWtfys and the p<Wdr Sf ritidttft&fttf

*

structures connected therewith, and the speed, weight, width of tires, diameter of Wtt$4!fc*Ilfo

nature of the tires of the vehicle** the method tit suspension of Vehicles, the number of axles

and their distance apart,

- (5) For the maintenance of the road, aa well as for its good working, it is desirable to

lay the tracks of light laiiuay* outside the M of the road
;
at am rate,It is advisable to lay

the tracks of these railway ami of the tramway linos on special beds, triump the road a

minimum width of 5 metres clcai of the iaih>ay.

(tf) "When trackri must he laid mlthe roadway, it is desirable that they should be laid at

the level of the sin face without any projection or depression, and without any change of

c&toftr, either in the transversal ot in the longitudinal direction, and that the road\\av should

he such that a width of at lea^t 2 m 60 should be pros idod clear of the portion of the 4urtaee

on which tram cars will um; it is recommended that the ra il should bo provided with n

counter-rail, which be eithei connected to the rail and form a unique hollow rail, or be separate.

-

<7) The Congress express the desire that tramway authorities may continue in the

general interest the re^earche* already carried out with omc emcee** in order to improve the

construction and maintenance of the, tracks, and especially oi the plant laid in the loadwaj,

arid that they will remo\ everything which may impede geneial traftic

IXTRIINATIONAL ROAD CONGIIESS, BIJlrSSKL5, 1010.

FIRST QUESTION.^Met.lled and paved roads

(Use of binding; materials in the construction of metalled roads. Use of

tTUelrWuyB in the paved roads. ftrog-felTs made in combating wear and tear

and dust),

/ ~~1
r

*p </ bttidtmi Hiiittnal* 1/1 t'n' wuivti nct'mn ntfttiUpd wutd*.

The Coa^ii"** belioe- th.it it ** de,shjiblo to pci-ue and dovelop the applications of the uae

of binding materials in the constitution of metalled loadNvays, ^pecial attention being given ^

T. To determine, tn each ca^e, the character of the binder best united to local cdiriftftdnl,

t. To deteitnine, as exactly as possible, the physical and chemical characteristics to be

spediled for tar bitttmmons, aphattic br Other binders as be*t snited.

'3. To compare the different results obtained in \aiioni method^ of construction.

4. To investigate the influence that storing of tarred inctul, during a more or less extended

period before being u^ed, may lia\e upon the perfection of the work.

5. To make a study of the deterioration that the materials are subjected to during use.

6. To specify the system to be advised, where ordinary metalling has proved deficient and

4tonc paving cannot for some reason be applied

7. To establish for each district according to local condition** and in each ca%e, the relation

between eofst And the result obtained.

7/.~ Ue of trackway* in fmved road*.

(<*) Apart from exceptional cae^ depending upon local condition*, the construction of

trackways in paved roadways can but be considered an expedient.

nj.P'nyvess madq *n cmuhatiny wear anci dust,

^Qonftrmiitg the renolnion ^aiwed Ht tfee Pftrts CongijMaan

in further refereuce to the first rcsojntioftfit adcfted *nd which^



from ttifc^nt erf tle% of e6mVfctta$ w*fcr and

1. That superficial tarring may be considered aft definitely accepted in practice, and that

the advantage to be derived frojn spreading fine wiul or suitable stony material after tarring

anlTtftllfng Che sameVuot at present piwed and shonld form the object of comparative test*,

2. That in the future application* of these methods, the attention of road builders be

drawn with benefit to the* comparison ot results obtained by the laying of tar, bituminous or us-

phaltlc substances, hot or coJd, by machine 01 by band, both from the point of view of cost as

frotn tfae point of view o( the efficiency of the operation,

8. That it is desirable, in compniing result*, to take into account the quality of the

mfttnrials composing the metalling, the intensity of traffic and tonnage s well n the climate

4. That, with due regard to the reM-mces of ewh region in far, bitnminous or Aphaltf<

fmbfctances, it U important to Rpeeif \ hi contracts tho condition* that arc to he fulfilled, specially

* regard* the preseivntion of "life," that 5< to pay, the .pioporty of preserving their binding

.". That it would 1)C desirable that n comparison be established between the advantages

of tArringthi* word being taken in its broadest sense in different cn^es ; whether the opera-

tioii. arc to 1e /lUjueMhy Vepeafed, femall doncn being applied each time ; or whether Targe

qaiities
v

are tobe'rir/plied at*greatevmlcrval8. Furthermore, whether, in the metalling itself,

a tar bitnminons or asphaltic binding material, has already been incorporated or not.

0. ^flmt the cotiCHi'sion adapted oy the first Pongrefw i* to bo maintained nt *oto running m
fothms : emnlwons of tar or of oil, hygroscopic salt* etc., .

'

". ha\e a real, but not n lasting

efficieny. Therefore, their use honhl be limited to special eiroum^tanoea. >noh a- ja<'e-conr*ep<,

festivals,

and dt&ftftge of rdads, (Heth6d of

carrying
1 out the work).

Foundation,

I. The formation and construction of foundation* of roadways should be made the stronger

in proportion to the lesser compactness of the ground. The foundation should have more body
and resistance the more it is exposed to internal deterioration and external west.

II. In the choice of the system of foundation for roadways, both stone set and metalled,

stress should be principally laid on the degree of dr>nen and dampness of the Mib-soils., while

having regard to the possibility of their drainage and to their geological nature and fo the

nafifrfe 6f ftie materials of the~ locality. In order to determine the thickness and the extent of

the massive of the foundations, pressure for unit area should be made compatible with the

carrying resistance of the soils observed under the most unfavourable conditions,

HI, la soils, where preliminary dminftge is required before the construction, the genera!

methods of drainage should be applied to the \* hole or to a part of tho roa/1 body and to

the bed of the metal, if necessary.

IV. The cross and longitudinal sections of load* and those of side gutters should be

established BO at) to facilitate the ttow of the trickling water and to prevent in Hitration of

water into road aurfnoeis which should be made as impermeable as iossible. Tlie cvapora.

tion of superficial Aunpness shooM be ehconifcfed by every means.

V. The worfe for the fouri'datloii &nd for drafnage should be carried out simply knd
and by usingf of the mate^lale of the cmmtrr a far a? potelbTo*.



THIRD QUBBTIOJf. Laying light railwayi a*4 t*Afr*jr* on r*4f

Advantage and disadvantages. Effect on the vviouf matftodf a*d thp

poet of maintenance,

t, In the study of the new roads to be constructed, both in the neighbourhood of large

towns as well as In the open country, it may be useful to try, if it does not interfere with

the general interest, to provide a sufficient road width for the oonstjmction of a light railway

outside of the roadway,

The trace, the gradients, the designs of cross-section will be, according to the require*

ments. determined in such a wanner as to reserve all the facilities antf necessary safety for

every kind of traffic.

It is desirable that the supplemental') cost-, should be defrayed by the concession-holder

or the constructor* of the Hjdit railway as tar ns the pnrt of road reserved for the rail track

is concerned.

II. The construction of sunken rails In the metalled roadways are always harmful for

the viability of the roads, and there results a marked increase in cobt or the maintenance of

the roacln. It is desirable that this method should be avoided as much as possible,

The eatablihhment of rails for tramways in paAed roads makes the repair of the paving

very difficult, where abutting against the rails, It is necessary to diminish that nuisance,

as far as possible, b} uppropiidte method*.

III. Where the railway IB placed b,> the side of the road, it is preferable, where the

width of the road permits, to construct it on a special track, inaccessible for wheel traffic

and super-elevated in order to allow greater safety,

It is necessary in all ea-es to provide proper drainage.

If it is ;i case of metalled roadways, the concessionary or constructor of the railway

should be obliged to construct on the outside )>order of the free roadside sufficient depots for

materials for the repair of the road The same obligation should be, in nome cases, extended

to pa^ ed road*.

IV. The removal of trees along the rood bides should not be tolerated, unless lq extra-

ordinary case*.

If the width between the tree rowa is insufficient for the rail track to maintain the

recognised necesan width for ordinary wheel traffic, the track should be laid on ttye out-

side of the trees.

V. It is desirable that the concessionary of light railways should undertake thq duty

of maintaining the area of the road or roadwa> occupied by the rails or contiguous to samet

or pay the costs of this maintenance.

FOURTH QUESTION. Cleansing and watering (Necessity or utility. Methods

in use* Their oosts. Comparison of various methods).

Throwing refuse upon the public roads should be carefully avoided. Huch refuse should

be swept and removed by the municipality and not by the owners Of adjoining property,

provided the cost of this work is recovered from the latter by taxation.

In large towns it i necessary to give special care to cleansing and watering.

Cleansing should be done as rapidly as possible.

Watering must be frequent and limited in amount depending on local conditions.

Washing and sweeping are to he done its early as posaible, Mechanical presets^w
particularly recommended,
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Improvement in the implements are to be nought for with a view of insuring ihe moat

complete cleaning with the least inconvenience to the public.

Motor machines are called upon to be ad% antageoualy used for the cleaning and And

watering in large towns.

FIFTH QUESTION. Choice of surfacing materials.

1. Macadam, carried out according to the methods of Tresuguet and Mac-Adam,' causes

dust and mud, is expensive io maintain. and K oiirable in laiyu cities only tor streets where

the traffic is not very great or heavy.

- 2. The experimental work carried out in recent years with macadam improved Ity

using bituminous or tarry-coating or binder must be continued in order to determine the

best methods of utilising this kind of construction under varying conditions, so that this

question may be submitted again at the forthcoming Congresn.

3. Stone pavement has great qualities of resistance and Umabilily. Its maintenance

is easy and economical j
it produces hardly any dust and is suitable where there are

tramway tracks.

4. It should be adopted in thoroughfares wheiever noise is of little consequence, or

when asphalt surfaces are not suitable. It should consist of sets regular in shape, durable,

but not slippery, wearing evenly, laid upon a foundation and with close joints.

5. The Congress expresses the wish to see the trials of small set pavements continued

wherever local circumstances and traffic conditions permit.

6. Wood paving is noiselebs. not slippery, if kept clean ;
it stands very heavy traffic.

The use of it should be extended even to thoroughfaies through which tramway lines run.

7. The respective advantages of sott and hard -wood blocks must be a subject of

discussion at a forthcoming Congress.

8. Asphalt pavements should Le recommended owing to their good qualities from the

hygienic point ot view, their easu of cleansing and of icpair, and owing to the small

traction effort required on them. This surfacing is almost noiseless and produces but little

dust, but it is unsatisfactory adjacent to tramway rails

9 Theie is opportunity ioi its uo iu fashionable thoroughfares whcic the traffic IB not

severe, where there are no tramways, and where the gradients arc very moderate.

10. Finally the trials of asphalt, Sag and block pavements, regarding those qualities

not yet detei mined, should bo continued,

SIXTH QUESTION, Methods of carrying out road work in connection with

lighting and water-supply.

1 It is desirable to free a* tar as possible the carriageways from the minor distribution

systems which now encumber them atid to leave m them only the large sewers and mains

which require httle attention.

2. As far as possible the minor distribution nrniiib which are connected to the adjoin*

ing houses should be doubled and placed on both sides of the street. This doubling is

especially recommended for streets with heavy ti attic and also for those wheie the surface

rests on a solid foundation.

3. It is advisable to collider the udvantageb ot placing all distribution jtygteiu*, eacept

gas, in sub-ways of suitable dimeimouti placed under the footways. In this case great care

must be taken to prevent flooding caiibed by breakage of water pipes.

4. When the distribution works have been actually placed under the carnugeway, the

Congress advises that the system of doubling should be applied prudently by taking

i*ge Of tltt opportunity given by WlwWeyatye repairs or alteration.*,
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0. Complete agj$aiuient i neee&bary between all authorities interest^ iu, stoats, in

order to conduct their operations so as to interfere as little as possible with th$ tr#%.
ft is most desirable that all street works dioulfl be iinUer the jyeueral direction of'thoae

responbibk' for maintaining the surface.

The vvoik must be carried out as rapidly as possible ami so as to reduce the space

occupied on the public highway and obstruction to traffic

6, Trees planted in the footways iu urban districts should be chosen so as not to

mcomenieuce the frontages by their leave*, nor to interfere by their roots with the distribu-

tion system*

SEVENTH %ITlgfiOX.lnftuejice of weight and speed of veJOo^e* on bridges

and other special structures.

1. The development oi mechanical traffic has not had, up to the pie^ent, the effect ot

increasing the weight ot vehicle* generally bev ond the limit* recognised by regulation^ and

custom in connection with constiuctionai calculations

Iu any case it is desirable that, when existing regulation* are revised, steps should be

taken to test bridges by placing upon them the heaviest probable loads under the most

unfavourable conditions and exclusively composed of mechanical vehicles-

2. Under the present condition* of constructing motor vehicles and building public

roads, it does not eem po'sbible that the speed ot vehicles could have any eftecM on modern

and well-built bridges which have not already been duly taken into account in th jmuiliy

adopted methods of calculations of strength.

It may be advisable, however, when testing new bridges oi re-testing existing bridges, to

make UbC of the heaviest motor driven vehicles permitted to i uu. and running them at high

U, The consolidation tsolidarisation) of the different parts ot vv Inch bodges anc cum-

posed, aid their capacity to withstand the effects of vehicular traffic.

by

mechanically driven vehicles in order that they may neither eause ao* sufiwr

any extraordinary damage to or from the roads)

1 WUh regard to animal* drawn

1. Heavilv loaded vehicle^ with narrow tyres tuay cuutic exceptional damage

laid do>vji with a MOW to general traffic.

2. It 10 desuable that trials be taken in hand for the purpose of determining the relation

winch should subsist between the load, the diameter of wheel^ and the width ot tread so aa

to avoid abnormal damage.

Jj. \\'tth regard to Meahnmcally dratcn irftn'tc*

\. Such uutomobilcb as fall under the head ot -
touring ears" <\umot cause abnormal

damage to the roads so long as their speed is kept within limits,

2 Public service automobiles cannot cause appreciable damage to the road, provided

the maximum speed does not exceed 2& kiiom per hour, the maximum axle load does not

reach 4 ton* on the heaviest loaded axle, and that with wheels of 1 metre diameter, the load

i& below 150 kg. pei* centimetre width of tread.

3. Industrial automobiles need uot couae exceptional damage to a \veUconata:uuLcd

'road, provided that the following limits are adhered to :

1st type Vehicles m whieh the axle load is less thuu 1 tona

Maximum pee<V20 kiioai. -per hour.

Load on tym }
i^O

fcttof* per 6D* 04 width ol U-ea4 wicli \vhceia ui

Hi
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Iii narrow streets in towns and in large cities when vibrations of the ground are to be

feared, it is possible to niinimibe the inconvenience by reducing the speed in a suitable

proportion, ,,

2nd type Vehicles in which the maximum axle loads between 4i and 7 tons

Maximum speed, 12 kilom* per hour.

Load on tyres : 150 kiiog. per cm. of width of tread with wheels of 1 metre in

diameter.

Provisionally and under reserve of the results of further experiments when the diame*

ter of wheels is above 1 metre, the load per cm. width of tread should be calculated for

poth types of vehicles and also for such as are described in paragraph 2 by using the

formula

where d diameter in metres and C = the load in kilograms.

It is desirable that experiments should be undertaken in order to determine the

maximum width which can be given to the tyres of all automobiles while ^ttll insuring that,

under normal conditions, the distribution of the load on the ground should take place over

the whole carrying area.

4. Ribbed or grooved iron tyres cauhc abnormal damage to the road, no matter what

their width be, or what load they support.

5. Vehicles propelled by mechanical pow cr cannot cause extraordinary damage to the

curved portions of roads, provided that at these points a .sufficient superelevation is given and

that the curved portion is not approached or traversed at an unreasonable speed.

6. With a view to saving the roads, it is desirable that the car builders go carefully

into the question of clutches and brakes so that the bkiddmg of the wheels may be avoided \

that they also balance the motors as perfectly as possible, and that they allow a reasonable

raising of the centre of gravity.

QUESTION, Conditions for tbe use of public service conveyances other

than tramways. (Advantages and disadvantages, capacity, coats, etc.,).

The Congress is of opinion that public motor omnibus service should be encouraged.
As a final resolution, the Congress is of opinion that it is difficult at the present moment"

to decide definitely on the respective advantage of the two modes of transport, but that one

forms the complement of the other and not the rival, ami the adoption of one or other method

largely depends on local conditions.

The progress of motor omnibus and extent of the use of this method of transportation
is capable of great extension :

(<0 by the use of wheels fitted with rubber tyres,

(&) by any progress made in construction

The number of passengers carried by motor omnibuses should be greater for the town
than for the country,

THIRD INTERNATIONAL KOAD CONGRESS, LONDON, 113.

F1BST QOTBTION. Planning of new streets and roads.

1. As a general principle, it is better that new main roads be constructed to pass out*

, side, father than through towns, and that, where an existing main road passing through a
town IB unsatisfactory for through traffic, it is often better in preference to widening au
existing narrow main road through the centre of a town. New roads should be planned
according to the principles of the science of town-planning.

2. qfcadieato on new roads should be as easy as possible,, having regard to the physic*!
Qtatatrt ot th* country through which they pass, and they should to wbfer *toro there aru
utti'vv*, U'mi w & VNPQBMWW tf heavy traffic.
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8. The radii of curves in roads used by fast traffic should, where practicable, provide

Hie best possible and an unobstructed view, and that *here this is not possible, the cune being

ot short radius, means .should be provided whereby the approach theicto is in some way eleiuly

indicated

4. Except where it is jo*ibU to provide special reserved spaces, tram tracks arc best

placed m the centre of the road*, and that %\hen MI placed, it is deniable to piotide space

on either side tor tno hack" toi vehicles.

6. The main traffic roads should be so designed that spaces are pio\ided for tram tracks,

fast and slow traffic and standing vehicle* and in such a way that they can proceed without

unduly intermixing. In fixing building line* along what may ultimately become main roads,

regard should be paid to ultimate icquiiemcnK Adequate space should be provided between

building*, and powers for enforcing this should IK? held by all autliouties who decide the widths

of roads.

6. That the planning of main road communications outside towns should be at once

undci taken ;
it is a mutter ot national importance in regaid to which some initiative should

rest with a central State authoiity, and the action of local authorities should, to home extent, be

regulated or supervised by cential authorities.

SECOND QUESTION -Types of surfacing to be adopted on bridges,
viaducts, etc

1 1 The choice of road HUI tat ing tor bridge*- depend* on the nature and intensity of the

traffic, the local condition'-, such a* permissible hr*t cost, kinds oi material icadily available,

and climate. For light bridge* the choice is largely influenced In the weight of the surfacing

Public safety and convenience should be fir*t regarded rather than question** of comparative cost,

2, On short bridges in town or countiy, it is desiiable that the surfacing should be the

bame as that on the adjoining sheets or loads.

8 In forming the roadway on bridges, spciul uuc should be taken to secure pioper

drainage and to prevent the harmiul percolation ot >\atcr Mith longitudinal gradients of at

least 1 in 50, the cross- section of the surface made be made neath flat and the dead load

thus reduced.

4. As a gencial lulc, the surfacing of a budge should be \\utei-pioof, capable of resistance

to wear, durable and of a \\eight appiopriate to the structure of the bridge ;
it should aUo be as

smooth as possible without IKJIIIL <lippeiy.

6. I'lank (surfacing on bridges in light and its liit i-o-t i low Its cosroi tnainteuance is,

howe\er, excessive, except where the traffic is light. Its cxtu'ine liability to dantuge by fire is

a serious disadvantage It should not lie adopted, except in icmote districts in which there is

an abundance oi cheap timber, and where a moie desirable fonn of surfacing is not easily

obtainable. blUgle plank tloois aie only Mutable loi >cry light tiuffic. For nuxletate or heavy

traffic, two layers of planking, the lower ot which is cieosoted orotheiwise protected ftoin

decay, should be used,

6. Macadam, or ordinary broken stone surfacing, on timber planking, is not always

satisfactory on account of its gieat weight and its permeability. Macadam is, however, quite

satisfactory for massive bridges iu rural distj lets, if the substructure has n proper dampproof

course.

7. Macadam bound nith tar or other water-proof and clastic material is useful and

economical for the surfacing of mral budges with moderate traffic when the spans are short or

the structure is massive.

b. Wood block paving, 3 to 5 inches thick, is an ideal surfacing for bridges in most

cases. It is light and durable and can be laid oti concrete, or, when weight must be minimised

t>u a Umber sub-floor, which should be creototed. Special care should be taken in the selection,

treatment, and laying of wood blocks for bridge paving to avoid troubles dne to expansion and

twntrjtttiun of tlw blwkf ur of tbe avt&l gfruvture*
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0. Asphalt In various forms IK nn excellent surfacing material for bridge* with wjr

gradient* on which the traffic is not confined to definite lino* or very heavy.

10, Stone paving, carried out with ordinary hand-dressed setts or with small setts (nikx,

Rleinpflaster) laid on concrete and bound with cement or pitch, makes excellent and economical

surfacing for bridges with heavy traffic. However, it is only suitable in case* where qutttiofifl

of weight of the surfacing or of noio are of no importance, The thickness of the tajrr of

sand interposed between the setts and the foundation will be decided in the same way as with

an ordinary cai riageway in town or country, as the case may be,

11, For movable bridges and for non-rigid suspension bridge*, the surfacing should be

light and easy to attach to the bridge platform. The trials made in France and Belgium \vith

old mine cables or other fibrous suUtances of even lew cot, and with such mnterial* impregnated

with tarry, bituminous, or tsphaltic materials, should be encouraged.

THIRD QUESTION. Construction of macadamised roads bound with tarry,

bituminous, or asphaltic materials.

By the UBC of bituminous, including tarry "r aphltie hinders, we may obtain a number of

different forms of road ciusr, which mny be employed with advantage, according to the various

conditions of the road as regards tiaflic, locaht), and climate.

The exact uilue and duration of life ot these unions road crusts, taking into account

traffic, climatic (traditions and the methods of conduction, remain to be ditci mined.

For thi<! put pose it i* a<hisable to draw up a uniform system of tests, measurements, and

records under the following bending* :

1, Physical and local conditions (Plans cross-sections, slopes, cainWr, foundations,

sub-soil).

V, Materials employed, petrological analysis, dimensions, compositions of the binding

a^ent.

2a. Method of construction, date ot construction.

3, Census of t) attic on the -e^tion uudoi reue\v,

4, Climatic conditions affecting the road,

5, Periodicnl measurement of wear

6, Periodical examination ot the state of the road crust.

7, Actual cost of the road crust (a) as regards cost of construction, (J) as regards

maintenance cost

The standard foim in which the infoinmtion is to bo furnished will be drawn up by the

Permanent Commission.

PARTICULAR CONCLUSIONS.

/ Foundation and drainage.

Confirming the conclusions adopn-d in 1910 by the second Congress (Brussels), Question ?,

which called attention to the advantages of a dry foundation and a sound sub-soil, the Congress

especially insist* upon the ^ieat importance of efficient foundations in the case of road crusts

bound with bituminous (including tarry or asphaltic) binders for the following reasons :

1. The road crust being expensive, it is important to give it a base which will increase

life.

2. As weight, speed, and intensity of the traffic continually tend to increase on roads

considered worthy of such a crust, it is best to provide a foundation which has beeu so

constructed as to secme fur the crust the best possible conditions of resistance to wear.

//, DlmtMiinu and slope of metalling,

1. When an ordinary macadamised road crust is constructed with a view to being

tar-sprayed, it should be constructed of hard metal with sharp edges, and broken as
nearlyM

possible to a cube of the dimensions of from. 4 to cm,
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2, In thr rn^ of bituminous, inducting tarry nr asph.alti^ macadam, carried oltt
tojjr

the

mixing process, the dimensions of the metal may bo so selected and graded as to fdrrii ft

compact road crust with the fewest possible voids.

The dimensions of the largest metal may vary according to the nature of the stoae attil

of the traffic. When the process of construction employed requires more than one layer of

material, the upper layer of wearing crust may be formed of smaller metal.

8. In respect of bituminous, including the tarry or asphaltic road crusts constructed

by the penetration process, the trials and tests now being carried out in various countries

should be continued, taking care only to employ metal of as cubical a shape as possible, and

with sharp edges, at any rate for the portion of fche road crust nearest the surface,

4. It is understood that further experiments will also be carried out In the use of other

methods, and especially those referred to in paragraphs (1) and (2).

III. Employment of partially vsed metal,

By carefully eliminating all particles of mud and organic matter, it is possible to

successfully make use of partially worn materials, on condition that they arc not employed

for the surface of the road crust.

IV. Rclatire importance ofpatciting.

It is agreed that it is absolutely necessary to carry out repairs, in the case of all

bituminous, including tarry and a*phaltic road crusts, immediately the necessity for them

arises.

V Permissible wear,

The compact renewal rendered necessary by the wear and tear must be carried out

immediately the depth of the road crust is below a given limit of safety, or when its

water-proofing qualities have become so poor that the road will unduly suffer from climatic

conditions.

I
T

7 Va^ioHtt meant of employing tarry ^ bituminous, and a#phaHic material*.

In using these materials both in the penetration method and the mixing method :

(0) It is preferable to use dry stone in order that it may adhere well to the i>inder.

In the mixing method the stone must be dry, and, if necessary, it must be

heated.

(ft) One must never lay a top crust upon a soft or damp foundation.

One should preferably carry out the work in fine weather.

(c) One must never employ too much binder, but only a sufficient quantity to bind

the portion of the road which is being rolled.

(rf) One must never employ road rollers which are too heavy.

VII. Tests and chemical analyst*.

The advantage of analysis and methodical laboratory tests, and their necessity In the

cane of bituminous binders, are unanimously recognised.

It would be of advantage to obtain uniformity

(1) As regards the specification of the principal characteristics of these binders.

(2) As regards the methods of testing for drawing up these specifications. The

Permanent International Commission will be entrusted with -the work of

inquiring into the best way of standardising the above,

Vm.-Climatic effects.
*

K'J, *?$*

It
ap^g^

fk) be generally agreed that certain tarry, bituminous or asphaltic poad eruftts

(as |s ftls|t||plly the case with all smooth and water-proof 8rfaees>raay



ttader certain conditions of weather, ThU may be remedied by strewing the surface with

roarse sharp sand } and, in roogt cases, a good cleansing of the surface will usually prevent

the carriageway becoming slippery,
*

lX.$ff*ct* tm public ke&Wi, etc.

Sufficient information is now available to enable engineers to select and specify

bituminous binders which will have no prejudicial effect upon public health, fish life,

or vegetation, but which, on the contrary, will conduce to conditions of considerable hygienic

advantage,

X. Cleaning and

It is recognised that carriageways properly treated with bituminous, including tarry

or asphaltic materials, require less sweeping and watering than ordinary water-bound

macadamised roads, and that they allow of considerable economy being effected under

this head.

The meeting puts forward the following additional proposals :-

That an International Technical Committee should be appointed by the Permanent

International Commission, in order to study a standard method of obtaining

information and data upon materials, physical conditions, local conditions,

methods of construction, terminology, and other pointa concerning macadam

bound with tarry, bituminous or asphaitic binders,

The report of the Committee should, after examination of the Permanent Committee.

be presented to the next ( 'ongress.

FOURTH QUESTION.-Wood paving.

1. Where gradients permit, wood-block pa\cment is Aery suitable for streets where

the traffic is great, but is not of the exceptionally hea\y character usually existing on streets

near docks, or similar centres of industrial traffic. It should be used where a noisclcns

pavement is desirable. It is <i great im|x>rtauce that a concrete foundation should he laid

of sufficient strength to earn the tr.tffic passing over the pavement.
\

2. Great care is nccensan in the selection of the proper timber for the purpose, and all

soft wood blocks should be thoroughly iwpiegnated with a well-proved prcscrvathe l>cforc

being laid.

3. In view of the varying results ghen by wood pavements, according, to local cir-

cumstances, it is desirable that further investigations and laboratory experiments should be

carried out in connection with the selection of the timber and of the impreganting preservative.

4. Every precaution should be taken in laving the blocks to prevent, so far as possible,

the entry of water through the joints.

4*. Hard woods give varying results according to local circumstances, and it does not

appear desirable to recommend them for roads with intense traffic in large cities, unless

some means are devised to effectively prevent the rapid destruction of the joints and the

resulting destructive effect on the concrete below. If these woods are employed, it is

desirable not only to prevent the percolation of water through the joints to the foundation,

but also to consolidate the Mocks as far as possible so that they may not become rounded

at the edges.

Soft wood obtained from suitable kinds of trees, and especially from resinous species

' are equally suitable for wads with a comparatively ,heavy ancUntonse traffic as well as for

roads with a light and infrequent traffic. In the latter, however, the blocks are liable to

'tot' if they have not been suitably p^ked. J* is lso desirable to make the Joints as small

and w*ter-tight as possible, On the other bimdy; their comparatively rapid wear Oft ^Oftds
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with jjrnit tmfflo shonld encnnrngfl one to make exhaustive ln?efCation * totn the te*t m*rt

of treating thorn, so an to increase their strength without prejudice to their elasticity.

5, Subject lo eeitum precautions Mu-h as impregnating of the wood, watur-prooflng of

the joints and surfaces, frequent cleaning of the loadway, etc., there is no objection to wood

pavement from the sanitary point of view,

6, The spreading of gritting is necessary under certain conditions and in certain weather

(especially h*Mi wood paving) to prevent the sin face becoming slippery, but the gritting should

be done with suitable *mall gravel chipping* or sharp sand, .so as to a>oid, as fni ns possible, auy

injury to rnbl>er tyres

FIFTH QUESTION. -Methods of lighting,

I, For the purposes of i general detetmination of method* of lighting, highways nifty

conveniently be divided into three elates ns follows

(]) Impnitont streets in cities, ton or other uibnn areas in whirl) the twlnV, after dark

is considerable in volume.

(*2) Important sibuilan loads in the vicinity of large towns.

(3) Idiral loads in O|KMI connhy ;
and liming repaid to modern conditions of tiaftlc, it i*

essential that adequate lighting bj means of fixed lights should lie pio\ided in elates

1 and 2.

II. AS a general principle in the lighting of all highways which reqniic to be lighted bv

me^ns of fi\e-< light-*, the method of lighting to be adopted should be sneh a** >>ill piovidean

illnmiiiAtion fts mufoini and fioe fom glae as possible The amount of illumination and the

position of lamps must be detei mined with icference to local circumstances

III. It would be unpiaetieablc to light iinal loads in open country generally by similar

methods tr tbo^e adopted in mlmn tiuect 1* or suburban loads, and the lighting of vehicles run-

ning or standing on ruuil load" at night i, thereloie, of the highest importance

IV. Every \ehicle, whether standing 01 iro\ing, should cam 01 show light of sufficient;

power at ui^ht uhidi can, except when especially authorised, be ^-een fron the icar as well as

from the fiont of the vehicle

(2) Eveiy motor ear must carry, after nightfall, two lighted lamps in front and one at the

back ; if it H able to mose at a high speed, it must le fitted in fiont with a head lamp of suffi-

cient illuminating pnwci to light up the oad 01 path foi at least 50 > ards to the front In

inhabited places the 01 dinaiv liohtiny J* Mifficient to allow motorists to see theii "nay and be

easily seen, the light of the headlight* must be limited to that of the ordinary lamp.

V. It i desirable that all obstacles PCK^S a road, such a nates, and particularly gates at

level crossings, should be painted white ami in othei colonis in alternate part*, and illuminated

by fixed lights which arc lighted at dusk

(2) It it desirable to paint white, or indicate by some other method, all danger signal posts,

direction posts, and other posts, milestone*, wheel keibs, bridge abutment*, otc.. or other special

features the indication of which \\ouhl aid travellers or < onduce to the safety and convenience of

traffic.

VI. One and the same colour should be adopted as the colour for danuei nignals.

The meeting, on the pinpoint of Mr Thaix, uuanimonhly adopted the following resolution :

"
It is desirable that eacli (>o\ eminent sliould do away ns oon as possible with coloured

lights on automobile*/'

On the proposal of Mr. Hausex, the meeting adopted the following resolution, with two

tieiit* :

The Congress expresses the wish that regulajiops shonld be made to compel drivers of

maj^tbeif presence known at nigjjt,"
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SIXTH QUESTION.-Observations noted since 1908 as to the various causes

of wear and deterioration of roadways.

1. Wentliei condition are amongst the most ponertul iittttten*h wliuh cause deterioration

ut roaas. mid I hat the destructive effect of weather can be minimised by effecthe w ater-prootinfe

ol the road surface, with siritable drainage for the foundation.

2. Any considerable volume of tt a flic consisting of cither heavy motor vehicle or high-

speed H^ht motor cars has a serioui-ly damaging effect <n water bound macadam roads

The damage called is effected by the balancing of the motor, the ratio between propelling

power and adhesive weight, the weight of unsprung poitiont ot the motor, the program! vity ot

action of the brakes the system of tpiingmg, the type of the tyres emplojed, the diameter of

the wheels, the width of the rims, variation of speed and adherence, and other factois.

3. The damaging effect of heavy motor vehicles can be minimised ly the use ot wheel* of

large oiainetei, tyren ot a width piopeilj adapted to the weight of the axle load, ritbtaroi chistic

tyres and suitable tarings, and that all ieaconablo means ot reducing the damage to loudt- caused

by such vehicles should be enforced.

4. Light motor car traffic doe- not cause j-enous or exceptional vicar or damage in the case

of properly-made macadam loads \shuh Inuc been piopcily treated 01 bound with tarry, bitu-

minous or a^phaltic matcnaU, except in *harp cuives.

As regards horse-drawn vehicle?, it is deniable also to tndy the relations between load*,

width of liius and diameter of wheels, and moie especially the *ys>tcm of shoeing horses. It is

also necessary that powers should be given to local authorities to pietent the deposit of retire

from fieUK and earth from th- roadway by tin1 wheels ol agricultural cart*.

5. Theie is still a great lack of precise intorratUion in rcgaid to the >4iHoir* causes of wotir

and dcteiioration of load wa}s and that it is doirable to collect more inclination compiled on

carefully deviled fecientitic methods, >taiuUudiscd av far as possible foi the puiposet- ot eompalU
son. and to make iurthci Nvstcn.atic study ot these caiiMi

>.

The International Permanent (,'omuuKm is charged with the preparation of a programme

of observation*, studies, and experiments,

SEVENTH QUESTION. Regulations for fast and slow traffic on roads.

1. That all regulations for the contio' of load tl'um'c should be bawd on the principle of

allowing the spied piacticable ioi each different kind ot vehicle consihtcnt with public batctv,

general con\cnieiuc, and the normal ^ear ot the road,

2. That regulations for the conduct of hM and slow tiaftic should be af few and Dimple as

possible, and hhoultl be such ah can tind ought to be Miiveisilh tidheied to and enforced.

3. That in all huge citic- thcie hhould le a traffic authority on whom would Ije charged
tlie duty of studying and dealing with street traffic problems, and the co-ord. nation of such powers
with those of other public authorities being matters of detail which mint be settled by public

authorities on consideration of ihe circumstances and conditions of each large city,

4, '1 hat there should be ample piovision ot traffic controllers (such as the police in London)
with adequate powers to regulate the traffic, not only at congested points, but throughout the

eoiusc of crowded streets,

5, That having rcgaid to the iiu raised danger \vhkh i* neee<Nuily created by the*

conditions of modern traffic, it is important thatdnvcis should be carefully and
^yM-einatically

tidinedj and that children should be especially taught how to provide against the dangers of thg

road.

6, That except where local circumstances render it absolutely necessary, no obstruction*,

wch as lamp-posta, tramway standards, etc,, should be placed in the centre of H ron-i, exwuft
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7 Kool*tn^iitoof fhepuWi^ hjfffcway OirtttW be permit either by

unreasonably, or tmvelfonf t mt utetruettag ***<* or fy *&*** placed oil the highway.

Exception must, however, be made for depot* required for the work of maintenance or repair

of the road, or for work being carried out by doty authorised and competent authorities, but in

every ease all necessary steps most be taken to ensure the safety ttf traffic.

8. The meetings, on the proposal cf Mr. Chaix, unanimously adopted the following
resolution :

"Regulations for roads and traffic m*t Rim at defining the right*, duties, and

responsibilities for each kind of traffic, in order to avoid the causes of accidents

aild damage and to ensure the maximum of older mid liberty."

EIGHTH QUESTION. Authorities in charge of the coistruction and

maintenance of roads. Functions of central and local authorities.

1. The ?ystem of road administration in any country must be id harmony with the

general system of Government prevailing in that country and the political ffenious of it* people

It i* impossible to lay down any general rule of universal application as to the extent to which

the road organisation of any country should be centralized or decentralized.

2. A principle that can be laid down as of univeital application is that the uuit of

highway administrations shall he sttfKciently large and command buftkient resonrces to eniploy

and adequately retwnwrato a compt'teut Htatf.

KINTH QUESTION. Finance of the construction and upkeep of roads.

Provision of revenues.

1. The expenditure of the maintenance and improvement of

(a) The roads which serve an main routes of commumchtion betweutt important places

in any country j or,

(6) tioads which are used mainly by long distance traffic.

Unless such expenditure is borne wholly out of the National Revenues under a system

of State administration <>t roads (Which fryetem t* practicable mid Stable in the case of

nome roads in some countries) should be maimy paid out of National Revenues, whether or not

such roads are l>caiiy Admimstcred and maintained, utafcject, \\here local j\dmiuitrtioa prevails

to the superfusion of a cential Government Authority both as to efficiency add expenditure.

2. It is desirable to ttbolteh, so far as possible, all tolls on public loads, mid it is equitable

that vehicles which, on account ot their weight, or weight combined with speed, or any other

exceptional circumstances connected with either the vehicle 01 u*e of the rotid, cause special

damage to roads beyond the wear and tear of the oidinary traffic of any district, should be

subject to special taxation, the proceeds ot which should be eat marked for expenditure on roads.

3. Borrowing motley for new road construction and 'for the $$rioue renewal of the surface

coatinff of a road is consistent with sound financial principles, provided the loan peri'tl in thu

case ut' luiu'f lot renewals i* kept well within the life of the *tir&ic<; c atiu^,












